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Abstract

Gender humor was analyzed ushg extraded image analysis in an a#empt to discover the

images of the stereotypicai woman and man. The women and men of gender humor are discussed
in relation to the foiiowing themes: judgment in a patriarchai culture, displaying motion,

orientation to cornmitment, semial activity, relationship allegiaace, and discrepancy in power.
Although the major* of the gender humor reflected a patriarcbai culture with traditional gender

roles, exidence of a branch of humor d e c b n g a mairiarcha1 fhmewodc was discovered in the
gender humor. Directions for furîher research and condusions are discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Gender humor has the potential to provide the social scientist witb a nch source of
information about how mai and womm interact and view each other. Its expression aicompasses
shared attitudes and beli& toward rnen and women in our culture. Humor is so ingrained in our
culture that we xldom d e c t on its meaning or the reasans for its existence. Although typically
ignored as data, gender hurnor can be a . unwitting source of social comrnentary about gender
roles.

in order to understand the attitudes implicit in hurnor, close anaiysis of its content is
necessary. Hall (1973) stated "years of study have convinced me that the real job is not to

understand foreign culture but to understand our owo" (p. 30). Humor is prevalent throughout
much of our culture, and therefore, requires shared cultural iaowledge. It is this shared laiowledge
that can provide valuable information on Our cuIture.

As such, 1 believe an analysis of gender

humor would provide insight into cumnt attitudes about and toward men and women.
Shared laughter is grounded in cornmon knowledge on any given topic. For inskce.
gender hurnor can be expected to articulate commonly held stereotypes about men and women. in
her cornparison of anthropologists and cornedians, Kozinski (1985) wrote that they both survey
behavior, search for social knowledge and "make a commentary on the human condition fiom the
perspective of people who profoundly understand human nature" (p. 6 1). We laugh because we
share the requisite knowledge necessary to understand.

Comedy both reflects and anixts O u r attitudes (Janus, 1981). The content of hurnor has
the potential to reveal our cornmoniy held attitudes about a wide range of issues or events. Hwnor

may aiso be used as social comrnentary to attack thae cornmonly shared Mews. By rnaking the
stattus quo the subject of a joke, the joke d e r is invithg his/her listeners to adopt a difièrent view.

Humor, therefore, not only reveais Our existuig attitudes regarding men and women, but it c m also
provide a vehicle for the creation of new attitudes.

In the followiag sections I wiU discuss the means by which humor is distributed, with
ernphasis on the distribution of gender humor. in addition, 1wiii address the various theories

regarding the role of humor in our culture and introduce the research question relating to gender
humor.
Distribution of Hurnor
The life of humor depends on its successfil distribution. Although it requires o d y one
creative person to constnict a joke, its suMvai depeads on a chah of communicotors (Dundes,
1987). In the pst, the distribution of humor was dependent upon word-of-mouth. Technologicd
advances, includùig electronic mail and photocopiers, have dramatically increased the speed and
breadth of distribution (Dundes. 1987). The larger audience made possible by these technological

advances rnay increase the likelihood of r e a c h g a recipient who wiU continue the distribution of
the joke.
There are fàctors beyond mass distribution which also affect the survival of hurnor. A
joke's popularity relies on the willinpess of its audience to pass it on to others. The context,
including the relationship of the distributor to his or her audience, may affect the likeIihood of
repeating the joke. Coser (1960) wote tbat "humor is communicative behavior that caiis for closer
participation than do most other forms of group behavior" (p. 8 1). The appropnateness of hurnor

is heavily reliant on the situation as 'there are contextual rules for joking that are often not explicit
or even consciously r e c o g n i d (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 20 1). The distributor of humor needs
to assess the audience to detennine the appropriateness of the joke. The distributor's ability to
interpret the audience's sense of hurnor will affect the success of the joke. An understanding of
humor distribution, therefore, can only be gained through a conceptualhtion of social interaction.
McCaIl and Sirnmons (1978) stated that social interaction involves a continual process of

the negotiation of social identities. This process ''takes the form of an argument or debate over
who each penon is" (MeCaIl & Simrnons, 1978, p. 138). "A working agreement can be said to

exist whm the cognitive processes of one person, with respect to social identities, are not in gross
conflict with the expressive processes of îhe other person" (McCail& Simmons, 1978, p. 139).
The working agreement represents a shared definition of eacé person's social identities and dictates
appropriate behavior w i h that relationship.
Although the comection between humor distribution and the "working agreement" concept
was not explicitly drawn by McCall and Simmons (1978), such a conceptualkation can be

beneficial to understanding the distribution of humor. "The h t i o n of a solidarity
relationship requires the production of sociai action that informs the parties to the relationship that
the relationship is still viable. lokes that elicit mutual merriment are one form of sociai action that

affirms extant solidarity relationships" (Seckman & Couch, 1989, p. 336). In their ethnographie
study of haunor among police, Pogrebin and Poole (1988) found there was a ''mutual testing of the

boundaries of acceptable behavior" (p. 207). Working agreements cuntinuously change, and due to
the delicate balance of interactive processes, these agreements dways involve the element of risk
(McCall & Simrnons, 1978). A working agreement is not a stable state, but a tentative and
ongoing process as it entails the development of a definition regarding another person's character.
The cornmunicator's expectations of the recipient's "expressive processes," as well as the
recipient's actual reactions, comprise important factors contributhg to the development and
establishment of the "working agreement." Consideration of the audience of humor is crucial as it
will affect the presence or absence, as well as the type of humor one communicates. This is
integral to the understanding of gender humor as the distributor's perception of the audience will
&ct

whether gender humor is cornmunicated, as well as its content. If the recipient of gender

humor fin& the joke distastefùl or offensive, re-negotiations of the working agreement will have to
follow if interaction is to be maintaineci. "Humor invites laughter, as the mark of its acceptance. if
some group members refuse to respond, they indicate their rejection of the humorist, as well as of

those who understand and feel with hirn" (Coser, 1960, p. 8 1). People's sense of hwnor can
contribute heaviiy to value judgrnents about theif character and personality.
Power
Power is also an important factor in the relationship between humor and working

agreements. As a result, power Iikely plays an important role in the distribution of gender hurnor.

In hierarchical relationships, the person in the power position has more controf in the negotiation of
identities. In her study of hurnor among medical sta& Coser (1960) found " h t not only the
fkquency with which humor occurs, but the direction it takes, tends to meet the requirement of the
authority structure" (p. 85).
Similarly, Mackie (1 987) wrote 'îvomen's tendency to self-disparagiag humor is clearly

tied to their lower staîus" (p. 20 1). Ziilman and Stocking (1976) also stated that there is a higher
frequency of selfdeprecatbg humor among women and that this is an extension of their relative
power status. Although shidies which focuseci on gender differences in humor have shown

significant findings, they may be a result of power relationships that transcend sex. in other words,
those people with lower status will be more Iikely to make flln of themselves, regardless of their
sex. Their s u b s e ~ e nposition
t
generally does not grant thern the right to directly ridicule those of
higher status. Although gender differences in humor may diminish with changes in the social
clirnate, hierarchical stmctures will Iikely continue as the n o m in the work place. The inevitable
power relationships ensure the continuation of hurnor in accordance with the "pecking order."
Social Context
The social context in which hwnor is communicated rnerits consideration. Kozinski (1985)
wrote that "the seasoned standup cornedian will be aware of his audience's composition and of
subtle elements of idonnation operathg in the cultural setting" (p. 65). Humor that is insensitive
or ignorant to the social context will be more Wely to rneet an wireceptive audience.

Awareness of contextual k t o r s is more important for humor tint nuis the risk of being

considered offensive. Pogrebin and Poole (1988) appiied Gofhin's concept of backstage
identities to humor arnong police. Backstage identities include those which ''an reveaied in
temtones that are separated fiom public view" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988). For instance, "audience

degradation" which involveci "exploit[ingJ the humor in the troubles and foibles of the public"
(Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 194) usually occurred in isolaîed areas removed h m the public and
s u p e ~ k o r s .Such humor was conceptudized to lessen the emotional intensity of police work,
however, to outsiders, such humor would be less likely to be considered humorous (Pogrebin &
Poole, 1988). A person who is not privy to a group's experiences wiii be unable to understand or
appreciate their hwnor and, as a result, may find it ofErnive.
Potentially offensive humor. such as that comrnunicated arnong police, is acceptable in
certain situations. "It is through shared experiences of group activity that the standards by which
hurnor is judged and interpreted evolve" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 20 1). Sirnilarly, Coser
( 1960) stated " the meanhg of humor.. .cm only be understood by examining its content and

themes in the context of the network of role relationships among those who taugh together" (p. 82).
Sensitivity to the social context of humor is essential.

The Distribution of Gender Humor
in recent history, gender humor svas generally not considered sexist. The unequal power
distribution was accepted as fàct and therefore not challengeci. Power is key to the understanding
of the working agreement. Wornen were forced to endure sexist humor and had little or no power
in the negotiation of alternative working agreements. As a result, there were few reasons for men

to fear offending the targeted audience of gender humor. While the working agreement was not
. considered desirable by

women, it was endured and subsequently allowed the open communication

of gender humor. However, the working agreement is currently subject to the evolving social

acfeptability of sexisî humor. 'We have new terms iike sexuai harassment (which ten years ago
was d e d 'lif'e')" (Steinem as cited in Turner, 1990, p. 98).

Cumtiy, many social climates are more sensitive to and offen enforce politidy correct
bchavior. As such, these contexts take a dim view to hwnor tbat targets identifiable groups. This
wiii Iikely result in changes in the distribution of gender hurnor. Those who rnay féar king labeled

as a "sexist" or fear retribution will be more likely to m

w the s m p e of distribution to a known

may exist
audience who wiil be receptive to such humor. In work seîîings, however, circu~~l~tances
that undemine the emphasis on politidy correct behavior. For ewmplç one penon may have a

disproportiooate amount of power over others. Such a power inbalance can d u c e the
effèctiveness of the k

t of punishrnent or labelhg as sexist. These repercussions will also not

likely deter those who distribute offensive material anonymously, such as leaving gender humor on
a desk with the clear intention to offend or provoke.
Knowing the audience of gender hwnor is of primary importance. Janus (198 1) wrote that
"male cornedians who insist on sexist materials in their mutines now play to often hissing
audiences" (p. 166). in situations, such as this, where the audience is Iargely unknown there is a
greater risk of an unreceptive response. The cumnt politically correct atmosphere would likely
increase the probability of an unfàvorable audience.
Gender humor may be considered offensive depending on its content (e.g.,
sexisthonsexist), but more important1y on contextual factors. In social interactions with a working
agreement conducive to the sharing of gender humor, the motivations of the distributor will be less
likely to be questioned. For instance, even the most sexist joke rnay be considered humorous if it is
"shared" between confidants. rather than being "directed" at someone. In interactions where the
workùig agreement has not been established or is not conducive to gender humor, there is a greater
likelihood of misinterpretation of intentions or outright negative reception. In these situations the
recipient may feel the joke has been directed at them, and subçequently, be offended.

Mackie (1987) wrote that "males have not hesi&ted to communkate to women humor
disparaging women" (p. 200). 1 believe this is c h g i n g , especidiy in certain circuTlStances, such

as the work place and academic settings. In these se#iogs laws and policies have been established

with the purpose of tegulating discriminatory behavior, which can include gender humor. in

Manitoba, The Human Ri&&

Code S.M. 1987-88, c.45 recognized thai certain gender humor

may constitute harassment. Section 19(2) of the Code included in its definition of harassment "a

course of abusive and unwelcome conduct or comment undertaken or made..." In the context of
govemment intervention, employer enforcement of harassment policies, and a social c h t e
affecteci by the feminist rnovement, the manner in wtiich gender humor is communicated wilI Iikely

change. The increased awareness of political cocrectness has resulted in a heightmed sensitivity to
humor against identifiable groups in many social contexts. in these contexts, humor is often driven
"underground" to a known and trusted audience or distributeci anonymously to avoid punishent.
Despite this sensitivity, humor that is dispaqîng to men may actually be more openly
communicated. One explanation for this may lie in the relative power positions of men ahd
women. Male putdown humor may be less threatening in a patriarctial society. An eventual

balancing of gender status may result in decreased acceptability of male putdown humor. In an
egalitarian society, the open acceptance of male putdown humor rnay wane foilowing the path of
female put-down humor.
Role of Hurnor

The role of humor has been conceptualized in a number of ways. One reason for this
diversity may be due to the many types of humor that are present in Our culture. This rnakes it
difficult for any one conceptualization to account for d l forms of humor. "Humor cornes in many
forms: satire, irony. black or gallows humor, ethnic jokes, sex jokes, puns, slips of the tongue,
spoonerisms. riddies, anecdotes, limericks, practical jokes" (Mackie, 1987, p. 198). Second, any
given theory regarding the role of humor will likely not satisfy all situations in which hurnor is

present. Tbird, humor likely fiils di&rait needs for dinerat people. Despite these h r s ,
e x i h g literaîure reveals common themes in an attempt to explain the role of humor. Unification.,
the expression and testix~gof attitudes, humor as coping, and b o r as power are among the

purporteci roles of humor.

Unification
Several authors have argued that the sharing of humor creates feelings of belonging and
membership. Laughter promotes solidarity and "generate[s] feelings of irnplicit understanding and
camaraderie. thus strengthening group norms and bonds" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 184). Coser
(1960) wrote that hurnor is a means of socialkation through the afEmation of common values and

the bridging of differences.
The unifjing role of humor has been employed in theories regarding the role of ethnic
humor. "Ethnic humor is in-group humor, so that a joke told by a Jew about Jews io an audience
of Jews is an instance of ethnic (in this case, Jewish) humor" (Ehrlich, 1979, p. 383). In bis paper
on Jewish-Amencan humor, Brandes (1983) argued that "Jewish narrators and audience alike may
be said to affirm their ethnic identity through dialect stones" (p. 239). Other authors have seen
ethnic hurnor fiorn a siightiy different perspective. For insbnce, Katz & Katz (197 1) sîated that

second generation American Jews use humor as a means of separating themselves fiom the
unassimilateci immigrant. Although these theories may appear contradictory, they share a common

-

u n i h g factor the difference lies in who 1s being unifiecl. "Laughmg at the out group serves to

strengthen the bonds of the in group" (Mackie, 1987, p. 200).
A similar purpose was discovered by Pogrebin and Poole (1988) in their study of humor
among police. It was found that hurnor served to "maintain the dichotomy between police and
policed" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 197). Such a dichotomy may be established by stressing the
specific knowledge and experiences of that subculture. This may serve to highlight the ciifferences

between those members of the group and "the rest."

Gender humor may also serve as a vehicle for the unification of women (e-g., through male
putdown humor) and men (e.g., through kmale putdown bumor). Relegation of women's or
men's actions or traits to a stereotype may result in a perception of superiority for the members of
the opposite sex.

"As part of the group subculture, humor enîaiis a set of joking relations that

support group values, bec&, and behaviors" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 183).
Ex~ressionand Testing of Attitudes
Humor has also been seen as a vehicle for the testing and expression of attitudes. Humor
"represents a strategic tool in testiog the attitudes, perceptions, or féelings of other group
members" (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 183). Humor allows "moral amnesty" not present in other
fonns of communicative behavior (Cantor, as cited in Bi11 & Naus, 1992). "The joker does not
have to take responsibility for the thoughts or actions expressed; insteacl, he or she can dismiss and
refiite any hostility on the grounds that it was only a joke" (Bill & Naus, 1992, p. 646). Offended
listeners can then be accused of being too sensitive. When the humor is not enjoyed because of the
perceived "over-sensitivity of the recipient" or the "cmdeness of the distributor," a working
agreement will only be established if it involves the restriction of humorous exchanges.
The nature of humor also pennits the expression of attitudes that are ohenvise not
"allowed." Coser (1960) argued that "humor helps to convert hostility and control it, whle at the
sarne time pennitting it expression" @. 95). In his paper on humor, sex, and power, Janus ( 1981)
wrote that cornedians "experience a sense of omnipotence by playing to anxieties.. .The audience

not only shares laughter but d k s away with a sense of catharsis and relief that someone has
publicty v e r b a l i that which they secredy fez" (p. 167).
Sunilarly, Pogrebin and Poole (1 988) found that humor provides a vehicle for the
expression of feelings of fear and vulnerability. "Joking relations concerning dangerous
interactions provide a way for (police) officers to express their emotions without damaguig their
professional image as confident and f d e s s " (Pogrebin & Poole, 1988, p. 197). In an

environment where fear is undesirable, humor can be a vehicle for the expression of anxiety
without an obligation to admit its existence.
Implicit in gender hurnor are attitudes about men and women. Gender humor rnay be seen
as a safe expression of these attitudes. Hurnor provides an outfet for the articulation and
expression of the more "embarrassing or threatening topics" (Fine, 1983, p. 175). For instance,
regarding sexual areas of human behavior, Cornedian Rusty Warren (as cited in Kozinski, 1985, p.
60) stated "if we can open then up and make laughs with them, or see them in picture fonn, people
are bound to loosen up." "Folklore, including jokelore, will always rise to the occasion to

articulate anxieties, whether weii founded or not, about the state of one's health" @undes, 1987, p.
80).

Humor as Conin8
One of the most comrnoniy cited roles of hwnor is as an emotional release or coping
strategy. The appeal of this conceptualkation rnay be a result of its ability to explain a wide range
of humor. in particular. humor as a coping mechanism best explains the role of dark humor or sick
jokes.

In his analysis of AIDs jokes, Dundes (1987) wrote that "sick jokes constitute a kind of
collective mental hygienic defense mechanism that allows people to cope with the most dire of

disastem" (p. 73). For example, Pogrebin and Poole (1988) found that for police the humorous
treatrnent of tragedy promotes its normalkation. Similady, Dundes (1985) argued that "the Jewish
sense of hurnor...has helped Jews survive centuries of antiSemitic prejudice and discrimination" @
456). Joking about tragic events, such as Princes Diana's death and the crashing of the

Challenger space shuttle, rnay function as a fonn of coping.
Gender humor may also serve as a coping mechanism for men and women. Hurnor can be
used as a means of venting frustrations about the opposite sex. For instance, humor may prevent
confrontation by providing an indirect outlet for anger. Jokes told withùi male and fernale groups

can provide a vehicle for garnering support though the sharing of experience. For example, women

and men laughing about their "lazy husbands" or "uagging wives" may help reduce the stresses in
their relationships.
Humor as Power
Humor has been conceptualized as a means of achievuig power or acceptance. Janus
(198 1) argued that humor serves as an aggressive tool by providing a vehicle of power for the

performer. Similarly, Coser (1960) viewed the humorist as a disguised aggressor as most wit is
directed at a target. The exercise of power over the target rnay be viewed as more sociaily

acceptable in the fonn of humor in comparison to a more direct fonn of criticism.
Gender humor, in the form of putdowns, rnay be used as a means of achieving power over
the opposite sex. For instance. men threatened by women's increased power rnay utilize humor as
a tool to "keep women in their place," rnask feelings of inadequacy, or fèar of losing status.

Minority groups have found that humor can help achieve power and can effect change
(Janus, 198 1). Laughter is a form of acceptance or approval and therefore can bridge differences

as well as mitigate power relationships. For instance, Janus (198 1) wrote that the "acceptance of
women in comedy has paralleleci the women's movernent in the changing roles and expectations of
women in society" (p. 164). 'The ability to rnake a penon laugh with the-

not at them is a vital

one" (Janus, 1981, p. 167). Shared laughter implies interaction between equals.
Gender Humor

We are pmurnably moving toward a state of gender equaiity. Lacreased sensitivity to
historical gender imbalance has led to "official" requirernents to act in a politically correct marner.

The presence of these official requirernents, however, may ody serve to change our behavion, not
our attitudes. Given this social climate, an exanilnation of gender humor would provide valuable
insight into our attitudes towards men and women.

Some authors have purporteci that the movexnent towards geader equaiity has changed the
content of gender humor. It has been argued that gender humor bas become l e s sexist and more
rdective of an egaiitarian culture. For instance, Janus (198 1) wmte that "the 'tits and ass' jokes,
dong with the 'wives and molhcr-in-law7jokes are fading into an oblivion long overdue7'(p. 166).
Similady, McGhee (as cited in Mackie, 1987, p. 207) wmte that '%th the advancement of the
women's Liberation movement. humor that denigrates women is no longer appreciated." 1 disagree

with this position and would argue that the cumnt social climate has not changed the content, but
rather the distribution of gencier humor. Gender humor is still presenf however, the audience is
now restricted to those who d l share in the humor.
Gender humor is now being judiciously passed arnong known and trusted individuals, as
opposed to the previous indiscriminate passing of gender humor. The probability of fïnding gender
hurnor offensive will depend more on its communicator than its content. For instance. a joke may
be found humorous when told by one person, but not another. The communication of gender
humor. therefore, requises sensitivity to the audience. A working agreement needs to be in place
that is conducive to the sharing of gender hwnor. The working relationship may be formed for a

variety of reasons. Two or more înciividuals may find common ground in humor based on shared
experience or belief systems. niese similarities may arise form a long tenn fiendship or simply a
discovery that someone ebe enjoys or resents the sarne things. The distributor needs to choose an
audience which is known and will share in the humor. In these relations. gender humor can be
evaluated based sotely on its humorous content. in other situations, the motivations and intentions
of the distributor will be more likely to be questionai and the humor may be cunsidered offensive.
Some authoa have argued that the offensiveness of gender humor stems solely fiom its
sexist content. Much of the e'asting literature on gender humor focuses on its sexia content (e.g.,
Moore. Griffiths. & Payne, 1987; Bill & Naus, 1992; Chapman & Gadneld, 1976). 1 believe,
however. that distributional factors have been overlooked in the existing iiterature. 7be

appreciation or appropriateness of gmder humor is not M c , but relative, as it is dependent on
contextual fkctors.
Gender Humor and Tacit Knowlecke
Gender humor is grounded in shared c'knowledge'7about men and women. It relies upon

aereotypes and contains elemeats of tmth, although exaggeraîed, to evoke laughter. Kotùiski
(1985) stated that through humor "individuals experience a shock of remgnition...as deeply held
popular beliefi about themselves...are brought to an audimce's level of conscious awareness" (p.
57). In particular, the stereotypical characteristics associahi with women and men form the basis

for gender humor. Gender humor. therefore, can reved how men and women view each other.
The Research Ouestion
Due to the current social clirnate, gender humor has become Iess overt. Gender hurnor,
once freely communicated, has gone "underground." Contextuai hctors greatly affect where and
to whom gender hurnor will be distributesi. The distributor needs to be sure that the audience will
not be offended or react negatively. The sharing of gender humor has becorne contingent upon the
presence of a working agreement in which potentially controversiai topics may be addressed in a
flippant manner. Such a level of cornfort in the expression of hurnor, whch may be offensive to
certain individuals or groups, requires the selection o f a known and trusteci audience. It rnay also

requires the joke teller to continually make judgrnents weighing the make-up of the audience
against the joke's subject rnatter.
One form of gender humor found in office settings is "photocopy humor." While the social
climate generaliy d o a not generaily allow for its widespread distribution (e.g., pin-ups), its
presence it still evident in a "humor underground" in which the working relationships among COworken are assessed to determine whetber the required degree oftmst exists. Except in certain
situations. such as anonymous distribution, humor is restricted to groups which will "share" in the
joke. Gender humor can be shared not only within same sex groups, but aiso between men and

women if the relationship is such that the joke is evaluated on its humor and not on the intentions of

the distributor. The joke is "shared," not "directedmat its audience.

This study examineci the attitudes and beliefk towards men and women as refiected in
photocopy gender humor. Gender humor contims sbared cultural understandings regarding men

and women. 1 looked at photocopy humor Ui an aüempt to discover the ~ m t y p i c a i
characteristics of men and wornen which are highlighted.
Another genre of humor, most ofkn uwnmunicated verbaliy, is semal humor, or the "dirty
joke." S m a l hurnor u s u d y involves reférences to semal acts or pbysiology. This sh~dyfocused
upon gender hurnor and did not include semial hurnor ia the data set. Gender humor involves

stereotypes regarding the roles men and women play in our Society. For instance, gender hwnor
often involves references to the stereotypical foibles of men and women, such as the insensitivity of
men or the mechanical inabiiity o f women. Only photocopy humor that involves identifiable
stereotypical assumptions about gender roles was includeû in this study.

This research atternpted to discover the stereotypical characteristics of women and men as
depicted in gender hurnor. Available Literahire has not sought to understand the content of gender
humor. The focus up until now has been on women's and men's respective reactions to gender

humor. While these studies do deal with the content of gender humor by acknowledging its sexist
nature. they do not attempt to comprehend the characteristics of women and men depicted in gender

humor. In this way, my research will contribute to existing literature on gender humor by
discovering and delineating the women and men of gender humor.

Chapter 2: Method
Gender humor was examined in an effort to understand the stereotypical characteristics of
women and men.

Extracted image analysis was used as this technique aids in the discovery of

characteristics attributed to groups of people. The methodology involved was reiterative in that

data coiiection and analysis occurred simultaneously. In extmcted image analysis, anaiysis begins
when the first piece of data is gathered. Data a d y s i s pmceeded h m a descriptive to conceptual
level. Data collection and d y s i s continued until the characteristics of the stereotypical women
and men of gender hurnor were disawered. In the end, over 50 pieces of gender humor were

analyzed in this study.

Data Coliection
Gender hurnor was gathered on an infonnal basis fiom acquaintances in office and
academic settings in Winnipeg, Manitoba over a period of approximately one year. I utilized

theoretical sampling as 1 was interesteci in Obtaining information on the stereotypical characteristics
of the women and men depicted in gender humor. Theoretical sampling is an interactive process
that allows firther data collection to accommodate emerging research questions. As data colIection
and analysis occur simultaneously, additional gender hurnor was gathered when the elements of the
stereotypicd women and men were unclear or not fully developed.

In theoreticai sampling, data is gathered in temu of its appropriateness to ansviering the
research question (Morse, 1986). Decisions regarding the devance of incoming data were maàe

continually, throughout the research process. Humor that did not help in the understanding of the
women and men of gender humor was kept, but was not entered into the analysis. Only humor that
containeci identifiable stereotypical assumptions about gender roles was incfuded in the analyticai

process.

Coding

The analysis of data proceedeed dong with data collection. Gender humor was transcribed

into a suitable format îhat assisted the coding process by allowing sufficient m m in the nght
margins. Initially, coding was doue at a very descriptive level. This open coding involves 'the

coding of each sentence and each incident into as many codes as possible to ensure fiill theoretical
coverage" (Hutchinson, 1986, p. 120). O h the words used in the text of the humor served as the
substantive d e s developed during this process. To ensure that these substantive codes accurately

captureci the humor and to maintain consistency among the d e s , it becarne necessary to code the
gender humor several tirnes. The substantive codes fomed the b a i s for the more conceptual d e s
which followed. Consequently, higher level analysis is grounded in the data. in the end "a theorist
works with the conceptualizations of data, not the data per se" (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p.7).
Data M m e r n e n t
Subsequent to the first level of coding, two lists of substantive codes were formed. The
codes were divided into comprehensive lists comprised of those codes targeting stereotypical

women and stereotypic. men. These codes were fiirther organized Ïnto groupings based on their
similarities and ciifferences. By fonning these clusters the descriptive codes can be condensed into
a cnanageable size (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Data management tasks involve activities thai

prepare the data for analysis and are typically reductionistic as ''they convert the data to smaller.
more manageable units that are easily retrievabie (Knaa & Webster, 1988, p. 196). The Iists and
groupings formeci du ring this process fàciiitated the development of themes or categories in the
data.

Themes
The descriptive or substantive codes that resulted f?om the open coding process were
developed into higher level codes. The more conceptual themes or categories were developed

during this process. At this stage the characteristics or themes of the stereutypical woman and man

began to emerge. For instance, the substantive d e s : "no cry,""no khgs," and "avoid klings"
were arnong those thaî ~omprisedthe category or theme of ''emotioaal control" fbr men. While
Mme degree of simplification must occur during this process of thematic development, efforts were
made to maintain the integrity of the substantive codes.

The collection of gender humor ceased when the incoming humor contained the same
themes as those developed in my andysis. In other words, data collection proceeded until the
elements of the stemtypes became saturated. Saturation refers to the point of completeness where
no new conceptual information is being received that would necessitate the development of new
codes or the expansion of existing codes (Stern, 1980).

New descriptive data is only entered ifthe

theoretid codes need to be altered (Hutchinson, 1986). A repetitiveness in the content of
subsequent gender humor enabled me to experience the desired sense of completeness.
Linkaaes
Comparisons were made among the categories or themes of the stereo~lpicalwomen and
men. For example, the themes of the stereotypical men were compared to one another and
conceptual linkages made. The previously mentioned theme or category of emotional control was
linked to the emphasis on male performance. Ln tu% these categones were compared to those
attributed to the stereot~,icaIwomen of gender humor.
F i i ~F l o ~Technique
At this point. the flip flop technique became usefûl. The flip flop technique involves the
use of cornpansons which help the researcher "to think anaiytically rather than descriptively about
data, to generate provisiond categories and their properties, and to think about generative

questions" (Strauss & Corbb, 1990, p. 85). As 1 found that the roles of women and men in gender
hurnor often complimenteci each other, the flip flop technique was heuristically useful. For
instance, the female role of sexual mediator and the male role of sexual aggressor are

complementary in that one role is based upon the presence of the opposite role. This technique

forces the researcher to "reverse" these d e s , asking conceptual questions which aid in the
understanding of various relationships. For instance, 1 asked myseif; ''What would happen if
women assurned the d e of the sexud aggressor?" The nip fiop technique provided a tool for

making such cornparisons between the sexes and seeing how various themes were related. This
technique aided in the discovery of new conceptua1 iinkages between the stereotypical women and

men of gender humor.
Memoinq
Memos were kept throughout the research process. Memoing is an integrai component to
the anaiytical process as memos serve as "the analyst's written records of the anaiytical process"

(Chenitz & Swanson, 1986, p. I OS). 1 rnaintained memos, in the form of tex& as well as charts, to
map my thought processes. Memos provided a means of developing the characteristics of the men
and women of gender humor, as well as aiding in the discovery of relationships between the various
characteristics. As the process of concephiaiization is continuous, ideas were continuaily sparked
both d u ~ work
g on my research, as well as during seemingly unrelated activities. As a result,
jotting down ideas as they occurred was paramount in order not to "Iose" valuable insights into the
data. "Memoing is a methoci of preserving anerging hypotheses, analytical schernes. hunches, and

abstractions" (Stem, 1980, p. 23).
Extracted 1rnaP.e Analvsis
The gender hurnor was analyzed using extracted image analysis. Extracted image analysis
"represents a significant extension and variation of the use of grounded theory analysis to evaluate
and describe the intended audience of communication7' (Berg & Block Coutts, 1995, p. 185). Like
grounded theury, extracted image analysis "stresses discovery and theory development rather than
logical deductive reasoning which relies on prior theoretical frameworks" (Charmaz, 1983, p. 11O).

In both cases. the emerging theory is "grounded in the data. Traditional grounded theory.
however, attempts to answer the question "What is goiag on here?" Extracted image analysis

mers slightiy in its goal as it seeks to answer the question 'Who is king portrayed here?" (Berg
& Block Coutts, 1995). Exîmcted image analysis was appropriate as the use of stemtypes and

chamcterizations of groups of people are integral to this technique (Berg & Block Coutts, 1995).

Similar to the traditionai fom of grounded thcory methodology, the initial stages of
extracted image anaiysis began by using constant comparative analysis. "Comparative analysis
forces the researcher to expand or 'tease out' the emerging category/constnrct by searching for its
structure, temporality, cause, context, dimensions, consequences. and its relationship to the
categories" (Hutchinson, 1986. p. 122). Du ring this process data collection &g,

and analysis

o c c u d sirnultaneous1y as I attempted to answer emerging questions sparked by the data.

ui extracted image analysis, the concepts that emerge during the process of comparative
analysis are treated as ifthey were traits (Berg & Block Coutts, 1995). These traits comprise the
"ideal type." The ideaI type is a heuristic tool used in this type of analysis which refers to "an
absolutely pure conglomention of al1 of the component elements linkd to the hypotheticai
individuals" (Berg & Block Coutts, 1995, p. 184). Through the process of comparative d y s i s ,
the characteristics of the ideal type, or more specificaily, the stereotypical women and men of
gender hurnor, were discovered. The women and men of gender humor are "grounded" in the data.

My research was led by the question 'Who are the women and men of gender humor?"
Core Variable
The core variable plays an integral role in extracted Mage analysis (Berg & Block Coutts.
1995). A core variable occurs frequently throughout the data, links various components together,

and explains much of the variation within the data (Hutchinson, 1986). In extracted image
analysis. the core variable plays a nuidamentai role in answering the question, 'Who is being
portrayed here?" Since the categories developed in the analysis will stand in relationship to the
core variable (Corbin & Strauss, 1WO), the characteristics of the stereotypical women and men of

gender humor should be e x p b e d by a larger phenornenon or process, in other words, the core
variable.
Relevant Literature

In qualitative research, reIevant literature is used as data to support or contradict nsearch

findiap. Several authors in the area ofgender socializaîion and maniage interaction provided

usefil iaformation to both support and expand the emerging theory. As the rnajority of the gender
humor reflects traditional roles, much of the literahire used in the following sections to develop my

fmdings was fiom the 1970's (e.g., Turner, 1970; Udry, 197 1). This literature provided usefiil

principles and theones to h

e my research. Relevant literature was used within the anaiysis

section to support and test rny findings.

Chapter 3: Analysis

EvidaKz of six main themes were discovered in the gender hurnor analyzed in this study:
Judgment in a Patriarchal Cuhre, Emotional Expression, Orientation toward Cornmitment, SexuaI
Activity, ReIationship Megiance, and Discrepancy in Power. Characteristics of the women and

men of gender humor are apparent in each of these themes.
The chara&risticg and d e s associaîed with the stemtypical wornan and the stemtypical
man are specific and complernentary. The majority of gender humor rrflects a patriarchai

framework, in which men are Sordeci greater power, and traditionai gender roles, in which men
are expected to be breadwinners and women are relied upon for the care of childm and the

househoid. To understand the stereotypicai wornan and sterentypical man, we need to be sensitive

to these roles as ttiey are d e s t e d in many aspects of their behaviors.
Judment in a Patriarchal Culture
According to the gender hurnor anaiyzed in this study, women's and men's worth are based

upon very different cnteria. Women are judged in ternis of their physical attractiveness and men in
terms of their performance. "Beautifil women are successfbl, and successfbl men 'beautifiil' in
Our society" (Mackie, 1987, p. 233).
In the following sections. the emphasis on femaie attractiveness aod male performance is

discussed. 1 d l utilize a patriarchai framework to illustrate how these stereotypes are male-biased
and perpetuate the oppression of women.

Attractiveness: Women

According to gender humor, women's ability to gain status is linked to their physical
attractiveness. Women's usefilness is tied to their visual appeal. In a patnarchd culture, the

standards of attractiveness, for both sexes, are established by men (Mackie, 1987). Due to their
relative power, men have established higher standards for wornen in contrast to the standards

imposeci upon themselves. As a result, the women of gender humor are evaluated and objecafiied in
te-

of men's interes&.

-

[# 1, item 28 Male Bashina]

Men own basketball teams. Every year cheerleaders' outnts get
tighter and briefèr, and players' shorts get baggier and longer.

-

[#2, item 95 100 Reason it's Great to be a Guy]

Porn movies are designed with you in mind.

-

[#28 Men VS. Women]

Nudity in Movies:
Every actress in the history of movies has had to do a nude scene.
This is because every movie in the history of mones has been
produced by men.
Patriarchal cuIture allows men to judge women in tenns of their attractiveness. Women,
under Mse consciousness, also subscri be to this ideology . False consciousness occu rs when

subordinate groups accept as valid and authoritative the ideology of the dominant groups
(Anderson, in Macke, p. 35, 1987). The s u b s e ~ e ngroup
t
accepts a lirnited definition of their
worth as it has been prescribed by those with greater power. In this case, the ideology of men is
accepted by women. Both sexes define women's worth based on their physical appearance.
As a result, the women of gender humor are understandably very concemed about the way

they look. This concern is manifested in the great efforts stereotypical women perforrn to achieve
the desired look. The extensive use of cosmetics and hair styling products, continuous dieting, and
great pains endured to don flattering and appropriaîe clothing are among these efforts. As a result,

stereotypical women dedicate considerable t h e to personal grooming in an atternpt to maximize
their appearance.

-

[#2, items 4-94 LOO Reasons it's Great to be a GuyJ
A five-day d o n requires ody one suitcase.

New shoes don't blister, cut and mangle your fket

-

[#32a Women's Chexnical Analvsisl
Physical Properties: Su*

usudy covered with painted film.

[#33a - I'rn Glad I'm a ManJ

I'rn Glad I'rn a man, you better beiieve
I don? have to live off yogurt, diet coke, or cottage cheese...
The extensive efforts that stereotypical mm undergo to enhance their appearance means
that the unaltered self is deemed to be inadequate. Consequentiy, the ungroomed self must be
hidden at al1 custs. In this conteteut,cosmetics should be used even when the goal is to achieve a
"naturai look." As stereotypical men are only interested in women's appearance, it is to women's

advantage to present only the "final pro duc^" rather than the "before and after." For instance,
awakening next to a man presents a problem for the stereotypical woman as she will not be

adequately groomed and the man will discover that she does not fiifil1 the mythical, ideal woman
sought after by men. As a result, the women ofgender humor are feartiil of being caught in a
Iesser state.

-

[#5 What Men have to Toleratel

Men wake up about as gd-Iooking as they went to bed.
Women somehow detenorate during the aight.

-

[#32a Woman: A Chemical AnaIvsisl

Tunis a rosy pink d e n discovered in natural state.
Sîereotypical men do not want to acknowledge women's efforts tbat go into achieving tbeir

appearance. Any acknowledgment of these efforts would destroy men's ideai superficial image of
women. A woman's nonphysical characteristics are irrelevant and as a result, his assessrnent of

her d u e is based sulely ori physical characteristics For steredypical men, ignorance in regard to
the manipulation women must undergo to achieve the male-defined standards of physical

atûactiveness is preferable.

In the g d e r humor, this becornes m a d i s k i in men's discodort with products designed
to change a woman's appearance. While stereotypical men have an ideai that they wish wornen to

meet, they do not want to kthe reality of the alteration process necessary to achieve such a state.
Recognition of this process contradicts the mytb of the naturally occurring ideal women.

Ironically, stereotypical men have i n a t i o d fèars regardhg the means women utilize to achieve the
standards irnposed by the rnale sex,

-

[# 1, items 14, 19 Male Bashinql

Ait men are atiaid of eyeIash curters. 1 sleep with one under my
pillow Uistead of a gun.

Men are brave enough to go to war, but they are not brave enough
to get a bikini wax.
Similady, men's fmrs of menstruation are also played upon in the gender humor.
Menstruation, like cosmetics, are relegated to a woman's back stage ciornain (Go-

1959). In

a patriarchal culture, women are required to practice "menstrual etiquette" (Laws' IWO). This
practice, created by the rnale sex, is intended to shelter men fiom the d i t i e s of menstruation.
Women must conceal their menstruating status. For instance. euphemisms, such as "fieshening

up," hide wornen's actual reasons in going to the washroorn. A woman's period detracts frorn ber
desirability as it is deemed to be di*.

Menstruation challenges the d

e definition of the ideal

woman. The menstruating fernale is incompatible with this rnythical woman as she has no body

functions. Menstruathg women are 'bot always the fùn, carefiee, sexualiy stimulating
cornpanion" (Berg & Block Coutts, 1995, p. 186) that men desire. As a result, stereotypical men

are uncornfortable with the topic of menmation.

-

[# 13b, item 6 Women's Guide to D n ~ i n gMen Crawl

Stash féminine products in their cars, backpacks and in their

books as cute iitîie reminders that you were thinking of them.
[#3 1 - 43 Rules that Women should Fotlowl

It is aot necessary to discuss the heaviness of your mensmal flow
with him.

Currencv: Women. Under patriarchal defhitions, stereotypical men value women for their
appearance. Their physicai attractiveoess is their currency. In other words, a woman's physical

appearance affects her ability to attract men,
Partnership with a beautifùl wornan is a stahis symbol for men (Mackie, 1987). The
notion of the "trophy d e " illustrates this idea. Physically attractive women are an indicator of
men's performance. Similar to other indicators, such as a sports car or expensive home, women

are seen as a possessioa. The women of gender humor are vaIued primarily for their tangible
qualities, namely their physical attributs. As a result, once this currency is lost, so is their ability
to attract men. In contrast to more intangible qualities, physicd attractiveness is short lived.

-

[#7, item 5 Whv Beer is Better than Womenl

When your beer goes flat you toss it.

[#32a- Woman: A Chernical Analysis]
Common Uses:

Highly ornamentai, especialiy with sports cars.
Since women's only asset seems to be their physical aîtractiveness, other characteristics

are deemed unimportant. An emphasis on women's appeafance necessarily devalues other
attributes and accomplishments (Mackie, 1987). In contrast to their male counterparts, the women

of gender humor are not judged on their inteliigence or personality. These attributes are irrelevant

-

[# 13b, item 6 Women's Guide to Dri-

Men C m q j

Stash feminine products in their cars, backpacks and in their

books as cute Iittie reminciers that you were thinking of them.
[#3 1 - 43 Rules that Women should FoUow]

It is not necessary to discuss the heaviness of your menstrual flow

with him.
Currencv: Women. Under patriarchal definitions, stereotypicai men value women for their
appearance. Their physicd attractiveness is their currency. in other words, a wornan's physical
appearance affkcts her abiIity to attract men.
Partnership with a beautifid woman is a status symbol for men (Mackie, 1987). The
notion of the "trophy wife" illusu-ates this idea. Physicaliy attractive women are an indicator of
men's petformance. Similar to other indicators, such as a sports car or expensive home, women
are s e n as a possession. The women of gender humor are valued primarüy for their tangible

qualities, namely their physical attributes. As a result, once this currency is los& so is théir ability
to attract men. in contrast to more intangible qualities, physical attractiveness is short lived-

[#7,item 5 - Whv Beer is Better than Womenl
When your beer goes flat you toss it.
[#32a - Woman: A Chernical Andvsis]
Common Uses:
Highly ornamental, especidy with sports cars.

Since women's only asset seem to be their physical atîractiveness, other characteristics

are deemed unimportant. An emphasis on women's appearance necessarily devalues other
attributes and accomplishments (Mackie, 1987). In contrasi to their male counterparts, the women
of gender humor are not judged on their intelligence or penonality. These attributes are irrelevant

to the patriarchal definition of women. A womaa's contribution in any setting, whether social or
work related, is equaîed with her visual appeai.

-

[#14, item 16 Rules for Beina a Man]

If you don? Like a girl, but caa't think of a good enough reason
why, just corne up with trite, meaningless explanations iike, "1

don't h o w . I just don't like her personality."

-

[#30 Men's and Women's Definitions1

GLASS CEiLiNG (glas see-hg) n.
femaie: The invisible b h e r thaî stops womea h m rising to the
upper levels in business.
male: What would be really great at work since that hot babe took
over the office one flight up.
in a society that values and rewards intellect, women are devaiued (Mackie, 1987). The

emphasis on women's appearance does not allow recognition of other capabiiities. Women are
reduced to being physical objects. As such, the women of gender hurnor do not better themseives
through the development of nonphysical characteristics, but through efforts to increase their level
of attractiveness. Efforts to better the inner self are futile for under patriarchal defuiitions,
ambitious and intelligent women are unattractive to men. Through physical modification, women

enhance their role as beautifil, passive objects (Mackie, 1987). As a result of U s e consciousness,
women do not challenge these definitions and thus, operate accordingly. To be successful, a
woman must be attractive (Mackie, 1987).
Insecurity: Women. Women's currency, or their ability to attract men, is based on their
physical attractiveness. Male defineci standards of beauty are often mattainable and unrealistic.
The ideal woman with large breasts, smdl waist, and generous hips is reflective of men's sexual
interests (Mackie, 1987. p. 238). Stereotypicai women go to great efforts to achieve these

standards set by men. These efforts, however,

aIso extend outside the r e a h of gender humor, For

instance, breast implants are the second most cornmon type of cosmetic surgery done in North
America (Nolen, 1998). Women's inability to achieve the desired Ievel ofatsactiveness is the

source of great insecurity for the women ofgender humor. Women's bodies are their currency, as
weli as their memies, as they are c o n t i n d y trying to achieve an matîakble goal. As a result,
stereotypical women are in a constant state of insenirity regarding their appearance.

-

[# 1, item 39 Male Bashina;l

Men accept compliments much better than women do. Example:
"Mitch, you look great." Mitch: "Thanks." On the other side:
"Ruth you look great." Ruth: "1 Do? Must be the tighting."

-

[#4b, item 2 The Last 10 Thinas a Woman would ever

&YI
Does this make my butt look too small?

-

[# I3a, item 15 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nuts]

When complimenteci, rnake sure to be paranoid. Take nothing at

face d u e .
Stereotypical women's insecurity with their physical appearance is also reflected in "the

questions" they commonly ask. They are in constant need of reassumce that they are attractive.
Stereotypical women's dissatisfaction with their appearance is so extreme, however, that no

response to these questions will ever be satis%g. Through fàise consciousness, stereotypical
women can be their own harshest critic. The standards established by men, accepteci by women,
are unattainable.

-

[# 13a, item 27 50 Wavs to Drive a GUYNuts]

Constantiy c l a h you're fit. Ask thern. Then cry, regardes of

their answer.

-

[#29 Ouestions Women should Never Ask Men)

Do 1 look fàt?

Do you think she is prettier than me?
Accordhg to gaider humor, a woman's abiiity to attract men is based on her physical

attractiveness. Definhg women's worth based on their appearancœ necessanly places women in
cornpetition with one another. Since stefeotypical women judge themselves as not k i n g able to
achieve the desired standard of physical attractiveness, other women are threatening. Younger,
prettier women are necessarily a threaî because they are judged more favorably than themselves.
Prettier women have a higher currency and hence, a greater ability to attract men. A compeiition
bas& on physical attractiveness contributes to women's insecurities as there will always be

younger, prettier women. Stereotypical women fear that their partner will leave them for another
woman with higher currency. in this context, women are pitted against one another to meet the
wants of men. This cornpetition to attract men divides women against one another and, thereby,
maintains men's greater power.
[#2, item 65

- 1O0 Reasons it's Great to be a Guv]

You can admire Clint E a s t w d without starving yourself to look
Iike him.
[#32a- Woman A Chernical AnalvsisJ

Physical properties: Tunis green when placed by a better
specimen.
Aaina: Women. Under patriarchal definitions, women's currency is short lived. Youth

and beauty are subject to expiry. Aging threatens the currency of women as it is associated with a
decline in women's physicai attractiveness. Accordingly. a loss in women's currency represents a
loss in their value to men. Males' aitraction to ody the physical attractiveness of women meaas

that once a womaa experiences a decline in her appearance, he might leave. Men's attraction to

qualities other than women's appearance would prevent this nom occurring. Stereotypical men,
however, are not attracted to other qualities such as p e r s o d t y or intellect. As a result, agiag
signrfies a decreased ability to attract men and an increased chance of a woman's current partner
leaving her for younger, more attractive women.

-

[#8, item 19 35 Reasons whv Cucumbers are Better

tban Men]

No matter how old you are, you cm always get a fiesh cucumber.

-

[24b, item 24 How Dom are Better than Men]
Middle-aged dogs don't feel the need to drop you for a younger
owner.

In conclusion, gender hurnor illustrates that both women and men defme women's worth
base. on their physical appearance. Because women's attractiveness represents their currency, it
becomes the source of great uisecunty. Reducing women to their physical appearance devalues

other characteristics. To be successfùl in a patriarchally defined world, women need to focus their
efforts on improving their appearance, Women's concentration on the bettement of their
appearance. however, necessad y perpetuates prevailing patriarchal definitions . Through these

efforts women contribute to their own subordination (Mackie, 1987).
in the following sections, 1 wiIl contrast the relative unimportance of men's attractiveness
as found in the gender humor. Using a patriarchal fiamework, 1 \vil illustrate how men clearly

benefit fiom male d e h e d standards of physical attractiveness for men and women.
Attractiveness: Men
in contrast to their female counterparts, the men of gender hurnor are typically not judged
in terms of their appearance. Although unattractiveness is never an asset for women or men, its

effect is much greater on women. Patriarchal definitions that reduce women to their appearance,
do not have the same impact on men. Given thai men's worth is not based exclusively on their

appearance, stereotypical men do not experience the sarne pressures to maximize their

attractiveness. For example, the male couterpart to women's lingerie is nonexistent. Similarly,
the foIIowing example of the "male tuxedo" and ''fèmaie cocktail dress" illustrates the différentiai

emphasis thaî is placed on men's and women's appearances and rdects the opposite social
standards placed on the sexes. While a man is expected to comply with a relatively d o m forrn

of dress, women must attain a Ievel of individuality and originality for approval.

-

[# 1, item 24 Male Bastiinql

Women take clothing much more seriously than men. I've never
seen a man wdc into a party and say, "Oh, my God, I'm so
embarrassed: get me out of here. There's another man wearing a
black tuxedo."
[#2, item 88

- 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guy]

If another guy shows up at a party in the sarne outfit, you might
becorne lifelong buddies.
The women of gender hurnor spend much more t h e attending to their appearance due to
the emphasis placed on it. Due to the lesser importance of men's appearance, the stereot~,ical

man is not overly concerned about his appearance. As a result, men do not have to go to great
efforts to improve their appearance.
Men's reluctance to spend time on their appearance is a prevdent theme in gender hurnor.
Two of the most cornnon topics of gender humor subject rnatter involve references to a Iack of
taste in clothing and uncleanliness. According to the gender humor, men avoid shopping at al1

cwts and place linle importance on fàshion. Stereotypical men are also noted for poor personal
hygiene habits.

-

[# 1, item 25 Male &&I~IIQ]

Most men hate to shop. T h ' s why the men's department is
usually on the first floor of a department store, two inches fiom
the dwr.

-

[# 14, item 12 Rules for Be&

a ManJ

Girls find it attractive ifa man has had more women than baths,
According to gender humor, men wbo do place importance on their appearance are not

" r d men," Due to the emphasis placed on women's appearance* a threat of fhinhity exists for

men who do emphasize their physical appearance. For instance, men who dress fashionably are
exhibithg stereotypical female characteristics. According to the gender humor, these men are

either homosexual or being dressed by their female partners. Stereatypical men should not be
concemeci about their appearance.

-

[# 1, item 40 Male Bashhg]

Impulse buying is not macho. Men rarely caIl the Home

Shopping Network.

-

[#20a,item 6 Todav's Entertainment Women's
Instruction Book)
A man who can dress himself like a GQ mode1 is unquestionably

gay

-

[# 14, item 23 Rules for Beina a Man]

Don't Wear matching clothes. People will think your girlfiend
picked it out, and it wili cramp your style on picking up chicks.
Currenw: Men. The dominant rnale sex has not established a sîrict set of standards for

rnale attractiveness. Under fàîse consciousness, women also subscnbe to this ideology. As a
result, both sexes place less importance on men's appearaace. The attractiveness of men is of

lesser consequence, and h e m , not their primuy currency. W e a woma.n7scontribution in any
se#ing is dependent upon her attractiveness, a man can be judged based on characteristics other

than his visual appeai.

-

[#2, item 12 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guvl

Your ass is never a factor in job interviews.
[#20b - Women's Compact instruction Book]

Women sleep with men who ifthey were women, they wouldn't
even have bothered to have lunch with.
insecurie: Men. Women's insecurity with their appearance arises fiom their worth king
based on their physic. attributes. The men of gender humor do not experience insecurity relating

to their appearance as it is not a cntical factor in determining their worth. Accordhg to gender
humor, stereotypical men have an inflated view of their appearance.
[# 1, item 45 - Male Bashinq]

When a woman tries on clothing fiom her closet tbat feels tight,
she will assume she has gained weight. Then a man tries on

something from his closet that feels tight, he will assume the
clothing has shrunk.

-

[#3, item 20 Seminars for Men]
Honest, you don't look Iike Me1 Gibson - Especially when nakeâ.
Aaing: Men. Aging threatens women's currency as it results in a dedine in their physical
appearance. Physical changes due to aging do not threaten men to the extent they threaten women.

The same signs of aging are evaluated Merently in women and men. For instance, &es

and

gray hair can be viewed as "distinguished" in men and as a loss of beauty in women. Physical

signs of aging do not greatly impact on men as physical attractiveness is not a significant factor in
detennining their worth.

-

[#2, items 14, 70 100 Reasans it's Great to be a Guv]
A beer gut doesn't make you invisible to the opposite sex.

Gray hair and wruikles only add to your character.

Male Advantaaes
Paîriarchy has prescribed higher standards of attractiveness for women relative to those

irnposed on men. While unattractiveness is undesirable for both wornen and men, women are fàced
with much more negative judgment as a result. In contrast to women, men are judged based on less
superficial criteria. 'Women are valued for their bodies, men for their minds" (Mackie, 1987, p.
236).

There is a recognition of the différentia1 standards that are set for women and men.
According to gender humor. women experience a bittemess regarding the efforts that they must
endure to ûy to achieve these maledefineci standards.
[# 1, items 2 1.37

- Male Bashing]

Men don't get ceIldite. God might just be a man.

Men who can eat anythuig they want and not gain weight should
do it out of sight of women.

Patnarchy sets standards of attractiveness for women. It aiso, however, sets standards of
performance for men. In the following sections 1 wüi discuss the differentiai emphasis on men's

and women's performance as illustraîed by gender humor.
Performance: Men

The men of gender humor are not left unscathed. Similar to the emphasis placed on the

attractiveness of women, men are judged in ternis of their performance. According to the gender
humor, both men and women subscribe to this male perfoftnance ideology.

Patnarchy expects and rewards male performance. Men are relieci upon to be the
performen as women are assurneci to lack ability. While the status of male is ascribed, masculinity

must be acbieved (Turner, 1970). Masculinity is earned through performance, fèmhinity is
ascribed through the lack of pediorrnance and fiom simply king M e . W e the assumption of
femaie weakness is a source of women's oppression, this s t a t u also fks women h m the
expectations placed on males to prove themselves as cornpetent and Ale.

Masculinity is achieved through various indicators of performance. Included in this list

are business success, craftsmaaship, personal accomplishments and prowess in a variety of
domains flurner, 1970)' including sexuai conquests. Mascuiinity is also demonstratexi by a man's
possessions. Financiai assets and beautifid women are among those possessions that attain the

stanis of masculinis.

Sinùlar to the actions taken by women in an attempt to obtain a desirable appearancce, men
must take actions to ensure they are good performers. There is a "strong demand on every male to
prove himself a man" (Turner, 1970, p. 295). The men of gender humor must appear to be
competent and abIe. Stereotypical men should not show signs of wwkness or inadequacy.

-

[# 1, item 12 Male Bashing]

Don't try to teach men how to do a n y t h g in public. They can

leam in private, in public they have to know.
[# 14, item 13 - Rules for Bein~ra Man]

Never ask for help. Even if you really, real1y need help - don't

ask. People will think you are a wirnp.
The emphasis on male performance places men in a tenuous positions. As masculinity
must continually be proved, stereotypical men must inforxn others of their accomplishments.
Stereotypid men go to great lengths to make known their red or irnagined capabilities. The men
of gender hurnor lie, brag, exaggerate, and embellish stories relating to their cornpetence in a
variety of domains. Sexual achievements, physical strength, hancial assets, and acts of bravery
are among an extensive list ofaccornpiishments that stereotypical men may seek to master.

-

[# 14, item 3 RuIes for Beinn a Man]

Lie

-

[#30 Men's and Women's Definitions1

ORAL SEX: ( o r 4 sex) v.
fernaie: The act of sexuaily stimulating your mate by using one's
mouth.
male: The act of telling your buddies how you scored the previous

ni&

or any mernorable conquest.

Currencv: Men. Similar to the emphasis ihat stermtypical men place on women's
appearance, stereotypical women place great importance on men's performance. The relative lack
of the stereotypical wornan's capabilities necessitates ber partneahip with a competent male. A
man's performance, therefore, is his currency in attracting women. Women cultivate their beauty

in an effort to many accomplished men (Mackie, 1987).
According to gender humor, the most o h sought afkr indicator of peFforrnanw is the

financial status of men. Traditionally, women have wanted to marry wealthy men due to their
idenor economic position (Mackie, 1987). For the women of gender humor, marriage to a
wealthy man is the oniy way to achieve upward mobility. Stereotypical women many men who
will allow them to aquire possessions that they could not aquire otherwise. in essence,
stereotypical women c m be bought.

-

[#5 What Men have to Tolerate]

A successnil man is one who makes more money that his M e can

spend.
A successfùl woman is one who caii find such a man.

[#Lob - Women's C o m m Instniction Book1

ifhe asks what sort ofbooks you're interesteci in, tell hun cheque
books.

-

[#3 1 43 Rules that Women should Follow]

Money does not equate love. Even in Nevada.
Insecurity: Men. The c u m c y of men is also their greatest source of insecurity. Similar
to the insecurity of women relating to their appearance, the stereotypical maa experiences

insecurity related to his performance. Because masculinity is achieved, it can be caiîed into
question at any point in t h e (Turner, 1970). While men must appear to be confident in their

abilities, the "male ego" is actualiy quite fragile. "Failure to back up his daim ta d e
prerogativw witb demonstration of rnasculinity not only undennines the man's bargaining position;
it damages his identity - his sesrespect and the respect accorded him by others" (Turner. 1970, p.

295).

[#IV item 18 - Maie BashingJ
Men are sensitive in strange ways. If a man has built a fire and
the last log does not buni, he will take it personalîy.

-

[# 14, items 72,73 Rules for Beinp a Man]

If you ever find yourself in a position when you have bcai proven
wrong, blame others. Corne up with creative and befievable

-

excuses why they are at fàult not you.

Don't ever !et anyone say "1 told you so." ifyou hear this phrase
and it didn't corne out of our mouth, go ballistic.

Similar to the cumpetition behveen women ngarding their appearance, men are in
cornpetition with one another regarding their performance. Accordlligly, being a good performer
means that stereotypical men m u a demonstrate that they are better than other men.

Men lose

respect for themselves and h m others by not pertOnning or by perfonning inaûequately (Turner,
1970). Consequentiy, masculinity is wnstantly challengeci and continuaüy needs to be proven. As

there will always be more competent men, stereutypical men are al-

ûying to achieve more and

perfôrm beüer. Other d e s * performance is a considerable source of insecunty for the men of
gender hurnor.

-

[# 14, item 37 Rules for Beiw a Man]

Life is one big cornpetition. Ifsorneone is better than you at
anything, either pretend it's not true or kick some ass.

-

[#24c How Doas and Men are AiikeJ

Both are threatened by their own kind.
Aain~r:Men. Aging results in a decline in both men's and women's appearance. In

comparison to women, physical changes due aging are not judged as harshly d e n they occur in
men. Men's performance, not attractiveness, is their currency. A deche in men's appeararice can

be campensated by increased performance. Older men are more likely to comprise many of the
quaIities valued in men, such as business success and weaith. Stereotypical men are able to
compensate for the deterioration of Iwks throua age by focusing on their accomplishments and

prestige.

-

[# 1, item 4 Male Bashing]

Be carefil of men who are nch and bald; the arrogance of "rich"
usually cancels out the nice of "bald."

The aging man is stiII judged fkvorably ifhe has indicators that he can d l perfonn. As a
result, aging does not threaten men's ability to attract the opposite sex to the same degree that it
affects women. The male bachelor and female spinster epitomizes this ideology. The &male

spùister is a pejorative term referring to an old woman who was unable to get a man. The male
bachelor, is a cornplimentary term refêrring to a man who has been able to keep his independence

and freedom. Through their performhg abilities, single men have escaped the responsibilities that

their rnarried munterparts expenence. The bachelor status is a fiirther indicator of performance
for men.
[#2, item 37 - 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guvl

if you 're 34 and single, nobody even notices.
Proving that they are stil good perfonners becornes paramount as stereotypical men enter
Iater Me. As rnasculinity can be d l e d into question at any time, men go to great lengths to prove

that they can still perform. For instance, because a man's partner is a indicator of his
performance, it is necessary for men to upgrade to younger, prettier models. Stereotypical men
also seek new ventures to prove their abilities are dl1 in tact. Not surprisingly, the stereotypical
male mid life crisis generally involves getting divorced, buying a sports car' and dating young
women. Old stereotypical males occupy the status of "dirty old men" as they still attempt to prove
sexud prowess and desire wornen much younger than thernselves.

-

[# 1, item 46 Male Bashing]

Male menopause is a lot more fun than fernate menopause. With

fernale menopause you gain weight and get hot flashes. Male
menopause - you get to date young girls and drive motorcycles

-

[#2, item 86 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guv]
Someday you'I1 be a dirty oId man.

-

[#20b Women's Com~actInstruction Book1

The best way to get a man to do something is to suggest they are
too oId for it.

In conclusion, a man's performance defines their worth in Our society. To be successfiil,
efforts should be focused on demonstrating their competency and ability. Pefiormance must be

continually proved as it is the measure of masculuiity.

in the following sections, 1will contrast the relative unimportance of women's

performance as found in the gender humor. Using a patriarchal fiameworiq 1 wiil illustrate how
women are expected to be weak and dependent on men.
Performance: Women

Stereotypicd women are not expected to be performers. Whiie rnasculinity is eamed
through performance,femininiîy is equated with an inability to perform. Ambition for knowledge
and power is defeminizing and thus endangers their beauty (Lipton and Bullpen, in Mackie, 1987,

p. 236). Characteristics valued in men are frowned upon ifthey occur in women.
Stereotypical women are expected to be dependent upon men to be in charge of anythrag

that requires Iogical reasoning, is complicated or mechanical. The expectation tbat women are
unfàmiliar with or uninterested in mechanical capabilities is often the subject of gender hurnor.

-

[#2, item 57 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guv]

Car mechanics d l tell you the tmth.

-

[#30 Men's and Women's Definitions]

REAR-VIEW MIRROR: (rear-vewmer-or) n.
male: A usefiil device attached to an automobile to cietennine the

location of other vehicles.
fernale: Also a usefùi device that has no affiliation with the
operation of a moving vehicle. Used exclusively for the
application of blush, eyeliner and lipstick, preferably while

driving in the left lane durhg the height of rush hour traffic.
Currencv: Women. In contrast to their male counterparts, stereotypical women are not
valued for their performance. In fàct, it is their lack of performing abiiities thaî is an asset for
women. Women's ~veahessperpetuates and enhances men's cornpetence. Fernale inability and

depcademe on males, men iffeign& makes men fée1 good about themselves. The presmce of
these characteristics in women reaflEirm that men are good performers.

Fernaie performance and independence weaketls the power that men bave over women as
these qualities remove the reliance women have on men which f o m the major basis for the

paîriarcbal denaitions. Femininity is equated with an inability to perhrm. Under a pabiarchal
structure, weakness, not strength, is rewarded in wornen. Women who are weak and reliant on men
contribute to male ego building. Alternatively, women who demonstrate strength, independence,

and ability contradict the patriarchal definition ascribed to them and will be ummmive to men.

While aggressiveness is rewarded in men, its presence in women is seen as undesirable in women,
and results in the acquisition of labels sucb as "bitch." Femaie performance threatens stereotypical
men. According to patriarchal definitions, men must be more able than women.

-

[# 1, item 36 Male Bashing]

Men hate to lose. 1 once beat my husband at tennis. 1 asked him,
"

Are we going to have sex again?" He said 'Ys,
but not with

each other."

-

[#20b Women's Compact Instruction Book]

Remember a sense of humor does not mean that you tell hùn
jokes, it means you laugh at his.
[#24b - How Does are Better than Menj
Dogs don't feel threatened by your intelligence.
Insecuritv. aainn: Women. Stereotypicd women's attractiveness, not performance. is

valued in a patriarchal stmcture. As such, the women of gender hurnor do not expenence amxiety
relating to their performance, nor do they fear its loss due to aging. Accordingly, there is a notable

absence of these issues in gender humor.

The Woman Behind the Man
According to geader humor, men are judged in ternis of their pedofmance.

stereotypical men must al-

As a resulf

appear to be c o r n e t and able. An underlyïng theme found in the

gender humor, however, aiiudes to the notion that this appearance is where the competency ends.

W

e the stereotypical man goes to great lengths to appear cornpeteut, he is ultimately incapable.

By reûucing women to physicai abjects, patriarchai structure does not put the same
pressures of performance on women that are impobed upon men. U&e stemtupical men,

stereotypid women do not have to appear competent. in fhct, women are expected to be unable to
perform. The women of gender humor allow men to appear able, while they do die work. While

this sensitivity to the male need to achieve d o w s men to aîtain an appearance of capability, it also
has the effect of rnaintaining the statu quo of women's confinement to a supporting role, rather

than one of leadership.

m a t ' s an excellent suggestion, Miss Triggs. Perhaps one of
the men here would Iike to make it"

[# 14

Wodd you Iike to speak to the man in charge or the woman who
b o w what's going on?

O~msiîesAttracî
Women are judged based on their attractiveness and men are evaluated based on their
performance. These characteristics are fùndarnental as attractiveness and performance are
women's and men's currencies. According to gender humor, the presence ofthese attributes forms
the b a i s for attraction between stereotypicd women and men.

-

[#30 Men's and Women's Definitions]
ASSETS (as-sets) a.

female: Any item or article of monetary value, such as stocks,
bonds, diamonds.
male: Weil proportioned female TITS!

The performance of men and attractiveness of women become important in al1 aspects of
heterosexud interaction in both personal and professionai setîings. The success of a woman is
based on her ability to aitract an accomp1ished man. Similady, accomplished men attract the most
beautifid women. At the extreme. this dynamic is epitomired by the stemtype of the young
beautifhl woman and the rich, old man. Both the man and woman in this scenario are successfi1 as
their partnen comprise what is valued in Our culture: attractive women and performing men.

These characteristics, therefore, become essential when examining the other characteristics
of the stereotypical man and the stereoh/pical woman. The criteria by which men and women are
judged in our culture permeate into a11 aspects of their behavior. These characterktics, including
displaying emotion, orientation to commitmenf sexual activity, relationship allegiance, and
expression of power are discussed below.

Dis~iavinaEmotion
P&archal structure equates ernotionai expression with wdcness. A male ideology of
exnotions dismisses such expression as a lack of control. Being unemotional is evidence of
performance. Men are expected in to be in control of their emotions at aii times, whiie women are
considered too weak to exert such control. As a result, emotionai expression is allowed, and even
expected, for the sterem~rpicalwoman, but not fiom the stereotypical man.
Traditional roles have required different rnethods of communications in their respective
settings. Lack of emotion is seen as an asset to the male d o m k k û workplace. Work settings
reward communication on objective subject matter. On the other han& the d e and mottier role
requires communication on a more personal, value-onentated level. Women are expected to play a
nurturing role. Due to women's focus on their fimilia1 relationships, they emphasize
expressiveness and the sharing of feelings. "A division of emotionai labour between the sexes
parallels the traditional gender specialization into domestic and pubtic spheres" (Mackie, 1987, p.

262). Aggressiveness and impersonality are characteristics that are Mewed as more usefil in the
public sphere, while sentiment and accommodation Facilitate fimilia1 interaction (Turner, 1970).

-

[# 1, item 34 Male Bashinq]

Most women are introspective: "Am 1 in love? Am 1 emotionally
and creatively fiilfillesi?" Most men are outrospective: "Did my

team win? How's rny car?"
[#30 - Men's and Women's Definitions1

VULNERABLE (wl-ne-ra-bel) adj.
female: FulIy opening up one's self emotionally to another
male: Playing bal1 without a cup.

Displavina Emotion: Women
The women of gender humor are dowed to be emotional. In contrast to theu male
counterparts, stereotypical women are not expected to conceai theu emotions. Due to their
fiagility, it is a n t i c i p a that women will break down when they experience any sort of stress,

fnistration, or mhappiness. Unlike masculinity, fémbhity is strengthened, not threatened by the
expression of emotions.

[#2,item 35 - 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guvl
None of your coworkers has the power to make you cry.
[# I3a, items 10,20,3 1,49 - 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nuts]

cry-

cry
Cry.

cryStereotypical women freely express their emotions. in contrast to the controUed,
inexpressiveness of men, wornen are considered to be mled by their ernotions. As a result,
stereotypical women are considered inational and unpredictable.

[#2,item 64 - 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guvl
One mood, al1 the time!

[#6,item 10 - The Rutes1
The fernale has every right to be angry or upset at any tirne.
A man's inabiliv to express emotions can be to the advantage of the stereotjpical woman.

By fiilfilling the roIe of the weak, emotional, irratiod fernale, women are afforded some degree of
power. The espression of emotion can be used to manipulate men into doing what women want.
Crying and pouting can be usefiil tactics for women to use as men are unable to deal with such

q to remedy the cause of unhappiness in women in an
expression. The perfonning male will t

eEort to avoid the sbaring of feelings. By playhg into the uapredibabk, irrational stemtype,
womcn attempt to keep men in a position in which they are constantfy trying to understand the
femaie sex. Ironicaiiy, women gain some control d e n men are txying to d a t e and understand
"the weaker sex." As weakness danands protection (Turner, 1970), women can play into male

dominance to satisfL their wants.

-

[#10, item 9 Continuing Education Courses for Women]

Communication Skilis 1: Tears - The Last Resort, Not the First

-

[#13a, item 3 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nutd
Cry. Cry o h . Tell them it's ttieir fault.

Women are unable to conceal or cuntrol their feelings. This condition is exacerbated by

premenstnial syndrome (PMS). Women with PMS are clearly without reason and rationality.

PMS also becornes the diagnosis for any expression of hostiiity. While anger in men is considered
justifiai and appropriate, anger in women is dismisseci as unwarranted and due to theû mensimai

cycle. Anger in women is inappropriate and classified a s bitchiness. Anger is coosidered a male
prerogative.
[#3, item 3 - Serninars for Men]

PMS- Learning to keep your mouth shut.

Stereotypical men's inabitity to express motion is ofgreat caicem to stereotypical
women. The womem of gender humor try to get men to share their féeiings. A strict definition of

masculinity, however, preveats this h m occurring. "In a relationship that is a mastant threat to
bis male identity, it is hardly possible for the man to drop his guard fuiiy and place his identity at
the mercy of bis wifé" (Turner, 1970, p. 302).

-

[# 13% item 45 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nutsl

Whenever there is silence ask hem, "What are you thinking?"

Dis~iayhaErnotion: Men

The men of gender humor are not aiiowed to show signs of emotions. The expression of
emotions is a sign of weakness for the stereotypical men who must emphasize performance and the
repression of feelings. Men need to be strong and to be strong is to be in control of emotions.
"Emotionai control and impassivity, with resistance to human daims for sensitivity and tendemess,

must be observeci in al1 relevant situations" (Turner, 1970, p. 296). Similar to the male action

characten in f i h , the men of gender humor are expected to be in control of any emotions that may
suggest weakness, such as fear or love.

[# 14, items 35,48

- Rules for Being a Man]

Feelings? What feelings?

If you hurt someone, pretend you don't care. Don't.

-

[# 15, item 7 A Man's Answers to Evew Ouestion a

Woman Ever Asùs]

Why can't men just share their felings?

Do we look N e women to you? Why is it so hard to understand
that men and women are different? How are we supposexi to
share how we feel when we have no idea how we h l ? Unless

we're experiencing some extreme motion like rage, hatred,

disgust, or a brick on our foot, we have no idea how we &el.
Persody, 1 get a h&he

whenever 1try to figure out how 1

fèei.
Even the showing of m o n towards women is not pennicted. Affection is indicative of

an emotioaal comection. Stereotypical men are not aiiowed to be emotionally attached to another
person. Such an attachment is a sign of weataiess as they are âependent on another individual.
Stereotypical men do not experiençe emotional attachment with women as they are viewed as
possessions.
[# 14, item 43 - Rules for Bein~:a Man)
"Love" is not in your vocabulq. Don't even think about saying

it.

-

[# t 5, item 10 A Man's Answers to Evew Ouestion a

Woman Ever Asks]

Why can't men just say "1 love you?"
Men are taught fiom a tender young age to be self-sufficient. To
Say chat we love you is equivalent to saying thaî we need you.

Most men consider thai a character firult. It's not easy to admit to
one's own character fiults.
Stereotypical men will not express emotions towards men. According to gender humor,
men fear that showing affection towards another man is an indicator of homosexuaiity.
Stereotypical men wiii also downplay potentiaily emotional situations to attempt avoidance of a

display of emotion. One of the most comrnon ways of avoidhg emotion is through the use of
humor.

[#22, items 3.4

- Are You a Real Guv?l

When is it okay to kiss another male?
a. When you wish to display pufe and simple affection without

regard to narrow minded social conventions.
b. When he is the pope (not on the tips)

c. When he is your brother and you are Al Pacino and îhis is the
only really sportsmanlike way to let him know thai, for business
reasons, you have to have him killed.

( h e r C)
What about hugging another male?
a. If he's your fàther and at 1east one of you has a fâtai disease.
b. If you're perforrning the Heimlich maneuver. (And even in this

case. you should repeatedly shout: "1 am just dislodging food
trapped in this male's trachea! I am not in any way aroused!")
c. If you're a professional baseball player and a teammate hits a

home nui to win the World Series, you may hug him provided that

(1) He is legally within the base path. (2) Both of you are wearing
protective cups, and (3) You aiso pound him fratenially with you
fist hard enough to cause hctures.

( A m e r C)
Stereotypical men show no indications that they are sentimental. There is a constant threat
of feminùiity underlying the abstention h m the display of feelings. With the exception of anger,
emotional expressions are met with accusations of being a "girl" or "sissy," illustrating the
equation of femininity with weakness. For example, in contrast to young girls, young boys who
cry are more likely to be ridiculed by their faMly and peen. The rnastery over ernotion is

perceiveci as a prerequisite to achieving the staais of masculinity. Any sort of sentiment is h w n d

upon as it signifies giving in to stereotypicd fémale weakness.

-

[# 1, item 4 1 Male Bashinql

Men who listen to classical music tend not to spit.

-

[# 14, item 38 Rules for Beinn a Man]

Crying is not M y . Them again, if you are a man, whaî do you
have to cry about, anyway?
The inexpfessiveness of men presents a challenge for their understanding of wornen. The
display of emotion is not a f o m of commUNcation to which a traditional male can relate, since he
is u d h d i a r with its Ianguage and m&g.

An inability to understaad women is assumeci to be

due to femaie irrationality. Since wornen do not express themselves in a manner in which men are

fàmiliar, women are dismissed and discounteci. A persistent theme in gender humor reIates to
stereotypical men's inability in understanding women.

-

[#5, item 10 What Men have to Tolerate]

There are only 2 times when a man doesn't understand a woman
-before marriage & a k r marriage

-

[26a,item 2 Proof that Cornputers are Fernale]
No one but their creator understands their internai Iogic.

In sum, the differential emphasis on men's and women's performance prescribes different
roles in emotionai expression. The importance of mde performance necessitates that they controI
their emotions. In contrast, women are permitteci emotional expression as it is thought that they

Iack such control. Masculinity requires umcealmen~while femliiaity requires expression.
Orientation tu Cornmitment

The women and men ofgender humor understandably have very dinerent orientations to
cornmitment. The stereotypical womea and men of gender humor can be characterizai as

monogamous and polygamous respectively. The success of womai is based on their ability to
secure a cornmitment or "capture a man." The success of men is based on their ability to avoid

cornmitment, or "being trapped." "Courtship is mnceived as a game in which the male tries to
gain hvors without incurring responsibilities, while the girl tria to g d the boy into a situation that

allows her to trap hirn into marriage" (Turner, 1970, p. 301). White stereotypical women
concentrate theu efforts on securing a cornmitment, stereotypical men concemtrate their efforts on
avoidiog one.

-

[# 17a The Fernale Stages of LifkJ

What's the ideal age to get marrieci?
Age:

Response:

17

17

25

25

35

35

48

48

66

66

-

[# 17b The Male Stages of Life]

What's the ideal age to get mamed?
Age:

Response:

17

25

25

35

35

48

48

66

66

17

-

[#30 Men's and Wornen's DefhitionsJ
(ko-mit-ment) n.

C
O
-

fernale: A desire to get married and raise a h n i l y
male: Not txying to pick up other women while out with one's
girtfriead.
Orientation to Conunitment: Women
The goal of the stereotypical wornan is to capture a man. Women cultivate their physical
appearance in an effort to attract men. Under patnarchal defhtions, youth and beauty is their ody
currency in attracting men, and therefore, they are under constant pressure to a secure a
cornmitment before their currency expires. As a result, stereotypical women are always striving to
get manieci.

-

[#2 1 U o m d i n ~to
; Wife 1 .O]

...Another identified problem is that al1 versions of Girlfnend have

annoying little messages about the advantages of upgrading to
Wife 1.0.
[#33a - I'm Glad I'rn a Man]

I'm glad I'm a man
1 don't have to sit around waiting for that ring.

The notion of entrapment alludes to the idea that change occurs subsequent to marriage.
indeed once the man is captured, the currency used to attract men is tefi unattended. Stereotypical
women cultivated heir appearance in an attempt to attract men. After entraprnent, the
stereo-pical women of gender humor "let themselves go." Men's ideal, mythical wornan, who is
always perfectIy groomed, does not survive the course of rnarriage.

-

[#5, item 8 What Men have to Tolerate]
A woman marries a man expecting he wilI change* but he doesn't.

A man mamies a woman expecting that she won't change and she
does.

-

[# 12, item 15 Wore and Mer vou Fa11 in Love]

Before - Victoria's Secret

Mer- Fruit of the Loom

WPI
Before Maniqe

Orientation to Cornmitment: Men
The goal of stereotypical men is to avoid emotional cornmitment, or mmmitment of any

form. While stereotypical women use their currency to secure a monogamous relationship,
stereotypical men strive toward the opposite goal, using their currency to attract many women.
"Polygamy" is a fûrther indicator of performance. The traditional measurements of success for
men and women are direct1y at odds with one another. Men are threatened by relationships in
which "there is not obvious dominance and is on guard lest they take a sudden tum to his

disadvantage"(Turner, 1970, p. 300).

-

[#1, item 38 Male Bashingl

Getting rid of a man without hurtiog his masculinity is a problem.

"Get out* and "1 never want to see you again" might sound iike a

challenge. If you want to get rid of a man, 1 suggest saying, " 1
love you.. .I want to many you ...1want to have your c h i l b . "
Sometimes they lave skid marks.

-

[# 14, item 64 Rules for Beinn a Man1

Basic hdamental nile of dating: Quantity, not quality

-

[#26b, item 2 Proof that Com~uterscan be Male tao!]

They periodically cut you off right when you think you've
estabtished a connection.

Stereotypical men attempt to avoid cornmitteci relationships. During courtship, men seek
to gain control over relationships with women. Men are ''threatened by casual relationships in
which there is no obvious dominan=...The only way to escape this danger is to begin jockeying for
control fiom the start" (Turner, 1970, p. 300). Men attempt to exert control over relationships by
minimizing their interaction with women. Men avoid exchanges with wornen except when the

situation involves the exploitation of women (Turner, IWO).
[#14, items 1, 14 - Rules for Beina a Man]
Don't c d , EVER
Women like it when you ignore them. It arouses them.

For stereotypical men, marriage is a form of surrender (Turner, 1970, p. 301). Maniage
contradicts many of the elernents that are symbols of performance. "Marriage means the
acceptance of domestication, granting a wornan legitimate daims on oneself, giving up much
personal fieedom and unaccountability" (Turner, 1970, p. 301). Traditionally. women were
dependent on rnarriage as they gaincd a protector and provider. In return, men had to fulfill those

roies. As a result, stereotypid men view &age

as the Ioss of their M o m and the assumption

of new responsibilities.

-

[#5, item 2 What Men have to ToleraîeJ

A wornao worries about the f'ture until she gets a husband.
A man never worries about the fûture until he gets a wifé.

-

[#21 Uparaduip; to Wifk 1-01
...Wife 1.0 installs itself so that it is always launched at system

initialidon where it can monitor al1 other system activity. Some
applications such as Pokernite 10.3, Bachelor Party 2.5, and
Pubnite 7.0 are no longer able to nin on the system at d l , causing

the system to lockup when launched (even though the apps

worked fine before).
Sexual Activity
The stereotypical women and men of gender hurnor attribute different meanings to semial
activity. Consistent with the styles of the stereotypical women and men, women are more Likely to

view sex as a form of intimacy and sign of cornmiorient (Turner, 1970). Stereotypical men are

more likely to engage in sex for the physical plwure and as a symbol of their performance. "The
male attempts to gain sexual gratification and conquest while remaining single and the girl seeks to
attract the sexual attentions of a desirable partner and Iure a proposal of marriage from him as a

condition to granting sexual intercourse" (Turner, 1970, p. 324). Men's and wornen's motivations
behind sexual activity are contradictory. While women use sex as a means to secure a
cornmitment, men regard sex as the end of a conquest. As a resuit. stereotypicai women are

expected to be the sexual mediators and stereo'rpical men are expected to be the sexual aggressors.

Sexual Activitv: Women

The stereotypica1women of gender humor are counted upon to be sexual mediators.
Semai mediaîion is built on the assumption that men are always ready and w i h g s a n i a l partners.
It is the woman's responsibiLity to impose Iimits on the progression of sexual activity as
stereotypical men are expected to pressure women into sex. This dynamic is assumed to be dnven

by biological merences between men's and women's semial drives.

[#7,item 9 - Whv Beer is Better than Wornen]
Beer labels corne off without a fight.
[#24b - H o w DORSare Better than Men]
Dogs understand whaî "no" means.
Women, then, are afforded some degree of power over the timing of semai activity. As
stereotypicai women are commitment orientated, they utilize sex as a means of securing a
coinmitment fiom men. The Ionger women delay sexual activity in a relationship, the p a t e r the
implication of commitment (Turner, 1970). Stereotypical women postpone sexual activity to eam
fàvorable treatment fiom men and to ensure a monogamous relationship. Stereotypicai women are
in control of something that stereotypid men desire, and therefore use it as a bargaining tool in
order to get what they want. In this context, men must earn sex.

[#4b, item I O - The Last Things a Woman would Ever

Savl
Could our relationship be more physical? I'm tired of being
ûiends.
[#7, item 3 -Whv Beer is Better than Women]

You don't have to wine and dine a ber.
Stereotypical women are expected to control the progression of sexuaI activity with men.
Due to this expectation, women who do not estabiish strict limits on semai activity are negatively

evaluated. Stereotypical men are expected to encourage s m a i activity. In fkt, semial prowess is
expected of stereo~lpicaimen. It is assumed that men's semai needs are greater than women's.

As a rwult, it is women's duty to impose restrictions on sexual behavior. Under patriarchal

defhitions, women who do not fiiffil1 this responsibility are considerd euy and labeled a 'Miore"
or "slut." Women are expected to fitW care giving and nurturing mles, which are incongnious

with sexual aggressiveness. in contrast to the positive evaluation of male prorniscuity, f é d e s are
condemned for such acts.
[#2, item 29

- 100 Reasons it's Great to be a Guv]

Sex means never worrying about your reputation
[#30 - Men's and Women's Definitions]

RESPECT: (re-spect) adj.
femate: What a woman hopes to receive h m a male on a mutual
basis
male: The question we answer

'w"to, when a femaie we plan on

bedding down asks, 'Wiii you respect me in the rnoming?" Aiso a
hit song by Aretha Franklin.
Due to the expectations placed upon women to delay semial activity, virginity is a highiy
desirable state for women. Patriarchal definitions necessitate that women Save tbemselves for one
man. It rnay or rnay not be intrinsically rewarding for a woman to remain celibate until she

marries. The value p[aced on this status, however, is not of her choosing. Its value is set by the

patnarchal definition that defines her worthiness for rnarriage accurding to her purity. Following
the traditional model, a virgin is much sought after by men. Sole access to sexual experience is
another tvay of affirming male performance and ownership of women.

Ln this traditional mind set, two types of women need to exist: women worthy of marriage
and those necessary to niifil1 premaritai sexual dernaflds of men (Turner, 1970). While

stereotypical men desire sex with virgins, once women lose this status, they are unfit for rnamage
with another man. As a result, wornen n e d to Save their virginity for marriage.

-

[#7, item 12 Whv Beer is Better than Women]

M e r you have had a beer the bottie is stiii worîh IOc.
[#8, item 35 - 35 Reasons Wiiv Cucurnbers are Better
than Men1

With cucumbers, you don't have to be a virgin more than once.

In contrast to their male counterparts, stereotypical women are more likely to atîribute
meaning to sex. While men seem to emphasize the physical acq women seek romance and
intirnacy. Stemtypical women insist on displays of affection and entertainment prior to engaging
in sexual activity (Turner, 1970). Women want sex to be reflective of a cornmitted, loving

relationship.
[#30- Men's and Women's Definitions1
MAKMG LOVE (rnay-king luv) n.
fernale: The greatest expression of intimacy a couple can achieve.
male: What men have to cal1 "boinking" to get women to boink.

ROMANCE:(row-manse) adj.
female: Being pampered by that special man in your life in a way
that reassures that he loves her.

male: Walking into the bedroom with your pants around your

ankies, asking your mate,"Do you wanna do it, i f s haifthe?"
Sexual Activitv: Men
in contrast to their female counterparts, sexual prowess is an indicator of performance for
stereotypical men. While stereotypicat women are expected to be the sexual mediators,
stereotypical men are expected to be the sexual aggressors, as well as sexual conquerors. Most

often, mea view sexualiq as a conquest (Mackie*1987). Successfil men gain sexual access as
womem are unable to resist their sorual advances. Sexual experience is a measure of performance
as it reflects men's ability to get past the sexuai mediaîor.

While stereotypical women delay sex in order to secure a cornmitment, stemtypicai men
attanpt to gain sexual expcrience without getting "caughtt7"A measure of a man's performance

becornes equated with his ability to have sex with rnany women without cornmitment. Masculiaity
becomes dependent on their sexual exploitation of women (Turner, 1970). Men who demonstrate
sexuai prowess are considered to be good pedonners and labeled with positive ternis, such as
"Shid." Men cultivate a technique or l i e that is used on many women in an effort to have sex
without cornmitment (Turner, 1970). Under patriarchy, cornmitment is a sign of Mure, sexual
prowess is contingent upon promiscuity.

-

[#14, items 34, 65 Rules for Being a Man]

Much like an orgasm signifies the end of a semal peaic, sex often
signifies the end of a relationship.
Basic fùndamental rule of sex: Quantity IS quality

In contrast to the negative evaluation women experience due to sexual prorniscuity. men
are positively evaluated. While significant semai experience threatens women's reputations, it
builds men's reputatiow. As a result bragging about one's se-mal prowess is necessary for
stereotypical men. It becomes important to comrnunicate one' performance to other men.

Performance is equated with having sex with rnany women as it is believed that women will
succurnb to the sexual advances of successfùl men. Demonstrating one's sexual prowess is a form
of cornpetition for the men of gender humor.

-

[# 14, item 33 Rules for Being a Man]

If anyone asks. you have had sex in al1 possible positions and
locations. improvise.

-

[#24b How DOESare Beîîer than Men]
Dogs don? brag about whom they have slept with.

In contrast to the highiy valued state of fernide virginïty, male virginity is an extremely
undesirable state. Once again, masculinity needs to be proven. Whiie women are granted
femininity by their lack of sexual experience, men need to demonstrate masculinity through their
sexual experience. Virginity in men is refiective of sexual passivity, a quality inconsistent with

stereotypical men. There is a constant threat of femininity in men's m u r e to prove sema1
prowess.

-

[# 14, item 58 Rules for Beina a Man]

You are NOT a virgin. Ever. Males are bom without virginity.
While being a virgin is an embarrassment, finding one for a sexual parfner is an
achievement. Having sex with a female virgin is given high ratings as under a patriarchal
fiamework, women are considered cornrnodities. Consequently, stereotypical men are in
competition to be a wornan's first sexual experience. Such a conquest is an indicator of his
performance, as he has accomplished something no other man was able to.
[#7, item 18 - Whv Beer is Better than Women]

You always h o w you're the first one to pop a beer.
[#8, item 1 1 - 35 Reasons Whv Cucumbers are Better
than Men]

A cucumber won't tell the other cucumbers that you are not a

virgin anpore.

in contrast to the women of gender humor, stereotypical men emphasize the physical
gratification of sexuai activity. Women who h I y express emotions, emphasize the intimacy and
emotional bond of sexudity beyond the physical aspects of intercourse. Since stereotypical men
are not supposed to have feelings, sex is devoid of emotion. In contrasi to the stereotypical female

who desires signs of affection, the stereotypical male simpty wants the act to enable him to add it to
his List of accompiishrnents.

-

[#3, item 24 Serninars for Men1

Rornanticism - M e r ideas besides sex.

-

[4a, item 6 The Last Ten Things anv Man would Ever

sayl

Sometimes 1just want to be held.

-

[#30 Men's and Women's DefinitionsJ

FOREPLAY:(for-play) v.
fernale: The preliminary actions performed prior to engaghg in
sexuai intercourse in order to heighten arousal in both parties.
Usually a twenty to thuty minute period.
male: The act of removing one's clothes pnor to jumping in the
sack. Best accompanied by uttering any of the following phrases:

Wanna screw/get laid?; Ya ready?; Homy yet? Usually a twenty
to thirty nanosecond period.
Relationshi~Alleaiance

According to gender humor, stereotypical women seek cornmitment and stereoSpicaI men
try to avoid cornmitment. As a result, women and men have different levels of interest in

monogamous relationships. Under the principle of least interest, men have a greater ability to
control the relationship. The principle States that "in any pair relation the person who cares less
whether the relationship continues is in an advantagrnus position for domination" (Turner, 1970, p.
127). In this case, men are in a position for domination over women.

This p ~ c i p l is
e

heuristicalty useful as it provides insight into the interaction between wornen and men in
relationships.

Stereotypid women are at a dkadvantage in heterosexual relatioaships. Whiie the goal of
stereotypicai women is to secure a cornmitment, the currency tbat they are attracted to wiil
necessarily make desirable men unsuitable for monogamous relationships. Performing men, by

definition, are unemotional and attempt to avoid mutualiy dependent, committed relationships.
Under U s e consciousness women accept these patriarchal definitions of men. The acceptance of

these definitions, however, attracts women to men who devalue monogamy. Much üke aggressive,
intelligent women are unattractive to stereotypical men; sensitive, caring men are unattractive to
stereotypic.1women. As a result partnerships be-

stemtypic.1 women and men are

chatacterized by different levels of interest.

Reiationshi~Alleniance: Women
The goaI of stereotypical women is to secure a rnonogamous relationship. Since their
success is based on this abiIity, stereotypical women define thernselves in tenns of their mamage.
Stereotypical wornen's identities are strongly tied to their husband's identities.
Given the strong attachent women expenence with their partner, they are dependent on

them for rnany of their wants and needs. In contrast to their male counterparts, stereotypicaI
wornen seek companionship, open communication and mutual appreciation fiom their relationship.
[#30 - Men's and Wornen's Definitions]

WANTS AND NEEDS (wontz and nedz) n.

fernale: The delicate balance of emotional, physical and
psychological longing one smks to have fulnIled in a relationship.
male: Food, sex, beer.
According to gender humor, stereotypical women desire cornpanionshi p f?om their
relationship. Due to stereotypical men's inclination toward autonomy and independence in
relationships, women do not receive the desired level of togethemess. Relative to stereotypical
me% adult companionship is more important for women in relationships (üdry, 1971). This

discrepancy in wants and nads mcans that women are v i d as "uedy" and "bothersomeen

Gender humr teflects the idea that stereotyjkd women are unsuccessfully trying t6 gain
companioaship from theu unwilling, autonornous p m e r .

-

[#3, item 5 Seminars for Men1

Understanding the fanale response to your coming in d

d at 4

a.m.
[#7, item 7 - Whv Beer is Better than Womenl

HANGOVERS go away!
Despite stereotypical wornen's desire for cornpanionslip, theû relationships la& this
element. The reality of the relationship is a division of labor in which womai have the sole
responsibiiity of household work and the care of the faMly. Gender humor rdects a traditionai
division of labor in which the quality of the relatiooship is subordinate to the filfiilment of the
traditional roles. Under a patriarcM stmcture, women's desire for cornpanioriship goes unfullilleci
as they lack sufficient power to affect the nature of the relationship.
[#25

- Dumb Men Jokesl

How do men define a 50/50 relationship?
Women cooklmen eat, women cledmen dirty, women irodmen

Stereotypica.1women also desire open communication with their partner. Due to
stereotypical men's inabiiity to relate on an emotional level, the women of gender humor are
disdsned with the lack of communicaîion within their reIationship. As a result, stereotypical

wornen tum to their fernaie fiiends to share k h g s about their relationships as other women are

able to communicate on a level lackiog in stereotypical wornen's and men's relationships.

-

[# 1, items 30,3 1 Male Bashingl

When four or more men get together, they talk about sports.
When four or more women get together, they talk about men.
[#30 - Men's and Women's DefinitionsJ

COMMUNICATION (ko-myoo-ni-kay-shon) n.
femde: The open sharing of thoughts and feelings with one's
partner.

male: Scratching out a note before suddenly taking off for a
weekend with the guys.

The women of gender humor also seek mutual appreciation fiom their partner. Since the
goal of stereotypical women is to secure a commitmenf they are very focused on the quality of
their relationship. Stereotypical women go to great lengths to show affection toward their partner.

Stereotypical women are in constant need of reassurance that they are appreciated by their
partners. Due to the greater interest that women have in monogarnous relationships, this

appreciation is one-sided.
[#3, item 11 - Seminars for Men]

Reasons to give flowers.

-

[#24b How Dons are Better than Men]

Dogs miss you when you are gone.

Relationship Alleaiance: Men
In contrast to stereotypical women, the goaI of stereotypical men is not to secure a

cornmitment. A man's identity is not achieved through his partner and M y , but rather through
various indicators of performance, most notably his occupational status. Stereotypical men, as a
result, are not as dependent upon their partner and M y for their wants and needs to the extent of
stereotypical women.
#

While stereotypical women seek companionship fiom their relationship with their partner,
stereotypical men seek independence and autonomy. Men look for camaraderie fiom other men, as
their definition of women is Iirnited to tangible benefits: physical beauty and sexual gratification.
Men attempt to avoid dealings with women "except when the situation is such that they have a
g d chance of successfid exploitation" (Turner, 1970, p. 300). Male bonding provides an escape

from women as well as a gathering of people who share the same performance-orientated,
unemotional perspective. While women seek more private, introspective activities, men seek
action-orientated, communal activities.
[#3, items 19, 33 - Seminars for Men]
Male bonding - Leaving your fiends at home.
The weekend and sports are not synonymous.

[#24b - How Doas are Better than Men]
Dogs understand if some of their fiends cannot corne inside.
Stereotypical men's avoidance of domestication extends to household work and ckld care.
The stereotypical men of gender humor place little effort into familial responsibilities. The male

status seems to make hirn exempt fiom activities of this nature. Contributions to the domestic
sphere are not an indicator of performance for stereotypical men. Under a patriarchal structure,
household work and child care are defined as women's work.

[#2, item 27 - 100 Reasons it's Great to be a GUY]

You never have to clean a toilet.
[#3, item 6 - Serninars for Men]

Parentiag- No, it doesn't end with conception.

In contrast to their fimale counterparts, stereotypical men do not want to express their
ernotions about their relationship. Stereotypical men are not allowed to be emotionai and thus rn
unable to express feelings toward their partner. Stereotypical men deflect exnotionai issues because
under patriarchy, ernotional expression is thought to negatively affect performance and cloud
reason. According to gender humor, men go to great lengths to avoid conversations about their
emotions and feelings.

-

[# 1, item 17 Male Bashino;]

Al1 men hate to hear 'We need to tak about our relationship."
These seven words strike fear in the heart of even General
Schwarzkopf.
[#14, item 9 - Rules for Beinp. a Man1

Be as ambiguous as possible. If you don? want to answer, a nice
grunt will do.
While the stereotypical women of gender humor seek mutual appreciation, stereotypical
men do not demonstrate acts of appreciation towards their partners. The wornen of gender hurnor

place great importance in relationships, while stereotypical men do not view their retationship in
the sarne fishion. Monogamy is not viewed as an accomplishment for men. As such, stereotypical
men do not value their partners and thus treat them poorly. They have lesser interest in the
continuance of the relationship.

[# 1 1. item 15 - 20 Reasons Whv a Bicvcle is Btter îhan

a Woman]
You d o i t have to be nice to your bicycle.

-

[# 14, item 49 Rules for Beina a Man1

Try to have a good memory, but it's OK if you forget trivial

things. You know. iike your girlfnend's birthday aad eye color.
in a patriarchal structure, women depend on men, but men do not depend on women.

Under this mind set, stereotypical men feel that women should just be happy with a man's mere
presence. Men should not have to put any effort into the relationship. Women are lucky just to
have them.

-

[#14, items 61, 70 Rules for Beinn a Man1

Females do not care what you do to them as long as they get to
please you.
Women are your napkins. Use them, and throw them away.
in conchsion, stereotypical women and stereutypical men have Merent levels of

allegiance to monogarnous relationships. The women of gender humor are dependent upon their
p m e r and as a result, look to their relationships for companionship, communication, and
appreciation. The men of gender humor seek autonomy fiom their relationships and therefore are
not dependent upon their partner to the same extent as their female counterparts.
Discrepancy in Power
Under a patriarchal culture, men are alTordeci p a t e r power. This discrepancy in power
between the sexes is expressed in much of the behavior exhibiteci by stereotypical men, as weil as
the tactics employed by stereotypical women to change this behavior. Irrespective of women's
dissatisfaction with men and their relationships with men, the status quo remains. Since men have

greater power and hence, less interest in the monogamous relationships, they are not required to
change to meet the wants and ne& of their partner.

Ex~ressionof Power: Men
Male unreswnsiveoess. Male unrespoasiveness is a reflective of a patriarchal culture.
Due to men's greater power, they do not need to change to meet the requests of women. Male
unresponsiveness to women's wants and needs within relationships is consistent with this
discrepancy in power. In addition, despite women's disapproval, much of the stereotypical man's
behavior can be characterized as offensive and irresponsible. Men's greater power pennits them to
be cmde, inattentive to their appearance, and immature. Through men's unresponsiveness, they
indicate to women that they are under no obligation to conform to women's wishes (Turner, 1970).
The male status allows men to do what they want.

-

[# 14, items 10'5 1, 59 Rules for Beinp a Man]
Always remember:

You are a man. Therefore, no matter what, it

isn't your fault.
It is never your duty to take responsibility for your actions.
You are a male, therefore you are supenor.

in contrast to their fende counterparts. stereotypical men are alIowed, and even expected
to be, cmde, boorish, and ifl-mannered. The sole purpose behind many of the behaviors exhibiteci
by stereotypical men is to be offensive to others. in a culture where the rules are made by males,
men are afforded the power to shock.
[# 14, items 18,56 - Rules for beina a ManJ

Two words : Hack and spit

If people express extreme disgust at whatever you are doing,
DON'T STOP!This is the desired reaction.

Similady, men are aiso afforded the power to be iasulting to women. Irrespective o f their

maritai status, stereotypical men are aiways actively searching for physically attractive women.

Once again, due to the patriarchal structure, derogatocy comrnents, gawking and Uifidelity are to be
expected in men.

[Ma, item 7 - The Last Ten Thuins a Man would Ever

savl
Her tits are just too big.

-

[#14, item 67 Rules for Being A Man]

If you cheat on a girl, but no one fin& out, then technically
you 've done nothing wrong.

-

[#20a, item 16 Todav's Entertainment Women's
Instruction Book]

If your man appears happy, excited and keeps Iooking at you aU
of 3 sudden he is probably checking out the women behind you.

Under a patriarchal structure, women, not men, are valued for their appearance. In h c t .
the neglect of their physical self is characteristic of stereotypical men. A common theme in the
gender humor relates to men's unwillingness to d

e themselves presentable. As with other

behaviors exhibited by the men of gender humor, a reluctance to attend to their physical self is a
demonstration of men's authority. Stereotypical men do as they wish.

-

[#3, item 2 1 Serninars for Men]

Changing you r undewear - It really works.
[#24a - How Men are Better than Doas]

Dogs have dog breath al1 the t h e .
[#24b- How Doas are Better than Men1
You can force a dog to take a bath.

Accordhg to gender humor, stereotypid men are immature. A mark of this Unmahirity

seerns to relate to their egocentrism regarding fàmily responsibiiities. The wants and needs of the
M y are forfêited for the satisfàction of the man in the household. Stereotypical men leave the

responsibilities of the household to women in an attempt to fÛlnU their own amusement. For

instance, stereotypical men spend much of their tirne devoted to the purcbase and enjoyment of
"boy toys," such as power tools, cars, or sports equipment. Men's UTeSponsibility and childishness

is a cornmon topic in gender hwnor and is furiher refiective of men's focus on their own whims
without regad to others.

-

[#l, item 16 Male Bashiml
Men love watches witb multiple functions. My husband has one
that is a combination address book, telescope and piano.
[#3, item 17 - Serninars for Men]

How to not act younger than your children.

-

[#22, item 9 Are You a Real Guv?]

One weekday morning your wife wakes up feeling il1 and asks you
to get your three children ready for school. Your first question to
her is:
a. "Do they need to eat or anythmg?
b. "They're in school already?"

c. 'There are three of them?"
Answer C
in conclusion, stereotypical men do not tq to satis@ the wauts and needs of women in

relationships, nor do they rnodie their behaviors in an atîempt to please their f d e counterparts.
While women must conform to meet the desires of men, men's greater power and lesser interest in
relationships, does not require them to change to meet the desires of women.

Expression of Lesser Power Women

Fernale tactïcs. Women's dissatisfkction lays the foundation for the many tactics
employed in an effort to change men. Whiie stenotypicai women are orientateci toward
cornmitment, they are uaable to find a man who d e s them happy. A wornan's inability to fhd a
quality man, or her d i d ~ o with
n her current partner, are cornmon themes in gender hurnor.
[# 1, item 27 - Maie Bashing]

If you're dating a man who you think might be "Mr. Right," if he
a) got older, b) got a new job, or c) visited a psychiatnsf you are
in for a nasty surprise. The cocoon-to-butterfly theory only

works on cocoons and buttedies.
[# 1 0 ~ 1

Stereotypid women employ several tactics in an effort to change their partners' behaviors

and to satise their own w m t s and needs. First, fernale nagging is a prevalent theme in gender
humor. Female nagging is a consequence of male unresponsiveness (Turner, 1970). Given men's
unwillingness to change, women are placed in a subservient position of constant begging. in thk
context, women c m be dismissed as a nag; their dissatishction goes unsatiatcd. According to
gender humor, women are constantly cornplaining about their relationship and men's behavior.

-

[# 10, item 1 1 Continuinn Education Courses for

Womenl
Communication Skills III: Getîing What You Want Without

NWh3

-

[# 11, item 3 20 Reasons wbv a Bicvcle is Better than a
Woml

Your bicycle only cornplaias wben sornething is REALLY wrong.

-

[# 15, item 5 A Man's Answers to Evecy Ouestion a

Wornan Ever Asksl

Why are men so uncommunicative?
You'd Ieam to keep your big mouth shut too ifevery tirne you

open it you get into trouble with your partner.
A variation of the nagging theme involves gender humor's continual references to women's

unwiliingness to forget men's mistakes. Stereotypical women constantly remind men of their past
errors and use them as a bargainhg chip to effect future interaction. Nagging, of this fonn, may
also be used in an atternpt to change male behavior to meet the wants and needs of wornen.
[#5 - What Men have to Tolerate]
Any rnarried man should forget his mistakes

-there's no use in two people remembering the same thing.

[#26a,item 3 - Proof that Computers are Fernale]
Even your srnallest mistakes are. committed to memory for

A third tactic used by the women of gender humor involves playing the stereotypical

irrational, unpredictabte femaie. Women can atternpt to a*

some control over men by "keeping

them on edge." This may be accompüshed by ernploying various techniques that often involve an

extreme display of negaîive exnotion directed at the man, his actions or M u r e to act. in order to

avoid a kmde outburst, men will try to satisS, women's demands.

-

[# 13a, items 17,2 1-22 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nutsl

Be Iate for everything. Yeu if they're l e .
Make them guess w h you want and then get mad when they're
wrong,

Plan little relationship anniversaries, Le. the montMy anniversary

of the t h e when you saw each other in the library ...for five
minutes. Then get mad at him for forgetting. Then cry.

-

[#32a Wornan: A Chernical Anaivsisl

Physicd Properties:
Boils at nothing, freezes without reason.
MeIts if given special treatment.

Hazards:
HigWy explosive in inexperiencd han&.

Finally, the women of gender hurnor also use the tactic of ''threatening" the security of the

relationship. By insinuating that they will l a v e the relationship or that another man will protect
hem, women hope to gain men's aff'tion and appreciation.

-

[# 13% items 16, 24 50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nutsl

Use daddy as a weapon. Teil them about his gun colIection, his
quick trigger finger, and his affection for his "little princes."

Gather many fernale friends and dance to "1 will survive" while
they are present. Sing al1 the words. Sing to them. Sing loud.

These tactics, although they attempt to satiate women7sneeds and wants. also reflect their
subordinate position to men. The tactics used by the women of gender humor, are a form of

seeking control over men's behavior. Fernaie mgghg, intentional irratioaality, and other tactics
are directed at arousing the attention of the unresponsive man. These tactics, however, reinforce
women's dependency on men.

In conclusion, the majority of the gender humor analyzed in this research reflects a
patriarchal culture. Women are in a position of l a s e r power, and as a result, are reliant on men.

In contrast, the next section describes a branch of humor found in this study which directly
contradicts the patriarchal definitions ascribed to womenMatriarchal Humor
1 found evidence of what rnay be a new strain of gender humor which rejects the traditional

sex roles depicted in the majority of gender humor used in this research. Because humor is
reflective of changing attitudes (Janus, 198l), it may be possible that the presence of this type of
humor may be associated with the feminist movement. This new forrn of humor, however, does not

refiect equality between the sexes, but is actualty the reverse of patriarchal humor in that it
involves the oppression of men. As such, 1 refer to this strain of hurnor as matriarcha1 humor. in

this context, the term matriarcfial humor is used to refer to a dynamic in which women have power
over men.
Matriarchal hurnor rejects the main premise of gender hwnor which operates under a
patnarchal fiamework: women's dependency on men. The women depicted in this humor closely
parallel stereotypical men. Both groups are orientateci toward "polygamy," objecm the opposite
sex, and view sex solely as p h y s i d pleasure.

Patriarchy defines women in tenns of their attractiveness and men in terms of their
performance. In contrast to their male counterparts, women's success is equated with their abiliw
to achieve a cornmitment fiom a member of the opposite sex. While stereotypical men seek
autonomy and attempt to avoid monogamous relationships, stereotypical women are dependent
upon men and attempt to secure a cornmitteci relationship.

The women depicted in matriarchai humor nject the dependency that their traditional
cornterparts have on men. While traditioaal women neai men to be their providers and protecton,

matrîarchai humor states thai men are of Little use to women. Matriarcha1 humor asserts women's
independence and autonomy h m men.

-

[#20b Women's Corn~actInstnictioii Book]

-

If they can put a man on the moon they should be able to put
them ail up there.

-

Tell hirn you're not his type you have a pulse.
[#27 - Once Utmn a T i e ]
Once upon a tirne, a beautifil, independent, seif-assured p ~ c e s s

happeneci upon a frog in a pond. The frog said to the princess '4
was once a handsome prince until

an evil witch put a spell on me.

One kiss fiom you and I will tum back into a prince and then we

can marry, move into the castle with my rnother, and you can
prepare al1 my meais, dean my clothes. bear my children, and

forever feel happy doing so". ........
That night, while the princess was dining on fiogs legs, she
laughed to herself and thought "1 don? fucking think so!"
Due to their dependency on men, stereotypical women are orientated toward cornmitment.

The women depicted in matriarcha1 hurnor do not share this dependency, and thus, are not seeking
monogamous relationships. This strain of hurnor suggests that women assume the rote of the
polygamy-onentated man. Both the stemtypicai men and the matriarcha1 women of gender humor
attempt to avoid cornmitment.

[#20a,item 3 - Todav's Entertainment Women's
Instruction Book]
The best reason to divorçe a man is a hedth reason: You're sick

of him.

-

[#8, items 14,34 35 Reasons whv Cucumbers are

Better than Men1

You can have as many cucumbers as you can handle.
It's easy to drop a cucurnber.
Due to stereotypical women's orientation toward cornmitment, they utilize sex as a
bargaining chip in an effort to secure a cornmitteci relationship. in hopes of securing a
monogamous relationship, these women rnake men wait for sex. In contrast, the wornen depicteci in
matriarchal humor do not desire comrniîment and thus assume the role of the stereotypical man
who views sex as a conquest. While stereotypical women emphasize the emotional uitimacy of
sex, both stereotypical men and rnatriarchai women emphasize the physical satisfàction derived
fiom sexual activity. Similar to the objectification expenenced by women, men also experience
objectification by matriarchal women as these women view men in terms of their own physical
pleasure. The women in this Stream of gender hurnor reject the patriarchal dennition of women as
semial mediators, and assume the role of the male sexual aggressor.

-

[#8, items 2, 6 35 Reasons Whv Cucumbers are Better

than Men]

Cucumbers stay hard for a week.
You can fondle cucumbers in a supermarket and you know how

firm it is before you take one home.

-

[#20b Women's Corn~actInstruction Book]

When he asks you ifhe's your first te11 him, 'You may be, you
look îàmiliar.'

-

[#25 Dumb Men Jokesl

Do you know why bankers rnake good lovers? They know first
hand the penalty of early withdrawal.
Stereotypid women benefit from playing into their dependency on men. Under
patnarchal definitions, women's weakness is attractive to men as it enhances male performance.
Since the women portrayeci in matriarchai humor reject this dependency on men, they are not
concerned with making men feel good about themselves by playing into the prescribed passive role.
Mead, rnatriarchal women attempt to mock men's insecurities. For instance, women in this

branch of humor do not practice ''menstrual etiquette," the patriarchal custom designed to protect
men from the realities of menstruation (Laws. 1990). Women, Li this Stream of humor, actively
seek to make men uncornfortable and insecure.
[#13a, item 9 - 50 W a ~ to
s Drive a Guv Nuts]

Look them in the eye and start laughmg.
[#13b, item 9 - Women's Guide to Driving Men C m q l
Discuss your period in fiont of them. Watch them squùm.
Under a patriarchal fiamework, intelligence and aggressiveness are seen as unattractive in
women. While these qualities are desirable in men, there presence in women is incompatible with
the male-imposed definition of femlunity. As a result, women who possess these traits are accused
of "bitchiness." While stereotypical women would fear such a designation, the women depicted in
matriarcid humor gladly accept this definition, thereby leaving no rebuttal fiom men. As they are
not interested in playing by patriarchal niles, rnatriarchal women do not fear the pejorative ternis
ansing from men's k u r i t i e s regarding male superiority. The women of matriarcha1 humor

rejecî the &dependent aitributs tradjtiody assigned to the f d e S.
asnime aggressive and assertive roles, previously ocaipied only by ma.

WPI

Instcad, these womm

Maîriarchal humor involves women's reîùsal to accept patriarchai definitions of women's
and men's roles in our culture. Women, in this stream of humor, assume an assertive,
men. There is no indication in gemder humor, however,

performance-oriented d e and obj-

that mea are subscribing to this ideology. While men may feef tfireatened by aggnssive women,

theu behavior is not affected by this changed definition of femininity. Nor do men subscribe to the
objectification thq.experience h m matnarchal wmen. There is no evidence in p â e r humor

which demonstrates that are men changing in accordance with matriarcha1 definitions.
O ~ i v e n e sof
s Gender Humor
The gender humor e.uhibits a broad range of offensiveness. Some hurnor, which rnay be
considered less offensive, involves mocking the idiosyncrasies of men and women. For instance. in
the following e-xamples,gender humor pokes fun at stereotypical men's disdain for shopping and
stereotypical wornen's propensity for spending.
[#4c, item 7 - The Last 10 Thinas a M a n would ever Say1

We haven't been to the mal1 in ages. Let's go shopping so 1 can
hold your purse.
[# 1O, item 2 - Continuing Education Courses for Women]

Making Deposits: The Undiscovered Side of Banking.
Other gender hurnor may be more likely to be cwsidered offensive. Humor at this end of
the spectrum rnay involve the attempts at demeanhg members of the opposite sex. For instance, in

the following examples women and men are both objectified and ascribed Little worth.

-

[#7, item 12 Whv Beer is Better than a Womanl

Mer you have had a beer the bottie is d l 1 worth ten cents.

-

[#20b Wornen's Com~actInstruction Book]
The only reason men are on this planet is that vibrators can't

dance or buy drinks.

Summarv

During the course of the collection and analysis of data, six main îhemes were discovered:
Judgment in a Patriarchai Culture, Emotionai Expression, Orientaîion to Cornmitment, Sexual

Activity, Relaîionship Allegiance, and Discrepancy in Power. Within these themes, the
stereotypical characteristics of the women and men of gender humor were identifid. These
characteristics provide information on how the women and men of gender hurnor interact and view

each other.
In a patriarchal culture women and men are evaiuated based on different criteria. Male
irnposed definitions reduce women's worth to their physical attractiveness. In contrast, men's
worth is based on their performance in a variety of domains. Women's performance and men's
attractiveness are of much lesser importance under patriarchai deriitions.
The criteria with which women and men are judged lays the foundation for their different
orientations to cornmitment. Stereotypical women's inabiiity to perform and their fragile,
ernotional nature, renders them dependent on men. They utilize their attractiveness, the male

irnposed definition of their worth, as their currency in achieving a monogamous relationship. In
contrast, men's ability to perform allows them independence and autonomy from women. Male
performance is used as their currency in an attempt to be polygarnous. W l e capturing a man is
seen as success for stereotypicai women, polygamy is seen as success for stemtypical men.
Women's and men's currencies are used in an effort to achieve different goals.
As a result of these different goals, the wornen and men of gender humor view sexual

activity very differently. Women view sema1 activity as a means of achieving a cornmitment fiom
a man. Consquently, women play the se.wai mediator as they abstain fiom sex in order to secure

a rnonogarnous relationship. in contrasf men view sex as a conquest because sexual prowess is a
indicator of male performance. Thus, men atternpt to gain much sexuai experience without getting

trapped in a relationship. Due to women's goal of monogamy and men's goal of polygamy, the
motivations behhd sexual activity are diffèrent for the women and men of gender humor.
Similarly, the diffèrent orientations to cornmitment inevitably enter women's and men's
allegiance to their relationsbips. Givem the gnater interest women have in the reIationship, men are
in an advantageous position as their lesser interest afFords them greater power. While women look

to their relaîionship for companionship, open communication, and mutual appreciation, men seek
autonomy and women's gratitude for their mere pfesence. Men's ernphasis on performance, and
thus polygamy, makes them much less dependent on their relationship for fùlfillment.
Due to the greater power afforded to men and thus their lower level of Uiterest in
monogamous relationships, they are ody concerneci with their own satisfiction. Men do not have
to change to accommodate the wants and needs of women. Women's dissatisfàction with men's
unequa1 contribution to the relationship, as well as their displeasure with men's offensive and
irresponsible behaviors go unsatiated. Women's continual efforts and tactics to change their
partners is refiective of their discontentment. Men's greater power aEords them the right to do as
they wish.

The humor reflecting a matriarchl framework rejecîs the patriarchai definitions ascribed
to women. Uniike their stereotypical counterparts, the women depicteci in this Stream of humor are
not dependent on men. AccordingIy, matriarcbal women seek to avoid cornmitment. These women
objectie the male sex and view sex as a conquesf not as a rneans of trapping men into a

monogamous relationship. These women are performance-oriented and hence, assume the role of
the aggressive and assertive stereotypical man.
Core Variable: Stmmle for Power
The core variable was discovered to be a STRUGGLE FOR POWER between the women
and men of gender humor. Stereofypicai women and men act in accordance with patriarchai

dennitions Both sexes accept and operate withui these definitions in a stmggle for power over the

opposite sex. Men's performance, independence, and objectifidon of women are their means of
rnaintaining power. In contras&wornen's weakness and physical appeal becorne their meaas of
attaining power. A struggle for power transpires through the fuifiUment of the stereotypical

characteristics assignai to men and women.
Under patriarchal dennitions, men are expeaed to good perfomers. W

e performauce is

used to attract worneq performance is fûrther measured by men's abiiity to control theu relations

with women. Men seek to avoid comrnitted relationships with women. They attempt to gain
sexual experience without ""gettingtrapped" by a member of the opposite sex. Due to their lower
ievel of interest, men seek autonomy fkom relationships. Women are to be valued for their physical

and sexual appeal. A patnarchal culture which emphasires male performance and independence
necessarily places men in a position of greater power as men are afforded the power to do as they
choose. Men achieve power over women by acting in accordance with these patriarchal definitions.
Stereotypical women, too, operate within these patriarchal definitions. Women's
dependence on the opposite sex places men in a position of power. Women, who are defhed as
weak, Iacking ability, and valueû for their physical appeal. act according to the prescnbed

patriarchal definitions. Their femininity, however, can be used in an effort to achieve power over
men. Stereotypicai women play into the weaknesses of stereotypicai men. Emotiod expression
and physical appeai can be used to manipulate the unemotional, perfomiaace-oriented male. The
use of their fernininity as a source of power. however, maintains women's subordination to men as
it perpetuates women's s u b s e ~ e nposition
t
(Turner. 1970). While femininity is a source of power

for stereotypical women, it maintains the traditional male imposed definitions of women.

In sum, gender hurnor reflects a stniggle for power. By operating according to patriarchai
dennitions. men attempt to maintah power over women. Similarly, the wornen of patnarchai
humor attempt to attain power by acting in accordance with the limited definitions imposed on
them and by attacking the weriknesses of men.

The women of matriarcha1 humor, dso atternpt to attain power. These women, however,
employ a different approach. Matriarcha1 women assume the role of stereotypical men. Both
groups obtain power through their independence and the use of the opposite sex for their own
purposes. Maîriarchal women do not attempt to achieve power through the manipulation of the
patriarchal definition of their femininity, but actively reject this definition and assume the role of
the aggressive, perfonnance-oriented men of gender humor. in this case, the stniggle for power
occurs through their abandonment of the weak, dependent fémale d e , and the assurnption of the
aggressive, independent d e roIe. By taking on a performance-oriented roIe, rnatriarchal wornen
are able to aquire power by not playing into the traditional female role. In the end, however,

gender humor reflects a struggle for power in which men atternpt to maintain power and both sets
of women attempt to attain power.

Cbapter 4: Discussion
The content of hurnor has the poteatial to provide a rich source of intiormation as it
identifies and "pokes fbnnat the inconpities in our culture. Hurnorists identiIy b i o r a l

pattern and expiicit and tacit operating knowledge, making these cultural phenornena objects of
conscious reflection (Kozinski, 1985). When our behaviors and knowledge are presented in a
diffierent light or are questioned, theù absurdities o h becorne apparent- 'Iae cecognition of these
absurdities, however, relies on Our understanding of the subject rna#er of the humor.

ûender humor relies upon shared cultural understandings regarding the d e s women and
men play in Our culture. The content of gender humor identifies the incongniities in relation to
women and men. Humor is not an exact mirror image of our culture, but it does present a highly
distilled, although recognizable. fom (Kozinksi, 1985). While this image lacks scieatific
objectivity, it does rely upon relevant cultural information (Kozinski, 1985). For instance, the
stereotypical women depicted in gender humor are evaluated based u pon their physical appearance,
and hence experience great anxiety regarchg their inability to attain the desireci level
attractiveness. Evidence of this theme can be found in our culture. Women's magazines which
devote large segments of their publications to advice for assisting women in irnproving their
appearance, the high rate of plastic surgery (e.g., breast implants), the proMeration of weight Ioss
clinics, and the plethora of anti-aghg products are indicative of the emphasis on female
attractiveness in our culture. While gender humor m y present exaggerations of Mnous aspects of
Our culture, its content often reflects our behaviors and attitudes.
Humor, therefore, can provide the social scientist with a source of cultural information.

The content of humor "'an be examineci for what is expressive and reveahg about the content of
minds" (Kozinski. 1985, p. 65) as humor is dependent upon shared cultural understandings. The

content of hurnor can portray the attitudes of the distributon of gender hurnor, as well as those held
by a larger segment of people in our culture (KoPaski, 1985).

Role of Gender Hurnor
Not surprisingly, gender humor seems to fkil on a continuum of offensiveness. At one
extreme, the gender humor involves poking fiui at the stereotypical characteristics of women and
men. For i
n
s
t
a
n
c
e
,humor that mocks the stereotypical foibles of the sexes, sucb as the mechanid
inabilities of wornen and the laziness of men, rnay be less likely to be uinsidered insulting. While
this form of hurnor rnay still be offensive to some, the tone of the humor is iighter and does aot

contain the underlying anger that the other extreme of bumor possesses. This second grouping of

humor may include jokes which involve the objectification of women and men. The intent or
purpose of this type of hwnor seems to be to insult women and men and relegate them to a
.
sub s e ~ e nstatus
t

The lighter f o m of gender humor may serve a variety of fùnctions, such as the unification
of women and men through the communication of shared experiences, or pure cathartic relief. The
more offensive, angry forrns of gender hurnor may play a different role in our culture. The more
anger-ridden forms of humor may be used as a means of achieving power over the opposite sex.
The communication of gender humor that is offensive to women may be reflective of men's mger
at women's efforts to gain status. Similarly. offensive hurnor targeting men may be reflective of

women's hstration with a patriarchal culture. Humor, like other forrns of communication, can be
used as a vehicle of power.
We can only speculate as to the role of gender humor in our culture. The range of gender
humor makes it difficult to identie certain functions. Moreover, any proposition regarding the role
of gender hurnor cannot be definitively proven or disproven. Undoubtedly, gender humor is
prevalent in our culture. While the role of gender humor can only be speculated upoq its content
has the potentiai to reveal valuable ùiformation regarding our attitudes and beliefs regarding

women and men in Our culture.

Limitations
There are several Limitations to this study. First, the gender humor was coiiected over a
short period of time. As humor has the potentiai to r d e c t the changing attitudes towards women

and men, rhis study was oniy able to capture these attitudes at one p e n d of time. As a result, this
research does not ailow for cornparisons with preceding time periods.

Second, the focus of this study was on the written text of the gender humor. A subset of
the data contained illustrations which were, for the most part, not included in the analytical
process. Given the difkrential ernphasis placed on the appearances of men and women, analysis of
the pictorial depictions, in some cases, may have been beneficial.
Third, the collection of gender hwnor \vas lirnited to "photocopy humor." Humor that is
cornmunicated verbally (e-g., the "one-liners') was not included in the data set. This type of humor

rnay contain variations of existing concepts, or new concepts not found in the form of humor used
in this study.
Finally, distributional hctors were not considered in this study. Knowledge of the
"creators" of the hwnor (e-g., sex), as well as subsequent distributions, may provide insight into
the role that gender humor plays in Our culture. For instance, is the more angry humor targeting
men and women written by the opposite sex? 1s the "lighter" humor written by either sex? Is
matriarcha1 humor written by women? This issue is fûrther complicated by the fact that there
g process of
appear to be multiple contributors to individual pieces of gender hwnor. D u ~ the
data collection, 1discovered that there were often several versions of the sarne piece of gender

humor. Undoubtedly, the distribution of photocopy hurnor allows for modifications to its content.
Due to the ongoing distribution and modification of gender humor, insight into the distributional

factors was not acquired fiom this research.

Future Studies
Gender humor has the potential to rdect changes in women's and men's status in our
society. Comparisons between the content of gender humor collected at differcnt t h e periods may
reflect the changing status of women and men in Our culture. For instance, it is possible that the
development of rnatriarchai humor may be associated with the ferninia movernent. Ifs content
rejects the traditional roles and stercotypical assumptions assigned to women. While the relative

amount of matriarcha1 humor and the development or rehement of its elernents were less than that
of the humor rdecting a patnarchal fiamework, its presence is d l of great signifïcance. It wiIl be
interesthg to follow the friture of matriarcha1 humor because, like humor which rdects a
patriarchal framework, it can be a valuable source of cultural knowledge. Future studies may seek
to examine the development of this form of gender humor as it rnay continue fo develop alongside
the feminist movement.

The current social climate &ch encourages politically correct behavior, has resulted in
changes in the distribution of gender hurnor, as weU as humor targeting other identifiable groups.
The communication or distribution of gender humor requires sensitivity to its intended audience.
The distnbutor of humor needs to choose an audience that will share in the hurnor. In other words,

a working agreement ne& to be in place in which the receiver of gender humor appreciates the
humorous content and does not question the intentions ofthe distributor. Research into the
development of working agreements, ut a context which ernphasizes politicdly correct behavior, is
important. How do individuals corne to establish a relationship that is conducive to the sharing of
hurnor? As well, inquiry into situations in which gender hurnor is intended to offend, such as in
work settings where potentially offensive humor is Ieft anonymously, may be warranteci in light of
the current social climate. Research into the distributional fàctors associated with gender humor is

a aaturd progression tfom this study.

Conclusion
This research operates under the assumption that gender humor can provide idormation
regarding Our aîtitudes and betiefs towards wornen and men. In this way, gender hurnor has the
potential to reflect the current statuses of wornen and men in Our culture. It has been purportecl by
several authors thai the content of gender humor is changing (Janus, 198 1; Mackie, 1987). It is
believed thai gender humor is becoming Iess sexist and more reflective of an egaiitarian culture.
The gender humor used in this research does not support these beliefk. Much of the humor reflects
a patriarchal ûamework in which women are valueci solely for their physical appearance and are
dependent on men due to their inability to perfom. Traditional rnascuIinity becornes dependent on
men's mastery and dominance over women (Turner, 1970). This definition of rnasculinity serves
as the rationale for patnarchy. Masculinity is threatened unless men have greater power (Turner.
1970). Accordingly, it witl be difficult to achieve egalitarianism when Our definition of masculinity

is dependent on women's subservient status. The rnajority of gender humor used in this study
reflects an unequal power stmcture between women and men.
On the sufice, the humor which reflects a rnatriarchal framework rnay be argued to be
indicative of a more egalitarian society. However, this humor does not reflect equality behveen the
sexes, but places men in the subservient position usually occupied by women. A modifiecl,
desirable definition o f rnasculinity is not used. Instead, women of this strain of hurnor define men

as traditional women have been defineci, Women are not dependent on men, but use them to satisS,
their own ne& and wants. Matnarchal humor does not reflect equality between the sexes, but
seeks to reverse the traditionai inequality bom fiom a patriarchai perspective.
The humor analyzed in this study, therefore, is not reflective of an egditarian culture.
Both strains of humor reflect an inequity of power behveen the sexes. The phenornenon observed
in rnatriarchal humor in which women assume control over men, may be anributecl to a stroag

rejection of the historically s u b s e ~ e nrole
t of women. Gender humor rnay be reflecting a dynamic

in wbicb the subordiaate gmup first expenences aagcr. As a rïsult. there is a movemeat to the

other extreme. Like a pendulum, movement to the middle ground, or equality between the sexes,
can only be achieved after a p e n d of anger has resided. If this is the case, gender humor is not

refiecting an egalitarian society, but a society of transition. Gender humor reflects a society in
which we are experiencing an attempt by men to maintain their greater power and an atternpt by
women to attain power.
Gender humor is a reflection of our culture. Existing literature in tbis area of inquiry has
not sought to understaad the content of gender humor. Until now, the focus has k e n on women's
and men's reactions to gender humor. An analysis of the content of gender humor, however, has
the potential to provide the social scientist with idormation on our culture. Implicit in gender

humor are shred cuiturd understandings regarding women and men. While the images presented

in gender humor are necessarily shpiified and exsiggerated, they have the potential to reved real

issues and themes within families and the wider culture. AccordingIy, an understanding of the
content of gender humor can provide insight into the experiences of women and men in Our culture.
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Male Bashing

1. Men like to barbecue. Men wiIl cook if danger is involved.
2. Men who have pierced ears are beüer prepared for d a g e . They've experienced pain and
bought jewelry.
3. Ifyou buy your busband or boyniend a vida ornera. for the first few weeks he bas it, lock the
door when you go to the baîhroom. Most of my husband's early films end with a scream and a
flush.
4. Be catefiil of men who are bald and rich; the arrogance of "rich" u s u d y cancels out the nice of
"bald. "
5. Marrying a divorced man is ecologically responsible. In a worid where there are more wornen
than men, it pays to recycle.
6 . Men are very confident people. My busband is so confident that when he watches sports on
television, he thùiks that if he concentrates he can help his team. If the team is in trouble, he
coaches the players fiom our Eving rwm, and if they're really in trouble, I have to get off the phone
in case they cal1 him.
7. if it's attention you want, don't get involved with a man during play-off season.
8. Men N e phones with lots of buttons. It d e s thern feel important.
9. Men love to be the first to read the newspaper in the morning. Not being the first is upsetting
to their psychs.
10. Al1 men Iook nerdy in black socks and sandals.
1 1. The way a man looks at himself in a mirror will tell you if he can ever care about anyone else.
12. Dont try to teach men how to do anythg in public. They can learn in private; in public they
have to know.
13. Men who are going bald often Wear basebail caps.
14. Al1 men are afraid of eyelash curlers. I sleep with one under rny pillow, instead of a gun.
15. A good place to meet a man is at the dry cleamr. These men usualiy have jobs and baîhe.
16. Men love w a t c k with multiple fûnctions. My husband has one that is a combination address
book, telescope and piano.
17. Al1 men hate to hear 'We need to talk about our relationship." These seven words strike fear
in the heart of even General Schwarzkopf.
18. Men are sensitive in strange ways. If a man has built a fire and the last log does not bum, he
wiiî take it personally.
19. Men are brave enough to go to war, but they are not brave enough to get a bikini wax.
20, Al1 men think that they're nice guys. Some ofthem are not. Contact me for a list of m e s .
2 1. Men don't get cellulite. G d rnight just be a man.
22. Men have an easier t h e buying bathing suits. Women have two types: depressing and more
depressing. Men have two types: nerdy and not nerdy.
23. Men have higher body temperatures than women. lf your heating goes out in winter, 1
recommend sleeping next to a man. Men are like portable heaters that snore.
24. Women take clothing much more seriously than men. I've never seen a man waik into a p a q
and say "Oh, my God, I'm so embarrasseci; get me out of here. There's another man wearing a
black tuxedo."
25. Most men hate to shop. Thaî's why the men's department is usually on the first fîoor of a
department store, two inches fiom the door.

26. If a man prepafes dinner for you aad the salad contains three or more types of leth~ce,he is

serious.
27. If you're dating a man who you think mi& be "Mr. Right," if he a) got older, b) got a new
job, or c) visited a psychiatrist, you are in for a nasty surprise. The cocoon-to-butterfly theory
oniy works on COCOOIE and buttedies,
28. Men own basketbail teams. Every year cheerleaders' outfits get tighter and briefèr, and
players' shorts get baggier and longer.
29. No man is charming all of the t h e . Even Cary Grant is on record saying he wished he could
be Cary Grant.
30. When four or more men get together, they talk about sports.
3 1. When four or more women get together, they talk about men.
32. Not one man in a beer commercial has a beer beiiy.
33. Men are less sentimental than women. No man has ever seen the movie THE WAY W E
WERE twice, voluntarily.
34. Most women are introspective: "Am 1 in love? Am 1 emotionally and creatively fulfiUed?"
Most men are outrospective: "Did my team win? How's my car?"
35. If a man says, "I'II cal1 you," and he doesn't, he didn't forget.. . he didn't lose your numbet... he
didn't die. He just didn't want to cal1 you.
36. Men hate to lose. 1 once beat my husband at tennis. 1 asked him, "Are we going to have sex
again?" He said, 'Yes, but not with each other."
37. Men who can eat anything they want and not gain weight should do it out of sight of women.
38. Getting rid of a man without hurting his rnasculinity is a problem. "Get out" and "1 never want
to see you again" might sound like a challenge. if you want to get rid of a man, 1 suggest saying, "1
love you ... 1 want to rnarry you... 1 want to have your children."Sometimes they leave skid marks.
39. Men accept compliments rnuch better than women do. Ercample: "Mitch, you look great."
Mitch: 'Thanks." On the other side: "Ruth, you look great." Ruth: "1 do? Must be the lighting."
40. Impulse buying is not macho. M e n rarely cal1 the Home Shopping Nehvork.
4 1. Men who listen to classical music tend not to spit,
42. Only men who have wom a ski suit understand how complicated it is for a woman to go to the
bathroom when she's wearing a jumpsuit.
43. Men dont f e l the urge to get mamied as quickly as women do because their clothes al1 button
and P p in the front. Wornen's dresses usually button and Pp in the back. We need men
emotionally and sexually, but we dso need men b help us get dressed.
44. Men are selfanfident because they grow up identimg with superheroes. Women have bad
self-images because they grow up identifjhg with Barbie.
45. When a wornan tries on clothùig fiom her doset thaî feels tight, she will assume she has
gained weight. When a man tries something fiom his closet that feels tight, he will assume the
clothing has shrunk.
46. Male menopause is a lot more tùn than fernale menopause. With fernale menopause you gain
weight and get hot flashes. Male menopause - you get to date young girls and dnve motorcycles.
47. Men forget everythrng; women remember everything.
48. That's why men need instant replays in sports. They've already forgotten what happenecl.
49. Men would like monogarny better if it sounded less like monotony.
50. Al1 men would still really like to own a train set.

Subiect: 100 Reasons ifs Great to be a Guy
Phone conversations are over in 30 seconds Qat.
Movie nudity is virtudly always W e .
Youknowsaiffabouttanks.
A five-day d o n requires only one suitcase.
Monday Night Football.
You dont have to monitor your f n d s sex lives,
Your bathroom Lines are 80 percent shorter.
You can open al1 your own jars.
Old fnends dont give a crap whether you lost or gaineci weight.
Drycleanen and haircutters dont rob you blind.
When clicking through the channels you don't have to d l at every shot of somebody
crying-

Your ass is never a k t o r in job interviews.
Ail your orgasms are real.
A beer gut doesn't make you invisible to the o p p i t e sex.
Guys in hockey masks don't attack you. (Unless you smash them into the boards.)
You dont have to lug a bag of useful shiffaround everywhere you go.
You understand why Stxipes is fiinny.
You can go to the bathrwm without a support group.
Your Iast name stays put.
You can leave the hotel bed unmade.
When your work is criticized, you dont have to panic that everyone secretly hates you.
You can kill your own food.
The garage is al1 yours.
You get extra credit for the slightest act of thoughtfulness.
You see the humor in T e m of Endement.
Nobody secretly wonders whether you swallow.
You never have to clean a toilet.
You can be showered and ready to go in 1O minutes.
Sex means never wonying about your rcputation.
Wedding plans take care of themselves.
If someone forgets to invite you to something, he or she can still be your fnend.
Your underwear is $ 10 for a three-pack.
The National College Cheerleading Championship.
You don't have to shave betow your neck.
None of your coworken has the power to make you cry.
You don't have to curl up next to a hairy ass every night.
If you're 34 and single, nobody even notices.
You can write your name in the snow.
You ean get into a non-trivial pissing contest.
Everything on your fice gets to stay its original color.
Chocolate is just another snack.
You can be president. (In this lifetime.)
You can quietly enjoy a car ride fiom the passenger's seat.
Flowers fix everything.
You never have to worry about other people's feelings.

You get to think about sex 90 percent of your waking hours.
You can wear a white shirt to a water park.
Three pairs of shoes is more than enough.
You can eat a banana in a hardware store,
You cm say anything ('Wow, do my b d s hurt!") and not worry about what people
wiii think.
Foreplay is ophouai.
Michael Bolton doesn't live in your universe.
Nobody stops t e b g a g d dirty joke when you walk into a room.
You c m whip your shirt off on a hot &y.
You dont have to ctean your apartment if the meter reader's coming by.
You never feel compeUed to stop a pal h m getthg laid.
Car mechanics teil you the tnith.
You dont give a rat's ass if anyone notices your new baircut.
You can quietly watch a game with your buddy without ever thinking he must be rnad
at me.
The world is your urinal.
You never misconstme innocuous statements to mean your lover's about to lave you.
You get to jurnp up and slap stuff.
Hot wax never cornes near your pubic area.
One mood, al1 the tirne!
You cm admire C h Eastwood without starving yourself to look like him.
You never have to drive on to another gas station because this one's just too sleazy.
You know at least 20 ways to open a beer bottle.
You fan sit with your hees apart no matter what you're w e a ~ g .
Same work ... more pay!
Gray hair and wrinkles ody add to your character.
You don't have to leave the room to make an emergency crotch adjument.
Wedding dress: $2,000. Tuxedo rental: $75.
You don't care if someone's talking about you behind your back.
With 400 million sperm per shot, you could double the Eaith's population in 15 tries,
at least in theory.
You don't mooch off others' desserts.
If you retain water ifs in a canteen.
The remote control is yours and yours alone.
People never glance at your chest when you're triking to them.
ESPN's Sports Center.
You can drop by to see a fnend without h a h g to bMg a little giA.
Bachelor parties whomp ass over brida1 showers.
You have a normal and heaithy relationship with your mother.
You can buy condoms without the shopkeeper haginhg you naked.
You needn't pretend you're "freshening up" to go to the bathroom.
If you dont cd1 your buddy when you say you will, he won? tell your other friend
you've changed.
Someday you'lI be a dirty old man.
You can rationaiire any behavior with the handy phrase "Fuck it."
If another guy shows up at the party in the same ouffit, you just might become lifelong
buddies.
Princess Di's death was just another obituary.

The occasional well-readered belch is practicaliy expected,
You never have to miss a sexual opportunity because you are not in the mood.
You think the idea of punting a small dog is firnny.
If sornething mechanical doesn't work you can bash it with a hammer or throw it
across the m m .
New shoes dont blister, cut and mangle your k t ,
Porn movies are designeci with you in inhd.
You dont have to remember everyone's birthdays and anniversaries.
Not liking a person doesn't preclude havhg great sex with them.
Your pais can be tnisted never to trap you with "So ...notice anything different?"
Baywatch.
There's always a game on somwhere.

Sem-

for Men

Once agaùi the fernale stanwill be oering courses to men of dl age and marital stanis. Please
note the name of some of the courses have been changeci. Attendance of at lest I O courses is

rnandatorv.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Il.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
3 1.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.

Combating stupidity
You can do the housework too
PMS Learuing d e n to keep your mouth shut
How to fill the ice tray
Understanding the female response to your coming in dxunk at 4 a.m.
Parenting No, it doesn't end with conception
Get a lifk - Lem to cook
How not to act like an asshole when you are obviously wrong
Spelling - Yes you c m get it right
You - The Weaker Sex
Reasons to give flowers
How to stay awake &er sex
Why it is unacceptable to relieve yourself anywhere but in the washroom
Garbage Getting it to the curb
Give me a break - M y we know your excuses are bullshit
Helpfiil postural hints for the couch potato
How not to act younger than your children
You too can be a designated driver
Male bonding - Leaving your fkiends at home
Honest, you don? look like Mel Gibson - Especially when naked
Changing your undenuear It really works
The atminable goal - Ornithg @(#"@!§)8# frorn you vocabulary
F l u f i g the blankets after tarting is NOT necessary
Romanticism - Other ideas beside SEX
You can fidl asleep if you really try
The momuig dilemma - if it's awake take a cold shower
The remote control - Overcorning your dependency
How to go shopping with your mate without getting lost
Mothers in law - They are people too
Wonderfut laundry techniques (formally d l e d "Don't wash my siiks!")
Understanding your tinancial incornpetence
How to put the toilet lid down (formaily called "No, it's not a bidet!")
The weekend and sports are NOT synonymous
We do not w n t sleazy underthings for Christmas - Give us money!
You can fidl asleep without it!
i'11 wear it if 1 damn well please

-

-

-

-

Please register IMMEDMTELY as courses are in great demand - as if we had any doubt.

The Last Ten Thineç a y Man would Ever Sav
1think Barry Manilow is one cool mother fbcker.

While I'm up, can 1 get you a ber?

1 think hauy butts are really sexy.
Her tits are just too big.
Sometimes I just want to be held.

The chick on Murder She Wrote gives me a woody.
Sure, I'd love to wear a condom.
We haven't been to the mal1 for ages, let's go shopping and I
can hold your purse.

Fuck Monday night football, let's watch Murphy Brown.
1 think we are lost, we better pull over and ask for directions.

me Last Tm Things anv Woman would Ever Sav:
Could Our relationship be more physical? I'm tired of being friends.
Go ahead and l a v e the seat up; it's easier for me to douche that way.

1 think hairy butts are really sexy.

Hey! Get a whinof that one.

Please don? throw that old T-shirt away, the holes in the armpits are just too cute.

This diamond is way too big.
1 won? even put my lips on that thing unless 1 get to swallow.
Wow! It realiy is 14 inches.

Does this d

e rny butt look t w smaU?

I'm wrong, you must be rigtit again.

The Last 10 Things a Man would Ever Sav:
I think Barry Maailow is one cool man
While I'm up, can 1 get you a b a r ?
I'm absolutely wrong. You must be right.
Her boobs are just too big!
Sometirnes 1just want to be held.
To hell with Monday Night Football. Lets watch Murphy Brown.
We havent been to the mal1 in ages. Let's go shopping so 1 can hold your purse.
Sure, I'd love to Wear a condom.

I think we should stop and ask for directions.
Honey, why dont you put your feet up and read the newspapcr while 1 clean the toilets.

What Men have to Tolerate
A man will pay $2 for a S 1 item he want..
A woman wiil pay $1 h r a $2 item that she doesn't want.
A woman womes about the future until she gets a husband.
A man never womes about the fùture untii he gets a wife.

A successfùl man is one who rnakes more money than his d e can spend.
A successfiil woman is one who can find such a man.

To be happy with a man you must understand him a lot and love him a little.
To be happy with a wornan you must love her a lot and not try to understand ber at d l .
Mamed men live longer than single men

- but rnarried men are more willing to die.
Any mamed man should forget his mistrikes
there's no use in two people remembering the same thing.

-

Men wake up about as good-looking as they went to bed.
Women somehow deteriorate during the night.
A wornan marries a man expecting he will change, but he doesn't.
A man marries a woman expecting that she wont change and she does.

A wornan has the last word in any argument... Anything a man says after
that is the beginning of a new argument.

There are ody 2 tirnes when a man doesn't understand a woman
- before mamage & after marriage.

The Rules
1. The female always rnakes the niles.

2. The rules are subject to change a& any thne without prior notice.
3. No male can possibly know ail the rules.

4. if the female suspects that the male knows the mies, she must immediateIy change some, or ail,
of the niles.

5. The f e d e is never wrong.
6 . If the fkrnale is wrong, it is because of a flagrant misunderstanding which was the direct resuIt
of something that the mate did, or said wrong.
7. if rule #6. applies, the male must apologize immediately for the misunderstanding.

8. The female may change her rnind at any given point in t h e .
9. The male must never change his mind, without express written consent fiom the f e d e .
10. The fernale has every right to be angry, or upset at any t h e .

1 1. The male must remain calrn at dl times, unless the fernale wants him to be angry or upset.

12. The fernale must under no circurnstances let the d e know whether or not she wants him to be
angry or upset.
13. Any attempt to document these niles could resuIt in bodily ham.
14. If the female has PMS, al1 rules are nu 11 and void.

15. The male cannot diagnose PMS.

Whv Beer is Betier than Women
You can enjoy a beer al1 month long.
Beer stains wash out.
You don't have to wine and dine a b a r .
Your beer will always wait patiendy for you in a car while you play rugby.
When your beer goes flat you toss it.
Beer is never late.

HANGOVERS go away!
A beer doesn't get jealous when you grab another beer.

Beer labeb come off without a fight.
When you go to a bar you know you can always pick up a b e r .
Beer never has a head-ache.

Mer you have had a beer the bottle is still worth 10 cents.
A beer won? get upset if you corne home and have beer on your breath.

If you pour a beer right you'll always get goad head.
You can have more than one beer in a night and not fml guilty.
A beer aiways goes down easy.

You can share a beer with your fnends.
You always know you're the first one to pop a beer.
A beer is always wet.

Beer doesn't demand q u a l i s .

You can have a beer in public.
A beer doesn't care when you corne.

A tngid beer is a good beer.
You don't have to wash a beer before it tastes good.

35 Reasons Whv Cucurnbers are Better than Men
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28,
29.

30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.

The average cucurnber is at least six inches long.
Cucumbers stay bard fbr a week.
A cucumber won? tell you t h . size doesn't count.
Cucumbers dont get tw excited.
Cucumbers are easy to pick up.
You can fondle cucumbers in a supermarket...and you know how firm it is More you take
one home.
A cucumber will always respect you in the morning.
You can go to a movie with a cucumber and see the movie.
At the drive-in, you can stay in the fiont seat...a cucurnber will always wait until you get
home.
A cucumber won't ask: "Am 1 the first?"
A cucurnber won't tell the other cucumbers thaî you're not a virgin anymore.
With cucumbers, you don? have to be a virgin more than once.
Cucumbers won't make you Wear kinky clothes or go to bed with your boots on.
You can have as many cucumbers as you can hande.
Cucumbers aren't jealous of your gynecologist, ski instructor or hair dresser.
Cucumbers aren't into meruiingfid relationships.
You only have to eat a cucumber when you feel like it.
A cucurnber will never make a scene because there are other cucumbers in the M g e .
No rnatter how old you are, you can always get a h h cucumber.
A cucumber won't care what t h e of the month it is.
With a cucumber you never have to say you're sorry.
Cucurnbers don? lave whisker burns, fall asleep on your chest. or drwl on your pillow.
Cucumbers can stay up al1 night...and you won? have to sleep on the wet spot.
Cucumbers dont leave you w o n d e ~ gfor a month.
Cucumbers never m e r your phone or borrow your car.
A cucumber won? eat al1 your food or drink your liquor.
Cucumbers dont lave dirty shorts on the floor.
With a cucumber the toilet seat is always the way you left it.
A cucumber will never lave you for:
another women
another man
another cucumber.
You always know where your cucumber has ben.
You won't find out later that your cucurnber:
is married
is on penicillin
likes you but loves your brother.
You dont have to wait until half t h e to talk to your cucurnber.
Cucumbers never e;upect you to have little cucumben.
It's easy to drop a cucurnber.
No rnatter how you slice it, you can have your cuke and eat it too.

35 Reasons Whv Cucurnbers are Better than Men

The average cucumber is at least six inches long.
Cucumbers stay hard fbr a week.
A cucumber won't tell you thaî size doesn't count.
Cucumbers dont get too exciteci.
Cucumbers are eaq to pick up.
You can fonde cucurnbers in a supermarket...and you know how firm it is M o r e you take
one home,
A cucumber will always respect you in the morning.
You can go to a movie with a cucmber and see the movie.
At the drive-in. you can stay in the fiont seat...a cucurnber wiîi always wait until you get
home.
A cucumber won't ask: "Am 1the first?"
A cucumber won't tell the other cucurnbers that you're not a virgin anymore.
With cucumbers, you dont have to be a virgin more than once.
Cucumbers wont make you wear kinky clothes or go to bed with your boots on.
You can have as rnany cucumbers as you can handle.
Cucumbers aren't jealous of your gynecologist, ski instnictor or hair dresser.
Cucumbers aren't into meanin@[ relationships.
You oniy have to eat a cucumber when you f e l like it.
A cucumber will never make a scene because there are other cucumbers in the fiidge.
No matter how old you are. you can always get a fresh cucumber.
A cucumber won't care what time of the month it is.
With a cucumber you never have to say you're sorry.
Cucumbers dont Ieave whisker burns. fidl asIeep on your chest, or drool on your piliow.
Cucumbers can stay up al1 night...and you won't have to sleep on the wet spot.
Cucurnbers dont Ieave you wondering for a month.
Cucumbers never m e r your phone or borrow your car.
A cucumber won't eat d l your food or drink your liquor.
Cucumbers dont leave dirty shorts on the floor.
With a cucumber the toilet seat is always the way you Iefi it,
A cucumber wiI1 never l a v e you for:
another women
another man
another cucumber.
You always know where your cucumber has been.
You won't find out later that your cucumber
is manieci
is on penicillin
likes you but loves your brother.
You dont have to wait until halftime to talk to your cucumber.
Cucumbers never expect you to have Iittle cucumbers.
It's easy to &op a cucumber.
No rnatter how you slice it, you can have your cuke and eat it too.

Thought for the Dav.......and Onlv for the Dee~estPhiIosophers:

If a man speaks Ui the forest and there is no wornan to hear hm, is he stiil wrong?

Being a deep Viking philosopher.,.

The reai answer to this question lies in the tmth...no matter where she was, he was wong
being in the forest without her, speaking at al1 no matter what he said (and by the way, W H O
WAS he speaking to if it wasn't her?), and for even asking the question - who the hel1 does he
think he is anyhow? This guy was wrong the &y he \vas bom!

-

Continuing- Education Courses for Women:
1. Silence,the F i Frontiec Where No Womao tks Gone Before.
2. Making Deposits: The Undisçovered Side of Bankiag.
3. Combathg the h e l d a Marcos Syndrome: You Do Not Need New Shoes Everyday.
4. Parties: Going Without New Ouffits5. Mao Management: Discover How Minor Household Chores Can Wait After the Garne.
6.Bathroom Etiqum 1: Men N d Space in the Batbroom Cabinet Tm.
7. Ekhroom Etiquette il: His Razor 1s His.
8. Valuation: Just Because It's Not important to You. ..
9, Communication Skiils 1: Tears The Last Resort, Not the First.
10. Communication Skills II: Thinking Before Speaking.
11. Communication Skills Ill: Getting What You Want Without Nagging.
12. Driving a Car Safely: A Ski11 You CAN Aquire.
13. Party Etiquette: Drinking Your Fair Share.
14. Telephone Skills: How to Hang Up.
15. hîroductioa to Parking.
16. Admced Parking: Reversing Into A Space.
17. Ovetcoming And Retentive Behavior: LeaWig the Towels on the Floor.
18. Water retention: Fact or Fat.
19. Cooking 1: Bringing Back Bacon,Eggs and Butter.
20. Cwking II: Bran and Tofu are Not For Human Consumption.
2 1. Cooking III: How Not to M i c t Your Diets on Other People.
22. Compliments: Accepting Thern Gracefully.
23. PMS: Your Problern...Not His.
24. Dancing: Why Men Don't Like To.
25. Classic Clothing: Weanng 0utfit.s You AIready Have.
26. Household Dust: A Hrumless Natural Occurrence Only Women Notice.
27. Integrating Your Laundry: Washing It Al1 Together.
28. Ballet: For Women Only.
29. Oil and Gas: Your Car Needs Both.
30. Learning to Go in Public Restrooms.
3 1. Appreciating the Humor of the Three Stooges.
32. "Do These Jeans rnake My Butt Look Big?" - Why Men Lie.
33. TV Rernotes: For Men Only.

-

1. You can share your bicycle with your tnends
2. You can own more than one bicycle at once
3. Your bicycle ody cornplains when scmething is REALLY wrong
4. You can double on a bicycle
5. You a n take a black bike home to your parents
6 . You can ride a bicycle in public
7. Yout bicycle does not mind if you fàll off
8. You can ride your bicycle when ever you want
9. You do not have to plead with your bicycle
10. Bicycles are useful for more thanjust entertainment
11. Your M e r can teach you how to ride a bicycle
12. You cm ride your bicycle in a group with your friends
13. Your bicycle does not care how many other bicycles you have ridden
14. You u n buy and sel1 bicycles
15. You dont have to be nice to your bicycle
16. You can hand your bicycle on to your younger siblings
17. People w e when your bicycle is stolen
18. You dont have to put up with a bicycle you dont like
19. If your bicycle has a flaf you can pump it up
20. You can ride your bicycle in public

Here are a few examdes of: Before and After vou FalI in Love:
b- you take my breath away
a- 1 feel like I'm suffiiting

b- twice a night
a- twice a month
b- she says she loves the way 1 take control of a situation
a- she called me a controlling, manipulative, egomaniac
b- Lucy and Ricky
a- Fred and Ethyl

b- Saturday Night Fever
a- Monday Night Football
b- he makes me feel like a million dollars
a- if 1 had a dirne for every stupid thing he's done...
b- dont stop
a- dont start
b- the sound of music
a- the sounds of silence
b- is that al1 your having?
a- maybe you should have just a salad, honey
b- WheeI of Fortune
a- Jeopardy

b- its Iike I'm living in a dream
a- its like he lives in a d o m

b- turbo charged
a- jump start
b- we agree on everythg
a- doesn't she have a mind of her own?
b- Victoria's secret
a- Fruit of the Loom

b- charming and noble
a- Chernobyl
b- feathers and handcufE
a- bali and chah

b- 1 love a woman with curves
a- 1 never said you were fkî

b- he's completely lost without me
a- why won't he ever ask for directions?
b- time stood d i
a- this relationship is going nowhere
b- croissant and cappuccino
a- bagel and instant

b- blind
a- nearsighted
b- you look so seductive in black
a- your clothes are so depressing
b- oysters
a- fishsticks
b- 1 can hardly believe we found each other
a- I can't believe 1 ended up with sorneone like you

b- passion
a- ration
b- once upon a time
a- the end

50 Wavs to Drive a Guv Nuts

1. Do not say what you mean. Ever.
2. Be ambiguous. Always.
3. Cry. Cry o h . Tell them it's their fàult.
4. Bring t b g s up that were said, done, or thought weeks, months, or yrars ago. Get rnad when
îhey dont remember.
5. Make them apologize for everything.
7. G w i p . Gossip about everything that walks.
8. Play Alanis Monsette's T o u Outh Kaow," loud. Look at them. Smile.
9. Look them in the eye and start laughing.
IO. Cry.
1 1. Get mad at them for everything.
13. Hold grudges,
14. Demand to be e-maileci. Often. Whine when they dont comply.
15. When complimentai, make sure to be paranoid. Take nothing at face value.
16. Use daddy as a weapon. Tell them about his gun collection, his quick trigger finger, and his
affection for his "littleprincess."
17. Be late for everything. Yell if they're laîe.
18. Talk about your ex-boyfkmd. Compare and contrast.
19. Go everywhere in groups, especially the bathmorn. Do nothing alone. Independence is a sign

of weahess.
20. Cry.
2 1. Make them guess what you want and then get mad when they're wrong.
22. Plan little relationship anniversaries, Le. the rnonthly anniversary of the time you saw each
other in the library...for five minutes. Then get mad at hirn for forgetting. Then cry.
23. FaIl for your FAC.
24. Gather many female friends and dance to "1 Will Sunive" while they are present. Sing al1 the
words. Sing to them. Sing loud.
25. Correct their grarnmar.
27. Constantly claim you're fat. Ask them. Then cry, regardless of their answer.
28. Leave out the good parts in stories.
29. Make sure to only be interested in guys in the sarne fnendship group. Make sure to cause
trouble.
30. Make them wonder. Confusion is a good thing.
31. Cry.
32. Declare that you are not wacko.
33. Criticize the way they dress.
34. Criticize the music they listen to.
35. Cnticize their hair.
36. Ignore them. When asked, "What's wrong?"tell them that if they dont know, you're not
going to tell them.
37. Try to change them.
38. Try to mold them.
39. Try to get them to dance.
40. Pretend you're interesteci, lead them on. then feign ignorance when confionted.
41. When they screw up, never let them forget it.
42. Make them stay at religious senrices until they are close to hinting. Just because.

Blame everything on PMS.
Blame everything on PMS ody after it has been blamed on them.
Whenever there is silence ask them, "What are you thiiikuig?"
Gd mad ifthey dont notice a haircut. Even if it's ody a half inch.
Read into everythiag.
Over-anal- everything.
Cry.
50. Make it your goal to rnake them cry.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Wornen's Guide To D n v i n ~Men Craq

Do not say what you mean. Ever.
Be ambigmus. Always.
Cry. Cry oftea.
Bring things up that were said, done, or thought years, months, or decades ago or with
other boyfnends.
Make them apologize for eveqtbmg.
Stash ferninine products in their cars, backpacks and in their books as cute reminders that
you were thinking of hem.
Look them in the eye and start Iaugtung.
Get mad at hem for everything.
Discuss your p e n d in fiont of them. Watch them squinn,
Demand to be called or e-mailed. Often. Whine d e n they dont comply.
When complimenteci. make sure to be paranoid. Take nothing at face value.
Use daddy as a weapon. Tell them about his gun collection, his quick trigger finger, and
his affection for his Little Princes.
Be late for everything. Yeil if they're late.
Talk about your ex-boyfiiend 24 - 7. Compare and contrast.
Make them guess what you want and then get mad when they're wrong.
Plan little relationship anniversaries, Le. the monthly anniversary of the time you saw each
other in the iibrary...for five minutes. Then get mad at them for forgetthg. Then cry.
Gather many female &ends and dance to "1 Will S u ~ v e while
"
they are present. Siag d l
the words. Shg to them. Sing loud.
Constantly claim you're fht. Ask them. Then cry, regardes of their answer.
Leave out the good parts in stories.
Make them wonder. Confusion is a good thing.
Criticize the way they dress.
Criticize the music they listen to.
Ignore them. When a s k a 'What's wong?" tell them that if they dont know, you're not
going to tell them.
Try to change them.
Try to mold them.
Try to get them to dance.
When they screw up, never let them forget it.
Make them stay at religious services until they are close to fàinting. Just because.
Blame eve-g
on PMS.
Whenever there is silence ask them "What are you thinking?"
Read into everything.
Over-analyze everythmg.

Rules for Beina a Man

1. Don't caU. EVER
2. if you dont like a girl, don't tell her. It's more fim to let her figure it out by herseLf.
3. Lie.
4. Name your *manhd*. Be sure it is something narcissistic and unonginal, such as "spike."
5 . ifyou lose something that belongs to someone else, teU hem you rnailed it to them.
6. Here's a good pickup b e , "My girlfiend's pregnant, will you go out with me?"
7. Druik Vemors.
9. Be as ambiguous as possible. ifyou dont want to answer, a nice gnint wiU do.
10. Always remember. You are a man. Therefore, no matter what, it isnt your fàuh.
I l . Lie
12. Girk find it attractive ifa man has had more women than bath.
13. Never ask for help. Even if you really, reaIly need help- don't ask. People will think you're a
wimp.
14. Women like it when you ignore them. It amuses them,
15. Vanity is the most important trait for a man to have. Whenever you pass a refIective surfhce,
check your hair, clothing, etc.
16. If you dont like a girl, but can't think of a good enough reason why, just corne up with trite,
meaningless explanations like, "1 don't icnow. 1just dont like her personaiity."
17. If, GOD FORBID, you have to talk to a girl on the phone, use only monosyllabic words and
noises. Bodily noises are permissible.
18. TWO WORDS: Hack and spit.
19. Everyone fin& a man more attractive if he can write his name in urine.
20. One sure way to make a girl like you is to go after her b a t friend. She will then see what she's
rnissing and love you for not giving up on her.
2 1. Tell her you will d l . Then, refer back to rule Sf 1.
22. Say things Iike ''Wha.. .?"
23. Don? Wear matching clothes. People will think your girlfiend picked it out, and it d l cramp
your style on picking up chicks.
24. Lie.
25. Deny everythmg. Everything.
26. Good break up line, "It's not you, it's me."
27. If you like a girl, tell al1 your f e d e fiiends about her, Because if any of your fernale fiends
like you, they'll r d l y want to know.
28. Dont have a clue.
29. If you get a due, pretend you didn't and disregard it.
30. No means yes.
3 1. Yes means no.
32. If you don't get sex whenever you want, your fiends will not respect you. Enfiorce this nile at
al1 tirnes.
33. If anyone asks. you have had sex in al1 possible positions and locations. improvise.
34. Much like an orgasm signifies the end of a sexual peak, sex often signifies the end of a
relationship.
35. Feelings? What feelings?
37. Life is one big cornpetition. If someone is better than you at anything, either pretend it's not
tnie or kick some ass.
38. Lie 1 tell you! !

39. DO NOT make decisions about relahonships. If you are backed into a corner and rnust make a
decision, stall. If you still must come up with an answer, leave yourselfa Ioophole for escape.

Example:
Question: "Honey, will you take me out for a romantic dinner?"
Answer: 'Yes,if you can guess how many sperm I produce =ch day."
40. Every sentence that anyone says can be c o n t o r d to have semai meaning. Do so.
42. Lie.
43. "Love" is not in your vocabulary. Don'teven think about saying it.
44. A general d e : If whatever you're doing does not satisQ you comp1eteIy in 5 minutes, it's reafly
not wortb it.
45. Diss your girifnend. Beg and plead until you get her back. Diss her again. Repeat cycle.
46. Lie.
47. ALWAYS apologize. NEVER mean it.
48. if you hurt someone, pretend you are. Don't.
49. Try to have a good memory, but it's OK if you forget trivial things. You know, like your
girlfiend's bday and eye color.
50. Ignorance solves problems. If you can't see them, they can't see you.
5 1. It is never your duty to take responsibiiity for your actions.
52. Create new words and phrases to describe genitalia, sex, semen, etc.
53. Cornplain about not getting any mail. When people FMALLY feeI sorry for you and send you
mail, ignore it and continue complaining.
54. Lie.
55. Play with your food only if you are in a public place with people you dont h o w .
57. If people express extreme disgust at whatever you are doing, DONT STOP!This is the desired
reaction.
58. You are NOT a virgin. Ever. Males are bom without virgùuty59. You are male, therefore you are supenor.
60. Agenda for a boring evening: Get beer. Drink beer. Have sex. Druik more beer. Pass out.
6 1. Fernales do not care what you do to them as long as they get to please you.
62. Don't ever notice anything.
63. If you're going out with someone but you love someone else, don't Say anythrng. Wait until the
girl you are going out with fàIls in love with YOU, and then tell her.
64. Basic fundamental mle of dating: Quantity, not quality.
65. Basic fundamental rule of sex: Quantity IS quality.
66. Lie.
67. If you cheat on a girl, but no one fin& out, then technically you've done nothing wrong.
68. Crying is not rnanly. Then again, if you are a man, what do you have to cty about, anyway?
69. If the question begins with "why," the m e r is "1don't know."
70. Wornen are your napkins. Use them, and throw them away.
7 1. Remember, Every virgin girl is saving herself for YOU.
72. If you ever fïnd yourself in a position where you have been proven wrong, blame others. Corne
up with creative and believable excuses why they are at fâult- not you.
73. Don't ever let anyone say "1 told you so." if you hear this phrase and it didn't come out of your
mouth, go ballistic.

A Man's Answers to Evey Ouestion a Woman Ever Asb

1. Why are men such jerks?
It's a testosterone thing. Much similar to your PMS thing, we men su&r h m testosterone
poisoaing. Why do you think the average lifé span of a mate is typically IO years shorter (and
it's not just h m al1 the bitching and nagging vue have to endure)? Hormone modifies behavior.
We're just misunderstood.

2. Why do men alwitys have to ogle at other women?
Again, this is a testosterone thing. Do you honestly think that ail the testosterone just feu out
of our bodies the moment we met you? Besides, women do it as well. Women are just rnuch
better at not getîhg caught. I'm tàirly certain it's some sort of photographie memory deal.
Women take one quick look and mernoriz it for later refêrence. Since men lack this abilify,
try to burn it into our memory by staruig as much as we can.
3. Why do men always touch themselves, especially in public?
We occasionaIly need to adjust our little fiead and make him happy. It's much like adjushg
your bra. Being in public is just an added bonus.

4. Why do men always say such stupid things?
We Like to. It's actually a whole lot of firn to see our partner hstrated by a few simple (and
weli chosen) words.

5. Why are men so uncommunicative?
You'd leam to keep your big mouth shut too if every t h e you open it you get into trouble with
your partner.
6. Why do men have to act like such retards?
WeIl, we dont actualIy have to;we do it because we enjoy it. It's the old h h i o n e d pride in a
job well done that's rnissing in so much of the world nowadays.

7. Why can't men just share their feelings?
Do we look Iike women to you? Why is it so hard to understand that men and women are
ciiffereut? How are we supposed to share how we fml when we have no idea how we feel?
Unless we're experiencing some extreme emotion like rage, hatred, disgust, or a brick on
our foot, we have no idea how we fel. Personally, 1 get a headache whenever 1 try to figure
out how I feel.
8. Why can't men cuddle more (Le., lie down and hug)?
Please... How many hours do you think there is in a day? We oblige you as much as we can,
but who the hell (besides women) can stand lying around for hours on end? We men ... Men
hunters. .. Need go roam...Starve in cave,.. Must go find wiIdebexst. .. Now sitting on Our
asses for hours on end on the other hand is a whole other story.

9.How can men sit on their asses ail &y without moving?
Men have very powerhil sets of sitting muscles developed by evolution that enable us to sit for
extended periods of t h e without g d n g tirai. in prehistoric times, it was often necesto
sit in one spot for srtendeci periods of time wlde hmtbg fÔr prey. The more successihl hunters
were able to sit very s
a for very extwided periods of t h e thereby passing on this ability to
their progeny. The fidgety types were ail gobbled up by saber toomed tigers et cetem The end
result is that almost ail modem men are bom with this innaîe abiliîy.
10.Why can't men just say "1 love you?"
Mai are taught h m a tender young age to bc seif-sufficieat. To say tbat we love you is
quivaient to saying thaî we need you. Most men consider that a charader fkult. It's not easy
to admit to one's own character hults.
1 1. Why do men say "1 love you" when they hardly h o w me?

Ho. Ho, Ho... Aren't you special? Weil, some men think it's a sure fire way to get into your
pants. Surprisingly, it actually sül works quite wefl.
12. Why doesn't my partner ever answer me?
We just simply don? have the energy to answer every single one of your questions. Ifwe think
we do not have the answer. or that you will not like the answer, we shply remain quiet and
save the energy for other things.
13. Why won? men ever pick up after themselves?
Why should we? It dosn't really bother us that much. Besides, we know dam well you'll pick
it up.
14. What's with al1 the belching and fbting?
This usuaily oniy occurs after months of courting. It's our way to let you know that we're

cornfortable with you. Believe it or not, it's actually a sign of affection. Besides, holding it for
extended periods of t h e gives us stomach crarnps.

15. Why do men h t e shopping?
It's an evolutionary thing. Men hmt. Women gather. We just want to go out, kill it, and bring
it back. Who wants to spend hours and hours to look at things we have no intention of killing?
Err...Buying?

Top Ten Thinps Men SHOULDNT Sav out Loud in Victoria's Secret:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

10 Does this corne in children's s k ?

9 No thanks.Just sniffing.
8 I'11 be in the dressing room goulg biind.
7 Morn wiii love this,
6 Oh the size won't matter. She's idlatable.
5 No need to wrap it. 1'11 eat it here.
4 WiIl you mode1 this for me?
3 The Miracle what??? This is better than world peace!!
2 45 bucks?? You're just gonna end up naked anyway!!

And the nurnber one thing that men should never, ever say out Ioud in
Victoria's Secret:
# 1

Oh honey, you'll never squeeze your tat ass into thai!

The F e d e Staaes of Lifé
AGE

DRIM

17

Wine Coolers

25

Whitewine

35
48

Red wine
Dom Pengnon
S o t of Jack wifh an Ensure chaser

66

EXCUSES FOR REFLJSING DATES
17 N d to wash my hair
25 Need to wash and condition my hair
35 Need to color my hair
48 N d to have Francois color my hair
66 Need to have Francois color my wig
FAVORITE SPORT
17 Shopping
25 Shopping
35 Shopping
48 Shopping
66 Shopping
DEFLNlTiON OF A SUCCESSFUL DATE
17 "Burger King"
25 "Freemeal"
35 "A diamond"
48 "A bigger diamond"
66 "Home alone"

FAVORITE FANTASY
17

25
35
48
66

Tall, dark and handsome
Tall, dark and handsome with money
Tall, dark and handsome with money and a brain
A man with hair
Aman

WHATS THE DEAL AGE TO GET MARRED?
17 17
25 25
35

48
66

35
48

66

The Male Stages of Lifk
AGE DRINK

17
25
35
48
66

Beer
Vodka
Scotch
Double scotch
Maalox

SEDUCTION LINE
17
25

35
48

66

My parents are away for the weekend
My girfiend is away for the weekend
My fiancée is away for the weekend
My wife is away for the weekend
My second wife is dead

FAVORITE SPORT
17 Sex
25 Sex
35 Sex
48 Sex
66 Napping

DEFINITION OF A SUCCESSFUL DATE
17 "tongue"
25 "br35 "she ciidnt set back my therapy"
"1 didn't have to meet her kids"
48
66 "Got home dive"

FAVORITE FANTASY
17
25
35
48
66

Getting to third
Airplane sex

Menage a trois
Taking the company public
Swks maidMazi love slave

WHATS THE IDEAL AGE TO GET MARRIED?
17 25
25

35
48
66

35
48
66
17

The Male Staaes of Lifé

AGE DRMK
17
25

35
48
66

Beer
Vodka
Scotch
Double scotch
Maalox

SEDUCTION LINE
17 My parents are away for the weekend
25 My girlniend is away for the weekend
35 My fiancée is away for the weekend
48 My wife is away for the weekend
66 My second wife is dead
FAVORITE SPORT
17 Sex
25 Sex
35 Sex
48
66

Sex

Napping

DEFINITION OF A SUCCESSFUL DATE
17 "tongue"
25 "breakfàd'
"shedidn't set back my therapy"
35
48 "1 didn't have to meet her ki&"
66 "Gothome alive"
FAVORITE FANTASY
17 Getting to third
25
Airplane sex
35 Menage a trois
48 Taking the company public
66 Swiss maidMazi love slave

W H A T S THE DEAL AGE TO GET MARRIED?
17
25

25

35

35

48

48

66
17

66

The Perfect Stow

# 18
-

There was a perféct man who met a perfkct wornaa. After a perféct courtship, they had a perfect
wedding. Their life together was, of course, p e r f i .
One snowy, stormy Christmas Eve this perCect couple was driving along a wiuding road when they
noticed someone at the roadside in distress. Being the perfêct couple, they stopped to help.
îhere stood Santa Claus with a huge bundle of toys. Not wanting to disappoint any children on the
eve of Christmas, the pe& couple loaded Santa and bis toys into their vehicle. Soon they were
driving along delivering the toys. Unfortunately, the driving conditions deterioratecl and the perfêct
couple and Santa Claus had an accident.
Ody one of them survived the accident.
Who was the survivor?

The perfect woman.
Everyone knows there is no Santa Claus and no such thing as a perfect man.

* A Male's Response *
So, if there is no perfect man and no Santa Claus, the perfect woman must have been driving. This
exptains why there was a car accident.

With Viagra such a bit, P b r is bringing forth a whole line of drugs orientcd tDwards Vnproving
the performance of men in today's society....

-

DIRECTRA a dose of this drug given to men before IeaMag on car trips caused 72 percent of
them to stop and ask directions when they got lost, compared to a control group of 0.2 percent.
PROJECTRA - Men given this experimental new h g were far more Uely to actually finish a
househotd repair project More starting a new one.

-

CHILDAGRA Men taking this dmg reported a sudden, over-whelming urge to perfonn more
child-care tasks - especially cleaning up spills and 'little accidents.'

-

COMPLIMENTRA in dinical trials, 82 percent of rnidde-aged men admlliistered this h g
noticed that their wives had a new hairstyle. Cumntly being tested to see if its effects extend to
noticing new clothing.
BWAGRA - Mamed and othenvise attacheci men reported a sudden urge to buy their sweeties
expensive jewelry and gitts d e r t a h g this dnig for only two days. Still to be seen: whether the
dmg can be continued for a p e n d longer than your favorites store's retum limit.

-

NEGA-VLAGRA Has the exact opposite effect of Viagra. Currently undergohg clinical trials on
sitting US presidents.
NEGA-SPORTAGRA - This drug had the. strange &ect of making men want to tum off televised
sports and actually converse with other fàmily members.
FLATULAGRA - This cornplex drug converts men's noxious intestinal gases back into food solids.
Special bonus: Dosage c m be doubied for long car rides.
FLYAGRA - This cimg has been showing great promise in treating men with O.F.D.(Open Fly
Disorder). Especially usefiil for men on Viagra.

PRYAGRA - About to fàil its dinical trial, this cimg gave men in the test group an irresistible urge
to dig into the personal affain of other people. Note:Apparent overdose turned three test subjects
into 'special prosecutors.'
LlAGRA - This dmg causes men to be less than t m f f i l when being asked about their sexud
affkirs. Will be available Regular, Grand Jury and Presidential Strength versions.

Todav's Entertainment Women's Instruction h k :

if you think the way to a man's heari is through his stomach you're
airning too hi&.
Women don't make fools of men - most of them are the do- ityourself types.
The best reason to divorce a man is a health reason: you're sick of
him.
Never trust a man who says he's the boss at home. He probably lies
about other things too.

The woman's work that is never done is the stuff she asked ber
husband to do.
A man who can dress himseiflike a GQ mudel is unquestionably
gay-

Men are al1 the same - - they just have diflerent hces so you can tell
them apart.
Definition of a man with manners - he gets out of the shower to pee.
Whenever you meet a man who would make a good husband, you'll
usually find ihat he already is.
Scientists have just discovered sornething that can do the work of
- - a wornan.

five men

Men are like animals - - messy, insensitive and potentially violent,
but they d e great pets.
Men's brains are like the prison system - not enough cells per man.
There are o d y two four letter words that are offensive to men
"don't" and "stop" (udess they're used together).

-

Husbands are like children - they're great if they're someone else's.

If a man appearç sexy, caring and srnart give him a day and he will
be back to his usual self.
If your man appears happy, excited and keeps looking at you al1 of a
sudden he is probably checkhg out the women behind you.

Women's Comvact Instmction Book

Never do housework. No man ever made love to a wornan because the house was spotless.
You know he is lying ifhis tips are moving.
Remember you are known by the idiot you accompany.

Dont imagine you can change a man - unless he's in nappies.
What do you do if your boyfnend walks out? You shut the door.

-

So many men so many reasons not to sleep with any of thern.

If they cm put a man on the moon - they should be able to put them al1 there.
Tell him you're not his type - you have a pulse.

-

Never let your man's mind wander its too little to be let out alone.

The only reason men are on this planet is that vibrators can't dance or buy drinks.
Never sleep with a man who's named his willy.
A man who can dress himself without looking like Wunel Gumrnidge is unquestionably

gay.

Men are al1 the same - they just have different &ces so you can tell them apart.
Definition of a bachelor: a man who has missed the opportunity to rnake some wornan miserable.

-

Women dont rnake fook of men most of them are the do-it-yourseff types.

The best way to get a man to do something is to suggest they are too old for it.
Love is blind, but marriage is a real eye-opener.

if you want a cornrnitted man look in a mental hospital.
The children of Israel wandered around the desert for 40 Yeats. Even in biblical times men
wouldn't ask for directions.

If he asks what sort of books you're interested in, tell him cheque books.
A man's idea of serious cornmitment is usually, 'oh alright, I'U stay the night.'

Boring men are like snot - they get up your nose.

Women sleep with men, who ifthey were women, they woulda't evem have bothered to have lunch
with.
Remunber a sais of humor does m>t mean that you tell himjokes, it means you laugh at his.

If he asks yw if you're fàking it tell hirn no, you're just practichg.
Sadiy, al1 men are created equal.

#en

he asks you if he's your firsttell him, you may be, you look familiar.

The main point of having a boyfnend is so thai he can one &y graduate to the d t e d stahis of a
'former boyfhend.'
There are two significant ùinuences in a man's Life and they are botb his mother.

-

-

There are a lot of words that you cui use to describe men Strong, caring, loving they'd be wroag
but you could still use them.

-

U~aradinato Wifk 1.O

# 21
-

-

Last year a fierid of mine upgraded fiorn G f i d 4.0 to Wifk 1.O and fiund that it's a memory
hog leaving few system resources for other applications. He is aiso now noticing the Witè 1.O is
also spavuning Child-proçesses which are firrther cotlsuming valuable murces. No mention of
this parcicular phenornenon was included in the p d u c t documentation, though other users have
informeci me that this is to be expected due to the nature of the application.
Not only thaî, Wife 1.O installs itself so thai it is aiways launched at system initiabation where it
can monitor ali other systern activity. Some applications such as PokerNite 10.3 , Bachelor Party
2.5, and Pubnite 7.0 are no longer able to nin on the system at all, causing the system to lockup
when launched (evea though the apps worked fine More).

Wifè 1.O provides no installation options. Thus, the installation of undesireci plug-ins such as
Mother-in-iaw 55.8 and the Brother-in-law Beta is unavoidable. Also, system performance seems
to diminish with each passing &y.
Some features my fiend would like to see in the upcorning Wife 2.0:
[*]A "dont remind me again" button.
. . . button.
[*- 1
[*]Ability to delete the "headache" file
[*]An iastall feature that provides an option to uninstall 2.0 version
without loss of other system resources.
[*]An option to run the network driver in "promiscuous mode"
allowing the system's Hardware Probe fianire to be much
more usefiil/effective.
1 myself wish I had decided to avoid d l of the headaches associated with Wife 1.O by sticking with
Girlfnend 3.0 Even hem, however, 1 have found many problems. Apparently you cannot instdl
i
a otherwise the two
Girlfnend 4.0 on top of girlfiend 3.0. You must uninstall Girlfnend 3.0 f

versions of Girlfnend will have codicts over shared use of the y0 port. ûther users have told me
that this is a long-standing problem that 1 should have been aware of Guess that explains what
happened to versions 1 and 2.
To make matters worse, the uninstall program for Gulfnend 3.0 doesn't work very well, Ieaving
undesirable traces of the application in the system. Another identified problem is that al1 versions
of Girlfiend have annoying little messages about the advantages of upgraduig to Wife 1.O!

VlRUS ALERT
Al1 users should be aware that Wife 1.O has an undocurnented bug. if you try to install Mistress
1.1 before uniostalling Wifé 1 .O, Wife 1 .O will delete MSMoney files before doing the uninstall
itself. Once that happens, Mistress 1.1 won't install and you will get an "insufficient resources"
e m r message. To avoid the aforementioned bug, tiy iostalling Mistress 1.1 on a dif5erent system
and " never" run any file tramfer applications(such as Laplink) between the two systems.
M:Dont even think about a shared diratory!! !!!!!!!
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Are You a Real Guv?

Take This Scientific Quiz to Detennine Your Guyness Quotient
1,
Alien beings fiom a highiy advanced society visit the Earth, and you are the firsc human
rhey encounter. As a token of intergalactic ûiendsbip, they present you with a s m d but Uicredibly
sophisticated device that is capable of curing aii disease, providing an infinik supply of energy,

wiping out hunger and poverty, and permanently elirninating oppression and violence al1 over the
entire E h . You decide to:

Present it to the president of the United States.
Present it to the secremy generd of the United Nations.
Take it apart.
As you grow older, what lost quality of your youthfi11 life do you miss the most?
innocence.

Idealism.
Cherry bombs.

When is it okay to kiss another male?

When you wish to display simple and pure affection without regard for narrow-mindexi
social conventions.
When he is the pope. (Not on the lips.)
When he is your brother and you are Al Pacino and this is the only reaily sportsmanlike
way to let him know that, for business reasons, you have to have him killed.
What about hugging another male?
If he's your Eather and at least one of you has a fàtal disease.
if you're perfomiing the Hedich maneuver. (And even in this
case, you shouId repeatedly shout: "1 am just dislodging f d
trapped in this male's trachea! 1 am not În any way aroused!")
If you're a professional basebail piayer and a teammate hi& a
home nin to win the World Series, you may hug him provided
that (1) He is Iegally within the base path, (2) Both of you are
wearing protective cups. and (3) You also pound hirn f r a t e d y
with your fist hard enough to cause hctures.

Complete this sentence: A fimeral is a good t h e to ...
remember the decwed and console his loved ones.
reflect upon the fleeting transience of earthly life.
tell the joke about the guy who has Alzheimer's disease and
cancer.

In your opinion, the ideal pe: is:
A cat.
A dog.
A dog that eats cats.

You have been seing a woman for several years. She's attractive and intelligent, and you
7.
aiways enjoy king with her. One Ieisurely Sunday aftenioon the two of you are taking it easyyou're watching a football p e ; she's reading the paper-den she suddenly, out of the clear blue
sky, tells you that she thinks she really loves you, but she can no longer bear the uncertainty of not
knowing where your relationship is going. She says she's not asking whether you want to get
marrieci; ody whether you betieve that you have some kind of firture together. What do you say?
a. That you sincerely believe the two of you do have a fûture, but
you don? want to rush it.
b. That although you also have strong klings for her, you cannot
honedy say that you'll be ready anytime soon to make a lasting
cornmilment, and you dont want to hurt her by bolcihg out mse
hope.
c. That you cannot believe the Jets called a draw play on third and
seventeen.

Okay,so you have decided that you tmly love a woman and you want to spend the rest of
8.
your life with her-sharing the joys and the somws, the triumphs and the tragedies, and aii the
adventures and opportunities that the world has to offer, corne what may. How do you tell her?
a. You take her to a nice restaurant and te11 her f i e r dinner.
b. You take her for a walk on a moonlit beach, and you Say her
name, and when she tums to you, with the sea breeze blowing
her hair and the stars in her eyes, you tell her.
c. Tell her what?

One weekday moming your wSe wakes up feeling il1 and asks you to get your three
9.
children d y for school. Your first question to her is:
a. Do they need to eat or anythmg?"
b . 'They're in school already ?"
c. 'There are three of thern?"

IO.

When is it okay to throw away a set of veteran underwear?

a. When it has tumed the color of a dead whale and developed
new holes so large that you're not sure which ones were
originally intended for your legs.
b. When it is down to eight loosely connecteci underwear
molecules and has to be hancilai with tweezers.
c. It is never okay to throw away veteran undewear. A real guy
checks the garbage regularly in case sotnebody-and we are not
naming names, but this would be his wife - is quietly trying to
discard his undewear, which she is frankly jealous of, because
the guy seems to have a more intimate relationship with it than
with her.

What, in your opinion, is the most reasonable explanation for the fàct that Moses led the
1 1.
Israelites al1 over the place for forty years before they finaily got to the Promised Land?
a. He was being teste-.
b. He wanted them to really appreciate the Promised Land when
they finally got there.
c. He refiised to ask directions.

12. What is the human r;ice's single greakst achievement?

Democracy.
b. Religion.
c, Rernote control.

a.

How to Score:
Give yourseif one point for every tirne you picked m e r 'c'. A real guy would score at least L O
on this test. In fâct, a reai guy would score at least 15, because hc would get the special five-point
bonus for knowing the joke about the guy who bas Aizheimer's disease and cancer.

If Men Were to Rewrite 'The Rules"

Rule # i Anything we said six or eight m o n b ago is inadmissible in an
argument. AU coments becorne nul1 and void after sevm days.
Rule # 2 If you dont want to dress iike Victoria's Secret girls, dont
expect us to act like soap opera guys.
Rule # 3 If we say sornethhg that caa be interpreted in two ways, and
one of the ways makes you sad or angry, we rneant the other way,
Rule # 4 It is in neither your best interest or ours to make us take those
stupid Cosmo quizzes together.
Rule # 5 Let us ogle. If we dont look at other wornen how can we know
how pretty you are?
Rule # 6 Don? rub the lamp if you don? want the genie to corne out.
Rule # 7 You can either ask us to do somethuig OR tell us how you want
it done - not both.
Rule # 8 Whenever possible, please say whatever you have to say
during commercials or tirne-outsRule # 9 Christopher Columbus didn't need directions and neither do we.
Rule # 10 Women who Wear Wonderbras and low-cut blouses Iose their
right to cornplain about having their boobs stared at.

Rule # 1 1 M e n we're turnuig the wheel and the car is nosing ont0 the
off ramp. you saying "This is our exit" is not necessary.
Rule # 12 Dont fake it. We'd rather be ineffective than deceived.

How are Men Better than Dons

Men ouly have two feet to track in rnud
Men can buy you presents
Men dont have to play with every man they see when you take hem around the block

Men are a iiîtie bit more subtIe
Men dont eat cat turds on the sly
Men open their own cans

Dogs have dog breaîh ail the time

M m can do math stuff
Holiday inns accept men

How Dons are Better than Men
Dogs do not have problems expressing afféction in public

Dogs miss you when you're gone
You never wonder whether your dog is good mou& for you

Dogs feel guilt when they've done somethhg wrong
Dogs dont brag about d o m they have slept with
Dogs don? criticize your fiiends
Dogs donWféel threatened by your intelligence
You can train a dog
Dogs are already in touch with their inner puppies

You are never suspicious of your dog's dreams
Gorgeous dogs don? know they're gorgeous

The wom social disease you cm get fkom dogs is fleas. (OYthe
reaily worst disease you c m get from them is rabies, but
there's a vaccine for it., and YOU get to kiU the one that gives it to

YOU-1
Dogs understand what "no" means
Dogs dont need therapy to undo their bad socialkation
Dogs don't d

e a practice of killing their own species

Dogs understand if some of their fiends cannot come inside
Dogs think you are a culinary genius
You can house train a dog

You can force a dog to take a bath
Middle-aged dogs don't feel the need to abandon you for a younger owner

Dogs arent threatened by a woman with short bais

Dogs aren't tbreatened by two wornen with short hair
Dogs dont mind if you do d the driving
Dogs dont step on the irnaginary brake
Dogs admit it when they're lost
Dogs dont weigh down your purse with their stuE

Dogs do not care whettier you shave your legs
Dogs take care of their own ne&
Dogs arent threatened if you earn more than they do
Dogs mean it when they kiss you
Dogs are nice to your relatives

How Doas And Men Are Alike
Both take up tao much space on the bed

Both have irrational fears about vacuum cleaning
Both are threatened by their own khd

Both idce to chew wood
Both mark their territory
Both arc bad at askiag you questions

Neither teils you what's bothering them
Both tend to smell ripe with age

The smalier ones tend to be more nervous
Both have an inordinate fàscination with women's crotches
Neither does any dishes

Both fart sharnelessly
Neither of them notice when you get your hair cut
Both iike dominance games

Both rire suspicious of the postman
Neither knows how to talk on the telephone
Neither understands what you see in cats

Dumb Men Jokes.
What is the thinnest book in the world? 'What men know about wornen"
How many men does it take to screw in a Iight bulb? One, men will screw anything.
How does a man take a bubble bath? They eat beans for dinner.
What is a man's idea of foreplay? A half hour of beggrag.
How can you tell Ka man is sexuaüy aroused? He's breathing.
What's the différence beîween men and a govemment bond? Bonds mature
How do you Save a man fiom drowning? Take your foot off his head.
What do men and beer boîties have in common? They're both empty from the neck up.
How many men does it take to change a roll of toilet paper? We don't know ....It's never
happenedHow are men and parking spots alike? The good ones are taken and the ones
that are left are handicapped.
What's a man's idea of housework? Lifting his leg so you can vacuum.
What's the Merence between a man and E.T.? E.T.phoned home.
What do you cal1 a man with halfa brain? G i M .
What did God say after creating man? "1 can do bette?'
What do you have when you have two balls in your hand? A man's undivideû attention.
What are the two reasons men don't mind their own business? 1) No mind 2) No business.
Do you h o w why bankers rnake good lovers? They know first hand he penalty
of early withdrawal.
Why are men like laxatives? They both can imtate the shit out of you.
Why do men name their penises? They want to be on a first name basis with
the one that makes al1 the decisions.
What is gross stupidity? 144 men in a room.
Why were men given larger brains than dogs? So they woulh't hump a woman's kg at parties.
What is the difFkrence between a porcupine and a Corvette? The porcupine
has pricks on the outside.
What do men think "Roe vs. Wade" is? Two ways to cross a river.
How do men sort their laundry? "Dirty" and "Dirty, but wearable".
How stupid are men about money? Only a man would buy a $ i,5OO.OO car and
put a $4,000.00 stereo in it.
Why do men have holes in their penises? So they can get oxygen to their brain.
Why don't men like ta wear rubbers? Because it cuts offoxygen to their braia.
How is a man like a snowstorm? You don't h o w when he's coming, how many
inches you will get, or how long it will last.

Proof that Com~utersare Femaie
1. As soon as you have one, a better one cornes along.

2. N o one but their creator understands their internai logic.
3. Even your smallest rnistakes are committed to memory for reférence.
4. The native laquage used to comrnunicate with other cornputers is incomprehensible to

everyone else.
5 . The message "Bad cornrnand or fiie name" is as usefiil as "Ifyou dont know why I'm rnad at
you, then I'm certainly not going to tell you."
6. As soon as you commit to one, you find yourself spending half your paycheck on accessories
for it.

Proof that cornputers can be male too!
1. They're heaviiy dependent on extemal tmls and equipment.
2. They periodically cut you off right when you think you've established a c o m d o n .

3. They'll usudy do what you ask them to do, but they won't do more than they have to, and they
won? think of it on their own.

4. They're t y p i d y obsolete w i t b five years and need to be traded in for a new model. Some
users, however, fèeI they've Jready invested so much in the dam machine that they're compeiied
to remain with an under-powered system.
5. They get hot when you tum them on, and that's the only tirne you have their attention .

Once Umm a Time

Once upon a t h e , a beautifid, independent, self assureci priacess happeneci upoa a frog in a pond.
The fiog said to the princss "1 was once a haadsorne priace until an evil witch put a speii on me.

One kiss fiom you and 1 wiii tum back into a prince and then we can marry, move ioto the cade

with my mother, and you can prepare al1 my meals, iron my clothes, bear my childrep and forever
feel happy doing so".. .......
That night, while the princess \vas dining on fiogs legs, she laughed to herseif and thought "1 don2
fûcking think so!"

Men VS,Wornen
A compilai edition h m various sources

Women have many fàults
Men oniy have 2
Everything they say
And everytbg they do

RELATIONSHIPS
F w a man does not cal1 a relationship a relationship he refers to it as "that tirne when me and
S u i e were boinking on a semi-regu1a.r basis."

-

When a relationship ends, a woman will cry and pour her h a r t out te her girlfnends, and she wiil
write a poem titled "AI1 Men Are Idiots." Then she will get on with her We.

A man has a littie more trouble letting go. Six montbs after the breakup a t 3 am eady on a Sunday
morning - he d l cd1 and Say "1 just \vanteci you to Iet you know you ruineci my Life, and 1'11 never
forgive you, and 1hate you, and you're a total floozy. But 1 want you to know there's always a
chance for us." This is known as the "1 Hate YouA Love You" dninken phone c d , uiat 99% of ail
men have made at least once. There are cornrnunity colkges that offer courses to help men get over
this ne&; aias these classes rarely prove effective.

SEX
Women prefer 30-45 minutes of foreplay.

Men prefer 30-45 seconds of foreplay. Men consider driving back to her place as part of the
foreplay.
MATURITY

Women mature much b e r than men. Most 17-year-old females can b c t i o n as adults.
Most 17-yearsId males are still trading baseball cards and giving each other wedgies after gyrn
class. This is why high school romances rarely work out.

COMEDY
Let's say a srnaII group of men and women are in a room, watching television, and an episode of
"The Three Stooges" cornes on. immediately, the men wilI get very excitai - they will laugh
uproariously, and even try to imitate the actions of Curly, man's fàvorite Stooge.

The women will roll their eyes and g r m and wait it out.
HANDWRlTING
To their credit, men do not decomte their penmanship. They just chicken-scratch.
Women use scented, colored stationery and they dot their "i's" with circles and hearts. Women use
ridiculously large loops in their "p's" and "g's." It is a royal pain to read a note fiom a woman.
Even when she's dumping you. she'll put a smiley face at the end of the note.

BATHROOMS

-

A man bas at mort s u items in his bathroM a toothbrush, toothpaste, shaving cream, rator, a
bar of soap, and a tom1 fkom the Holiday Inn.

The average number of items in a typical womao's batbroom is 437. A man would not be able to
iden* most of these items.

MAGAZINES
Men's magazifles often fi#ture pictures of naked women.
Women's magazines also f m r e pichires of d e d women. This is because the temale body is a
beautfil work of art, while the male body is hairy and lumpy and should not be seen by the light of

&YGROCERIES
A wornan makes a list of îhings she needs and then goes to the store and buys these things.
A man waits until the only items left in his fridge are haif of a lemon, and something tuming green.
Then he goes grocery shopping. He buys everythtng that looks g d . By the time he reaches the

checkout counter, his cart is packed tighter than the Clampett's car on The Beverley Hillbillies. Of
course, this wilI not stop him from going to the IO-iterns~r-lesslane.

GOING OUT
When a man says he's ready to go out, it means he's ready to go out.
When a w o m says she's ready to go out, it means that she WILL be ready to go out, as soon as
she fin& her other earring, fhishes putting on her makeup ...

SHOES
When p r e p a ~ gfor work, a woman will put on a Mondi wool suit, and then slip into Reebok
sneaken. She will carry her dress shoes in a plastic bag fiom Saks.When she arrives at work, she
will put on her dress shoes. Five minutes later, she will kick them off because her feet are under her
desk.
A man wean one pair of shoes for the entire &y.

LEG WARMERS
Leg w a m a are sexy. A w o m , even if she's walking the dog or doing the dishes, is allowed to
W e a r leg warmers. She can Wear them any time she wants.
A man can only Wear leg warmen if he is auditioning for the "Gimmethe Ball" number in "A
Chorus Line."

CATS
Women love cats.
Men Say they love cats, but when women axent lookhg, men kick cats.

MIRRORS
Men are vain; they will check themselves out in the mirror.

-

Womai are ridiculous; they will check out theu reflecrions in any shiny surface m i ~ ~ r s ,
spooas...

GARAGES
Women use garages to park their cars and to store their lawnmowers.

Men use garages for many things. They hang license plaies in garages, thq.watch TV in garages,
and tbey build useless wooden things in garages.

MOVlES
For women, their hvorite movie sceae is when Gable kisses Vivien Leigh for the fkst t h e in
"Gone With The Wind."
For men, itts when Jimmy Cagney shoves a grapefniit in Mae Clark's hin "Public Enemy."

IEWELRY
Women look nice when they wear jewelry.
A man c m get m y with w e a ~ one
g ~ gand
. thaî's it. Any more than that, and he wiil look like
a lounge singer named Vic.

MENOPAUSE
When a woman reaches menopause, she goes througb a variety of compiicated emotional,
psychological, and biological changes. The nature and degree of the changes varies with the
individual.
Menopause in a man provokes ri uniform reaction. He buys aviator glasses, a sriazzy French cap
and leather driving gloves. and goes shopping for an expensive foreign sports car.

THE TELEPHONE
Men see the telephone as a communications -1.

They use the telephone to send short messages to

other people.

A woman can visit her girlfnend for two weeks, and upon retuming home, she will cal1 the same
fiend and they will talk for three hours.

DIRECTIONS:
i f a woman is out driving and she fin& herseif in unfhmi1ia.rsurroundings, she will aop at a gas
station and ask for directions.
Men consider this to be a sign of weakness. A man will never stop and ask for directions. Men wili
drive in a circle for hours, al1 the while saying thhgs like, "Looks like ï've found a new way to get
there," anci, ''1 h o w I'm in the n e i g h b o h d 1 recopize that White Hen store."

ADMïiTING MISTAKES
Women will sometimes admit making a mistake.
The last man who adniitted thai he was wrong was Generai George Custer.

RICHARD G E R .
Women Iike Richard Gere because he is sexy in a dangerous way.
Men hate Richard Gere because he remhds them of that slick guy h o works out at the health club
and dates ody marrieci women.

OFFSPRING
Ah, children. A woman h o w s al1 about her children. She h o w s about dentist appointments and
soccer games and romances and best tnends and fiwonte foods and secret fears and hopes and

dreams.
A man is vaguely aware of some short people living in the house.

DRESSMG UP
A woman will dress up to go shopping, water the plants, empty the garbage, answer the phone,
read a book, get the mail.. .

A man will dress up for: weddings and fùnerals.

NUDITY M MOVIES
Every actress in the history of movies has had to do a nude scene. This is because every movie in
the history of movies has b e n produced by men.
The only actor who has ever apperired nude in the movies is Richard Gere. This is another rason
why men hate hirn.

DAVID LETTERMAN
Men think David Letterman is the fiinniest man on the face of the earth.
Women think he is a meui, sernidorky guy who always has a bad haircut.

CAMERAS
Men take photography very seriously. They'lI shell out $4000 for state-of-the-art equipment, and
build darkroorns, and take photography classes.
Women purchase Kodak Insta-maîics, and often produce better-looking shots.

POLITICS
Men love to talk about politics, but they often forget to do political things such as voting.

s gmwing up and getting into
Women are very happy that another generation of K e ~ e d y are
politics, because they will be able to campaign for them and cry on election night.

LOCKER ROOMS
in the locker roorn, men talk about three things: money, football, and women. They exaggerate
about money, they dont know football nearly as well as they thiak they do, and they fàbricate
stories about women.

-

Women talk about one thing in the locker m m sex. Not in abstract tenns, either. They're graphic
and technical, and bey *nevers lie.

LAUNDRY
Women do laundry every couple of days.
A man wiii Wear every article of clothing he owns, including his surgical pants that were hip about
eight years ago, before he will do his laundry. When he is W
y out of clothes, he will wear a dirty
sweatshirt inside out, rent a U-Haul and take his mountain of clothes to the Iaundromat, and expect
to meet a beautifhl wornan while he is there.

WEDDMGS
When reminiscing about weddings, women talk about the "ceremony."
Men talk about "the bachelor party."

CHEERLEADERS
Female cheerleaders are cute, sexy, h h , and dl-American.
Male cheerlders are scary.

GYM SOCKS
Men Wear sensible socks. They wear standard white sweatsocks.
Women wear strange socks. They are cut way below the ankles, have pictures of clouds on hem,
and have a big f b q bal1 on the back.

TOYS
Little girls love to play with toys. Then, when they reach the age of 1 1 or 12, they lose interest.
Men never grow out of their obsession with toys. As they get older, their toys simply becorne more
expensive and impractical. Examples of men's toys: miniature TV's, car phones, cornplicated
juicers and blenders, graphic equalizers, small robots that serve cocktails on comrnand, video
games, and anythmg that blinks. b e p s and requires at least six "D" batteries to operate.

PLANTS
A wornan will ask a man to water her plants while she is on vacation. A man will water the plants.
The wornan retums five days later, to an apartment fiil1 of dead plants. No one knows why this
happens.

MUSTACHES
Some men look good with mustaches: Tom Selleck and Burt Reynolds.
There are no women who look good with mustaches.

NICKNAMES
With the exception of fèmaie body-buiiders, who call each other names iike "Ultimate Pecs" and
"Big Tu&" women eschew the use of nicknames. I f Gloriq Suzanne, Deborah and Michelle get
together for lunch, they will cal1 each other Gloria, Suzanne, Deborah and Micheiie.
But if Mike, Dave, and Jack go out for a brewski, they will afféctionately refèr to each other as
Peckerhed, Scumbag, and buse.

The Questions
There are five things that women should never, ever ask a guy, according to an article in Iast
April's issue of Sassy magazine.
The five questions are:
1 - 'what are you thinking?"
2 "Do you love me?"
3 - "Do 1 Iook fàt?"
4 - "Do you think she is prettier than me?"
5 - 'What would you do if I died?"

-

What makes these questions so brid is that every one is guaranteed to explode into a major
argument andor divorce if the man does not answer properly, which is to say dishonestiy.
For exampIe:

-

1 What are you thinking?"

The proper m e r to this question, of course is, "I'm sorry if I've been pensive, dear. 1 was just
reflecting on what a wann, wonderfil, caring, thoughtful, intelligent, beautifid wornan you are and
what a lucky guy 1 am to have met you." Obviously, this statement bears no resemblance
whatsoever to what the guy wûs really thuikuig at the tirne, which was most likely one of five

things.
a - Baseball
b - Football
c How fàt you are.
d - How much prettier she is than you.
e - How he would spend the insurance money if you died.

-

According to the Sassy article, the best -ver
to this stupid question came nom Ai Bundy, of
Mamed With Children, who \vas asked it by his wife, Peg. "If I wanted you to know," Al said, "I'd
be t a h g instead of thinking."

The other questions also have only one right answer but tnany wrong answers.
2 - "Do you love me?"
The correct answer to this question is, "Yes." For those guys who feel the need to be mon
elaborate, you may answer, 'Yes, dear." Wrong answers include:

a - 1 suppose so.
b Would it make you f e l betîer if 1 said y=?
c That depends on what you mean by "Iove."
d - Does it matter?
e Who, me?

-

3 - "Do 1 Iook fàt?"

The correct male response to this question is to confidentiy and emphatically state, "No, of course
not" and then quickly Ieave the room. Wrong answers include:

-

a 1 wouldn't cal1 you fi& but 1 wouldn't cal1 you thin either.
b - Compared to what?
c - A Iittle extra weight look. good on you.
d - I've seen fàtter.
e - Could you repeat the question? 1 was thinking about your insurance policy.
4 - "Do you think she's prettier than me?"

The "she" in the question could be an ex-girlfriend, a passer-by you were staring at so hard that
you almost caused a traffic accident or an actress in a movie you just saw. in any case, the correct
response is, "No, you are much prettier." Wrong answers include:

a - Not prettier, just pretty in a different way.

-

b 1 don? know how one goes about rating such things.
c - Yes, but 1 bet you have a better personality.
d - Only in the sense that she's younger and thinner.
e - Could you repeat the question? 1 \vas thinking about your insurance poiicy.
5

- W h a t would you do if 1 died?"

Correct answer: "Dearest Iove. in the event of your untirnely demise, life would cease to have
meaning for me and 1 would perforce hurl myself under the front tires of the first Domino's Pizza
truck that came rny way." This might be the stupidest question of the lot, as is illustrateci by the
following stupid exchange:

"Dear,"said the wife. "What would you do if 1 died?"
"Why, dear. 1 would be extremely upset," said the husbmd. 'Why do you ask such a question?"
'Would you remarry?"persevered the wife.
"No, of course not, dear" said the husband.
"Dont you like being manie-?"said the wife.

"Of course 1 do, dear" he said.
' m e n why wouldn't you rernarry?"
"Airight,"said the husband, "I'd remarry."
'You would?" said the wife, looking vagueiy hurt.
'Yes" said the husband.
'Would you sleep with her in our bed?"said the wife afkr a long pause.
'Well yes, 1 suppose 1 would." replied the husband.
"1 see." said the wife indjgnantly. "And would you let her Wear my old clothes?

"1 suppose, if she wanted to" said the husband.

"Really." said the wife icily. "And would you take d o m the pictures of me and replace h e m with
pictures of her?"
'Yes. 1 think that would be the correct thing to do."

"1s that so?" said the wife. leaping to her feet. "And 1 suppose you'd let her play with my golf
clubs, too."

"Of course not, dear," said the husband. "She's lefi-handed. .."

Male and Female Definitions
WANTS AND NEEDS (wontz and nedz) n.
kmaie: The delicate balance of exnotional, physical and psychological longing one seeks to have
fÙlfilIed in a relationship.
male: Food, sex and b e r .

THINGY (thing-ee) n.
M e : Any part under a cafs hood.
male: The strap kteaer on a woman's bra.

LESBLAN (lez-bi-an) n.
female: A woman who rnakes love to other women.
male: A woman who has sex with other women so men can watch and get redly turned on.

GLASS CEiLDJG (glas see-hg) n.
krnale: The invisible barrier that stops women from rising to the upper levels in business.
male: What would really be great at work since that hot babe took over the office one flight up.

VULNERABLE (vul-ne-ra-bel) adj.
female: Fully opening up one's self emotiodly to another.
male: Playing bal1 without a cup.

COMMUNICATION (ko-myoo-ni-kay-shon) n.
fende: The open sharing of thoughts and feelings with one's pariner.
male: Scratching out a note before suddenly taking off for a weekend with the guys.
BU?T (but) n.
fernale: The body part that eveq item of clothllig rnanufàctured makes look bigger.
male: The organ of mooning (and Fdrting).
COMMITMENT (ko-mit-ment) n.
female: A deçire to get married and raise a fimily
male: Not trying to pick up other women while out with one's girlfiend.

ENTERTANMENT (en-ter-tayn-ment) n .
fernale: A good rnovie, concert, play or book.
male: Anythmg with one ball, two folds, or t h e stooges.

FLATULENCE (flach-u-lem) n.
fernale: An embarrassing byproduct of digestion.
male: An endless source of entertainment, selfexpression and rnale bonding.
MAKMG LOVE (may-king luv) n.
female: The greatest expression of intimacy a couple can achieve.
male: What men have to cal1 "boinking"to get women to boink.

REMOTE CONTROL (ri-moht kon-trohl) n.
&male: A device for changing fiom one TV channel to another.
male: A deviee for scanning through ail 75 chamels every 2% minutes.

TASTE (tayst) v.
fimale: Sornething you do frequently to wbatever you're ooobg, to rnake sure it's good.
male: Somahing you must do to anything you think has gone bad, prior to tossing it out.

RESPECT:(re-spect) adj.
female: What a woman hopes to nceive h m a rnale on a mutual basis.
rnale: The question we aoswer "yes" to, when a female we plan on becidhg d o m asks, 'Will you
respect me in the moniing?" Also a hit song by Aretha Frankiin.
ASSETS: (ass- sets) n.
female: Any item or article of monetary value. such as stocks. bonds, diamonds.
rnale: Well proportioned female TITS!
RESOLUTION: (rez-oh-loo-shun) v.
fernale: A nonbinding oath to hprove one's self, usually made at the beginning of the year.
male: ï h e reason to get cable TV. because the resolution of the local channels isn't very good.
COLOR COORDMATION: (cul-or cwrd-1-nay-shun) adj.
Female: The ability to perfectly match a purse to shoes. wallpaper to drapery and carpet.
male: The best mix of Hispanics, blacks and whites on a sports feam in order to win a
championstüp.

ROMANCE (row-manse) adj.
Fernale: Being pampered by that special man in your life in a way that reassures that he loves you.
male: W a h g into the bedroorn with your pants around your ankles. asking your mate, "Do you
wanna do it, it's half-time?"

REJECTION:(re-jek-shun) v.
female: A persona1 feeling of unworthiness or unacceptance. Often experienced when a fernale is
not invited to a social event, or following a break up fiom a long t e m relationship.
rnale: What we yell and give hi& five's to each other for aAer witnessing Patrick Ewing of the
Knicks deflect a shot.

OPRAH:(oh-pra) n.
female: A black female talk show host dealing with women's issues, i.e. rnad cow disease,
menopause, male bashing.
male: ïhat green slimy vegetable found in gurnbo.

RICHARD SIMMONS:(nch-erd sim-monz) n.
fernaie: Diet and exercise guru who offea encouragement to overweight women.
d e : FAGGOT! (SEE HOMOSEXUAL)

REAR-VIEW MIRROR: (rear-vew-mera) n.
male: A usefiil device attached to an automobile to determine the location of other vehicles.
female: Aiso a usefiil device that has no affiliation with the operation of a moving vehicle. Used
exclusively for the application of blush, eyeliner and lipstick preferably whüe driving in the I d t
lane during the height of rush hour t d f ï c .
OFWL SEX:(or-al sex) v.
f e d e : The act of semiaily stimulating your mate by using one's mouth.
male: The act of tellhg your buddies how you scored the previous night, or any mernorable
conquest.

HOMOSEXUAL: (fbdj-pac-ker) n.
f e d e : A non-threatenhg male associate adept at styiing hair, decorating or flower arra~lging.
male: A h p wristed, Hershey highway p a c k . male who gets tumed on by staring at another
man's hairy ass. Considered threatening by most r d men due to giving us the willies.

PERIOD:(peer-e-id) n.
female: The n o d monthly cycle accompanied by water retention, mood swings and cramping. A
cause of great anxiety when missed.
Male: The three twenty minute time divisions associated with a hockey garne. Also a cause of
great anxiety when missed dunng the Stanley Cup playoffs.
OVARIES: (over-easy) n.
fernale: That part of the female anatomy that produces the egg for reproduction.
male: The way most men like their eggs. Order of preference, ovaries, scrambled, sunny-side-up,
poached, hard boiIed.
PRlNCES DI: (PM-ses die) n.
fende: Popular female icon of the 1980's, once mamed to the niture b g of England. Known for
her humanitarian causes. who tragically died in an automobile crash.
male: What happens when a princes hits a wall at 120 MPH,while driving her Mercedes and the
air bag hils to deploy.

FOREPLAY:(for-play) v.
female: The preliminary actions performed pnor to engaging in semal intercoune in order to
heighten sexual arousal in both parties. Usually a twenty to thirty minute period.
male: ïhe act of removing one's clothes pnor to jumping in the sack. Best when accompanied by
uttering any of the following phrases: Wanna screwlget laid; Ya ready?: Homy yet? Usually a
twenty to thirty nanosecond period.

THONG:(th-mg) n.
female: An article of beachwear wnsisting of three 2 inch triangles comected by a single stand of
dental floss. Considered to be sleazy, and the weafer to be sexually promiscuous.
Male: An article of beachwear consisting of th= 2 inch triangles connected by a single strand of
dental floss. Considered to be sleazy, and we hope the wearer is sexually prorniscuous.

43 Rules that Women should Follow:
Zt is only cornmon courtesy that you should leave the seat on the toiid UP when you are done.

If you are çooking a speciai dinaer for a man, be sure to include sornetbing h m each of the four
major male food groups: Meat, Fried, Beer, and Red.
Dont rnake him hold your purse in the rnall.
Despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary in many of the fine bars and fktemities
throughout the country, not ail men are cretins deserving your contempt.
Shopping is not fascinathg.

When he asks for a threesome with you and yout best &end, he is oniy joking. Unless the answer
is yes. ui which case,can he videotape it?
If you REALLY want a nice guy, stop dating good-Iooking assholes.

The man is ALWAYS in charge of poking the campfire with a stick andior tending the grill.

l'mgto provoke a large, dangernus-Iooking felon from across the room is not fiuiny
Money does not equate love. Not even in Nevada.
Any attempt by a man to prepare food no matter how feeble (Le. Microwaving a bumto, fixing
Spaghetti. etc) should be met with roughly the same degree of praise a parent might shower upon

their infant when it walks for the first tirne.
Those male models with perfect bodies are al1 gay. Accept it.
He heard you the first tirne.
You know, YOU can ask HIM out too... Let's spread the rejection around a Little.

If you tmly want honesty, dont ask questions you don'treaily want the answer to,
Of COURSE he wants another ber.
The guy doesn't ALWAYS have to slegp on the wet spot.

Dogs go&. Cats bad.
Any sort of injury involving the testicles is not h y .

Ifhe bas to sit through "Legends of the Fall", you have to sit through "Showgirls."

"Fine."is not an acceptable way to emd an argument.
Do not question a mm's innate navigationai abilities by suggesting he stop for dûections.
He was not looking a .that other girl.
Weli, okay... maybe a Little.
Okay, so wtiat! He was lwking at her. Big deal, Like you never lwked at another guy...
There is nothing wroog by calling a women "FTNE LOOKING HOOCHIE MAMA".

He is the fiuuiiest, strongest. best-looking, most successfûl man you have mer met.
And ail your fiends think so too. Especdy the cute ones.
Your (select appropriate item:) buttlboobs/hair/makeupAegs look fine. As a matter of kt,itlthey
Iook dam g d . Stop asking.

If you want a saîis@iag sex Iife, you wîil NEVER fkke an o m m .
It is not necessary to ûiscuss the heaviness of your menstnral flow with him.
Remember: that Nair bottle looks an awful lot like shampoo SI& in the shower.

Two words: blow job. Learn it, Live it. Love it.

Dirty Iaundry cornes in several categories; Looks fine/smelIs fine, Looks hdsmells bad, h k s
dutyfsmells fine. Unless you intend to wash it, do not try to disnipt piles organized in this manner
Yes, Sharon Stone/PameIa AndersonfCindy Crawford is prettier than you. Just like Brad
Pitt/Antonio Banderasf'eanu Reeves is better than looking than him. But since neither one of you
is going to be dating any of these people, love the one you're with.

Of course size rnatters. and boy does he have the grand daddy of them d l .
His (fil1 in appropriate selections:) bald s p o t k r guthnpossibly thick g~assdmpotency/scabby
rash, is cute.

Dont hog the covers.
Watching football is a major tum-on for you. But please wait until the haiftirne show to act upon
that.. .

He does not just want to be friends.
A successfbl date always starts with the woman uttering the sentence:
"You how, why dont we just skip the expensive dinner and stay here having freaky circus sex al1

night?"

Workplace Hazardous Materials informaiion
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
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Woman A Chemical Analysis
EIement:
Symbol:
Discoverer:
Atomic M a s :

Occurrence:

Woman
wo
Adam
Accepted as 118, but h o w to vary nom 100 to 160 Ibs.
Copious quantities in ail urban areas.

Physical Properties:
1. Surfàce usually covered with painteci film.
2. Boils at nothing, freezes without reason.
3. Melts if given special treaîment.
4. Bitter if incomtly used.
5 . Fouad in various States ranging fiom virgin metal to common ore.
6.Yields to pressure applied to correct points.
Chemical Properties:

1. Has great f i t y for gold, silver, platinwn and precious stones.
2. Absorbs great quantities of expensive substances.
3. May explode spontaneously if left aione with a male.
4. Insoluble in liquids, but activity greatly increased by saturation in
alcohol.
5. Most powerful money-reducing agent known.
Common Uses:
1. Highly ornamental. especially with sports cars.
2. Can be a great aid to relaxation.

Tests:
1. Pure specimen tums a rosy pink when discovered in naairal state.
2. Tunis green when placed beside better specimen.

1. Highiy dangerous except in experienced han&.
2. Illegal to possess more than one.

Subject: New Elements for the Periodic Chart (Wo & XY)
Element:Woman
Symbol: w o
Atomic Weight: 120 (more or les, usuaiiy more)
Physical properties: Generaiiy round in form. Boils at nothing and may

fieeze at any t h e . Melts whenever treated properly. Very bitter ifnot
used weii.
Chernicd properties: Very active. fighiy unstable. Possesses strong
affinity to gold, silver, platinum, and precious stones. Violent when
left alone. Able to absorb great amounts of exotic foods. Tunis stightly
green when placed next to a better specimen. Ages rapidy.
Usage: Highly ornamental. An extremeiy good catalyst for dispersion of
weaith. ProbabIy the most powerfùl incorne reducing agent known to man.

Caution: Highly explosive in inexperienced hands.
Element: Man
Symbol: XY
Atomic weight: 180 +/- 100
Physical properties: Solid at room temperature, but gets bent out of
shape.
Fairly dense and sometimes flakey. Difficult to find a pure sample. Due
to rus% aging samples are unable to conduct electricity as easiIy as young
fresh samples.
Chernical properties: Attempts to bond with Wo any chance it can get.
Also tends to form strong bonds with itself. Becornes expiosive when mked with Kd (element Kid)
for prolonged periods of tirne. Pretty basic.
NeutraIize by saturathg with alcohol.
Usage: None really, except methane production. Good samples are able to produce large
quantities on command.
Caution: In the absence of Wo, this element rapidly decornposes and
begins to smell.

I'm Glad I'rn a Man
I'm glad I'm a man, you better believe.
I dont Live off of yogurt, diet coke, or cottage cheese
1 don't bitch to my girfiends about the size of my breasts
I can get where 1want to north, south, east or West
1don't get wasted after only 2 beers
and when I do drink 1 dont end up in tears.

-

I won? spend hours deciding what to wear,
I spend 5 minutes max dving my hair
and 1 don't go around checking my reflection
in everythuig shiny fkom every direction.
1dont w b e in public and make us leave early
and when you ask why get al1 bitter and surly.
I'm glad I'rn a man, I'mso glad 1 could sing
1dont have to sit around waiting for that ring.
I dont gossip about fiends or stab them in the back
1don't carry our ciifferences into the sack.
11' 1 never go psycho and threaten to kill you
or think every guy out there's trying to steal you.
I'rn rational, reasonable, and logical too
1know what the time is and 1 h o w what to do.
And 1 honestly think its a privilege for me
to have these two balls and stand when 1 pee
1 live to watch sports and play al1 sorts of bal1
It's more fûn than dealing with women after al1
1 won't cry if you figure out it's not going to work
1won't remain bitter and cal1 you a jerk.
Feel fiee to use me for hunediate pleasure
I won't assume it's permanent by any measure.

Yes, I'rn glad I'rn a man, a man you see
I'rn glad I'rn not capable of child delivery
1don't get al1 bitchy every 28 days
I'rn glad that my gender gets me a much bigger raise
I'm a man by chance and I'm thankfirl it's tme
I'm so glad I'rn a man and not a woman like you!

I'rn Glad I'm a Woman

I'rn glad I'm a woman, yes 1 am, yes 1am
1 dont tive off of Budweiser, beer nu& and Spam
1 dont brag to my buddies about my erections
1 won1 drive to Heil More 1 ask for directions
1don't get wasted at parties and act iïke a clown
and 1 h o w how to put the damned toilet seat down!

I won't grab your hooters, I won't pinch your butt
my belt buckie's aot hidden beneath my beer gut
and 1 dont go around "readjusting"my crotch
or yell like Tanan when my head-board gets a notch
1 dont beIch in public, 1 don't scratch my behind
I'm a woman you see - i'm just not that kùid!
i'rn glad Cm a woman, I'rn so gIad 1 could sing
1 don't have body hair like shag carpeting
It doesn't grow fiom my ears or cover my back
When I lean over you cant see 3 inches of crack
And what's on my head doesn't leave with my cornb
1'11 never buy a toupee to cover my dome
Or have a few hairs pulled fiom over the side
I'rn a wornan, you h o w I've got far too much pride!

-

And I honestly think its a piivilege for me
to have these two boobs and squat when 1 pee
1 don't live to play golf and shoot basketball
I dont swagger and spit like a Neanderthat
1 won't tell you my wife just does not understand
stick my hand in my pocket to hide that gold band
or tell you a story to make you sigh and weep
then screw you, roll over and fàll sound asleep!

Yes, I'm glad I'rn a woman, a woman you see
you can forget a11 about that old penis envy
1 don? long for male bonding, 1 don't cmise for chicks
join the Hair Club For Men, or think with my dick
I'rn a woman by chance and I'rn thankfiil it's true
I'rn so glad I'rn a woman and not a man like you!
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How to S a t i e a Wornan Every T i e

Caress, praise, pamper, relish, savor, massage, make plans, ttx, empaîhize, serenade, compliment,
support, fée4 tantaliz, bathe, humor, placate, stimulate, jifSlube, stroke, console, purr, hug,
coddle, excite, pacifl, protect, phme, correspond, anticipate, nuzzle, smooch, t o a . rninister to,
forgive, sacrifice for, ply, accessorize, leave, rehim, beseech, sublMate, entertain, chann, hg,
cira.,crawl, show equaiity for, spackle, oblige, fàscinate, attend, implore, bawl, stiowr, shave,
trust, grovel, ignore, defend, coax,clothe, brag about, acquiesce, aromate, fiise, fia, rationalize,
sanctik help, acknowledge, polish, upgrade, spoil, embrace, accept, butter-up, hear,
deto-,
understand, jitterbug, locomote, beg, p l 4 borrow, steal, c h b , swim, nurse, resuscitaîe, repair,
c a b d a y , MI for, die for, dream of, promise, deliver, tease,
patch, crazy-glue, respect entefirt, commit, enlist, pine, cajole, angelicke, murmur, snuggle, snoozle, snurfie, elevate, enervate,
take her places, scuttle like a
alleviate, spotweld, serve, rub, rib, salve, bite, taste, nibble, gr*,
crab on the ocean floor of her existence, diddle, doode. hokey-pokey. hanky-panky, crystal blue
persuade, flip, flop, fly, don't care if I die, swing, slip, slide, slather, mollycoddie, squeeze,
moisturize, humidiîjr, Iather, tingle, slarndunk, keep on rockul' in the fiee world, wek slicken,
undulate, gelatinize, bmsh, tingle, dribble, drip, dry, knead, fluff, fold, b l u e c o d mu,ingratiate,
indulge, wow, dazzle, amaze. flrrbbergasf enchant, idolize and worship, and then go back, Jack,
and do it again.
HOW TO SATISFY A MAN EVERY TIME:

Show up naked.

Before Marriage

The evoluiion of

'mat% an excellent suggestion, Miss Triggs. Perhaps one of
the men here would like fo make it"

.
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Of course
Idont look
the men.....
rigit the

# 01s

Would you like to speak to the man in charge or the woman who lmows what's gobg on?
# 02s

The mle without exception!
If it has tires or tits, You're gohg to have trouble with it.
# 03s

Wanted
Good wornan who can clean and cook fish, sew, dig w o m , and owns boat and motor.
Send photo of boat and motor.

i suffer from PMS
Putting up with men's shit!

Real women don't have hot flashes

They have power surges.

WARNlNG
You are looking at a high performance woman, 1 can go from O to bitch in 2.1 seconds.

Hande with "care" The bitch avitch sticks.

